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THIS  WEEK 's  SPECIAL!  
"66 Chevrolet 
Pickup, 4 speed, Big 6 motor ., 
.ow *995.00 
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m. '~k ,~ . ':" ~":l~e~=$~.¢o~mon tn the i~p  ", l only knew Colin then chlld tvlth a" new toy and. 
1 ,:: : '~ .  • , • ~".; .... ;mo s~ne colin was flercel generous fault ~ m~/ap~prea l l~b l~/~ HeraltlEdltor: " : : r [ : ' ' : '  ~ . . . .  "." . .  . .  Y through association .~/t our • to a 
. . . .  -'~..:.:.~ '.'. ,pOllt lCal,  . astute an l l .  po l J t lea l  c lub  and '  in pu l lUea l  
MM- ~ Colin Is 36, has h ~ovely;Wffe . cmserv~tiv~,.,  : . : :"~-':~:i.. sclenee 'elasses. ' i~larty was awea~er,He wouldn't|uStHe, d glv lendit toYonyou.hb -forgotten alm~'~newspaper: f~usfn~*~":],~C~ii~. 
~ and three children rang~l~.,/.;;~, Colin 'w0~kTd his ~;  '.closer. " . r " About that time ColM wa I lost.sight oLMfirty~-/.... i'."/"dl 
managerialJobiaasteelp!i~i ' ~ ": -"- ::.;"- %," "",~2,", . . . . . .  P g poet, Imsted bg !he Vancouver drug "~ ages from fix to  ,121-add!:-a; ~through,~Ibe e~Hier  yeaN': ~( .~ He was a rombin . ' .After twoye~!returned i~ 
nea.'rToroqtowherehe ~4~!  " - -  . _ "'.' " .. " .... ii j - - • squad, f led been payhrg .ter Vancouver tO w~rk./usJmlor 
~ . • $16,00o a year.• : " , ~ '; ,~ l  . ~  ~.  ~ IP /~.~"  ~ I~I~IIM'~ ~ ~ ~ Ms hablt by serving ..as a reporter- ~,  th6? vmc~nvcr  
~ e - _  .,,.Martywmlldhavebe~-~i,.:,,.ax . IM I . . ,~ . J IE~, J '~ , , I [ j .~ J~ . r~.~,~,~f~-  courier for bigger drug .San ~.:" . . . . . . .  - • 
pushers and, they nailed him; ":. ~'Ithln'-da,~- ' ; '~ , .~- '~ ,  I V  lastmonth, IButhemls~ed~ ' '. . . .  * / • . s  " " " " I - " " ,  ' " ' . . . . .  ~"":~ " " ' "~"  
I v b l r thdays .Yousee;he 'sd 'e~d~" ' "  - . , ,, IM'll.~]t'lhl:~ f~t t~ lo . l r  t. stmi.ned, me,- Id  never "thaf ~, t la .  m,n,':': . . . .  ' , , .  
• Both men 'had  mUcii~] ...... ~ • . - - - .La~,,.,.L,,.~,t,,_ S,~J~q.JI.~IL rea y thougltt of hlm as an garol~" ,~-,-,~-~ .a ....-t.L., 
. comm~.  Th~ey. wer~.b ~ ~t ' universit a tA  ' " " ~ addict But I 'ofteh woQdered fror _7 _ "..,"~'L _" '~_ - - ,  . " .~  
- " ~ ' ,  Y loan s smelter influenced by Dylan 11~omas, . , . . . . .  . - ~;;~m,n8 m'm, ,ne  was 
sinaen~ at the Unive~,~.~., ' • in KitlmaL Marty sold dru~ and worea heard ev n why he was ¢,apable ~. be.~g again Intensely acUve'in i lie 
,of,. ~ Briti$1~ • Colum~J~', Colin w . . . . . . . . . .  ": '  - . e then. super-coot , ,O r to~auy pelltical party of wlilcb,! 
- .  - -, '~ .  _ ..,-~,, ,' _ . ~ .o~ea on ner0m, .e  was published, in ~ome relaxed in our conversations at that time a, member./.Ih 
•ney were amo mug. aamc~,.!, .~ At that time, Marly was only noted Vancouver poetry books, over coffee on campus, still appeared 0eoof"J~- h~ 
• ! knew ~em well.. /.:~! ' .  sm..ok/mg maHJuaua--at least and magazines amlLIds name He Was given five years in was tar more. active, .'11~ 
: .-TOPDEBATORS-:~.~./~ . ...• that s what he told me--and began to spread to'theea~t: to the B.C. Penltentlary in New talked, freely of hls ~ 
. .. claimed.not only was-it non. Toronto where he a lso Was Westminster. experience--and " of 
were tel) debat01~ . . . . .  
• .: :. our political, club on can~i .  : addletlve, but healthlei, than publlshed. LOSTSlGHT experlence inJail, alwayo as a 
'" but they differed in that M~ " tobacco and superior to He was happy, gregar|0us, In the meantime, l'd left warning. 
. . . . . . . . . . .  ~ alcohol. 
" r " "" .~,.''''. ... leaned towards the helle ~-~i[ ~.- . in love with the world Jike. a Vancouver to discover the Cont'd on Page:Z 
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Civic action gro $6-billion conszdi red for Terrace-Yukon lihk = 
plans activist re Jolliffe 
Grass  roots democracy  foundat ions  for the group ,this would also, they hope, betterment of Terrace.,,:~ O u s t s  - - .=  . " 
sat ill on a round table which hopes to spark  form a check on the media to He blamed the: a 2 rage ] O . . . .  
d iscuss ion  las t  po l i t i ca l  awareness  in see that accurate news is turnout on an open scli~l ~r4  j - '  i ' i / [  ,:I~: - 
Wednesday night and Terrace. reaching the people, meeting being held ne~ Joor .:. .: .... :: : 
And the media is expected to atCaledoniaSenierS~:~ layr in OttaWa . . . . .  brought a constitutional I t s  members  wou ld ,  cover ratepayer group School which drew 28 lnt~ Sted ~.ii~ 
c iv ic  aetiongroup .one eventua l ly ,  at tend  meetings, thus keeping 'the persons. ' :. i=~ i]'.'. 
step c loser  to reality, council meeings, school  public informed of its activiUes. "I think' wee~ ithe 
• .About  a dozen people board  meet ings  and  o ther  " It  was an objective we've 
sat  down in room 16 of . . . . . . . . .  meeting," said a svokesman for cranks out / '  said ..', the 
. . . .  meet ings  of pub l i c  the embryo group. " I t "was  spokesman. : ; '~:~ : ; Reg iona l  . .Expans ion  M in is te r  Jean  Marchand.  
Skeena  Jun io r  Secondary  i n t e r e s t- a s attended by  sincere, serious At the same time, he '~id '~i t  is cons ider ing  ..Ter race  as  the te rminus  of  a 
School~. to  lay  the  "ombudsmen." .  people concerned with the doesn't pay to gotoo fa~"°~ 
• . ? - -  , ' ~ -  ' A C H A L L E N G E ~ i /  . proposed railway l ink  to the  Yukon.  
l " ]~  ' - " " ~ ~ - " . . . .  . - . -  ' . . . .  ~ ', . .  As a resu l t ,  Mayor  V ictor  Jo l l i f fe is inOttawa 
~: . ' ;~ 'd~( l l  ~ : , .~ : ,~4~¢M~f lk .~. '  Im~' t '~-~~1~:~?!~; .~.  ' :~o . t . i fwewant tog~V~t  today  (Monday~,~ to ,add  I~s~.voieq~t~o. a~b~by/~, .  
.... ~ ,~ : =,: ........ ~ . . . .  wi l l ing ~io- accept a~;challenge;- . could : J L J~ '~ , r~ ' :  .m,~ ~0__  , ,~__~1.  ~. ' l , ' l v~_____  ___  ___  II J t l  II " l l J .~ i J L t :%"  . . . .  , , / i - . . .  ,-" hebUt be firm.at the same t.me " s a i d .';"~:: ' northfUnds to" extend .the {~anadian' Nat iona l  Ra i lway  f rom a spur  on its P r i ce  George-Pr ince  
• Pro-chairman, I (~  Kerr, was Rupert l ine.  
unable to attend became of 
A .s t r ike  by Ter race  the  prov inc ia l  The BCTF will disclose then illness. . Jo l l i f fe  rece ived  mun ic ipa l  counc i l ' s  approva l  to 
teachers  cou ld  be government  does  not  whether'it will strike 0r not. Still, thespokesmansaid,-"we make the t r ip  a long  with  mun ic ipa l  c le rk .  
imminent ,  improve  pens ion  p lans  ALL OF B.C. " covered a lot of ground." admin is t ra tor  Jack  Hardy ,  in  a commit tee -oFthe .  
for retired teachers. The strike action " is Discussion, he said, ranged whole meeting Friday. 
The B.C,  Teacher ' s  The bill on the pens ions  applicable to the whole of the from a regional college for 
province," said John Chen Terrace, to municipal affiars, He said the decision was the northern mayors, it was 
Federation has re. is expected to come Wing, local, teachers' including getting both tenant- based on the disclosure in The agreed to propose to Marchand .
a f f i r m e d i t s  be fore  the  leg is la ture  association president, electors und prsperty owners on Herald March 8 that the four that the route be car~,edMest of 
determinat ion . to ,  s t r i ke  if w i th in  a week or  two. All teachers who are votinglists andgetting thegn out  mayors weregoing to Ottawa to Hazelton; following the most - 
members of the BCTF are to vote, zoning and town lobby for the rail line to tap the Cont'd ou Page 3 
(;  O N ~ e~pected totake part in a strike planning, land ilse and the resource-rich north. 
if their pension plan demands regional district. Paperb 
are not met. :. TERRACE INDICATED ~Dy tu rns  11YlP o f f  JimKilleen, BCTFpresident~ TRUEFACTS Jolliffesaid,,iCnOUncilapproved 
"" the move, view of the ~ 1 ~  
said, "under. legislation given "Ii~ 'regards to' owner and possible developments in this first reading inthe legislature 
Skeeim MP Frank lloward he able to buy candy, and fall Cont'd on Pag e 3 " - tenant electors,, we can be area." 
, _ helpful in getting the true facts The mayor added Terrace has (~l[~]~]~l~(~e~l~ ; 
warns parents that their legalization carries with it to these people, thus dispelling been considered a "jumping off 
childre, may fall into the that implication." He puffs way and stories," the AH-H.H 'I"18 SPRING, a time to stretch and Ioll and breathe. Jolliffe will join mayors r.ima is the happy winner of • rumors point" since the ear|y 1900's. Herald paperboy Michael( 
ha,~ds of an evil, wicked witch. II0ward added that if it were j il spokesman said. Atimewhenevenfriskyeoldlejustlikestorelaxandhaveacat Harold Moffal of Pr ince the first prize in the 
She's called Mary Jane. legalized "it would throw the till.tO a "We would need people with a nap. A time of buds and birds and babies tn buggies. Just ask 
A;;d kids go topet over her, subject completely to the good background, leadership Goldle--Stnff photo. George, Peter Lester, Prince newspaper '  s recent  
Iloward war,m, jurisdictioi~ of the provinces A man who shoplifted $11 in abilities and fresh views to Rupert; R.S. Trail of Dawson circulation drive. : 
Mary.lane is o,~e of many and we easily could have l0 cigarettes from the Terrace attend municipalandregional t 'ewar- t h-eac-ers Cr'eek and Herb Gardner Michael got 40 new 
nick,mines for mari juana, different sets of rules and Super Valu Store was sentenced meetings,'!he said.' Williams Lake. customers. And he won a 
better k,mwq as pot or grass, regulations, .or no rules and to jai l  Saturday, Girard In an earlier.story, pro-terni Also representing the north Polaroid camera from The 
I,IQUOR WORSE ,'egulations atall which would Bardier was sent to jail for 14 chairman Kerr called the job of will be Skeena MP Frank Herald. 
Despite recommendations beworse.,0 days for the offense, these people "pipelines to the want  own t ,o  sL- -me- 
• Howard of Terrace. . Second and third prize 
znade i,  the LeDain Report ou UNDESIRABLES Hetook the cigarettes while in public," Jolliffe pointed out that the winners are Glenn' Hampton 
I}rngs timt marijuana is less lie said such laws, or lack of the store Friday afternoon, said The spokesman said the economic explosion of such an 
harmful '  than liqaor or them, wouidlure undesirables RCMP. with 34,new customers and 
- expansion could cover a wide Garth Clegg with 33. Glen. tobacco, IIoward doesn't want to Canada. Cout'd on Page 3 Teachers in Stewart want the company town for Granduc .area, including Dawson Creek won a camera camera and 
it legalized. "Legalization means that -Sthool Board lo help them buy mining, nas tew homes or in the north-east and as far Garth, a transistor radio. 
"i must disagree with the youngsters at an early age Flees scene of accident their homes, apartments for rent. 
idea it be legalized for a with the sanction of the state. Knd the beard is considering The school Board maintains south as Williams Lake. . .Nearly half of The Herald,s I 
POSSIBILITIES 35 paperbeys and papcrrigla ,mmber of reasons," said could learn about life from the A Terrace man was treed $100 He was arrested following an the_ idea, "teacherages" there. But some The CNR has su,rveyed three got new customers during The [ , 
Iloward. drop.out concept and not from for failing to remain at the accident JanuarY.30 atthe rear . . - ,  - - :S tewar t  primari ly a teachers, apparently, would possible routes. Herald'stive.w~ek circulation 
"l do,~'t want to see a life itself," figures Iloward. scene of an accident, of the T~rrace Hotel. He was - ~'," " _ like to buy their own homes in - i 
situation where mari juana "The way to cope with the RaymondGuno pleaded"not also fined for havifig a'blood ;P r, nfa the town. At a February 19 m(~efing of drive whlch brought in several i 
A p lan  for financing the , hundred new home ' i  can be bought by any eight or ,'ca lilies of life while growing guilty" but was found "guilty alcohol above .08 and driving -,- ,~ .  ,,,,,.ax~,~ 9 homes was discussed at the subscribers. 
10-year-old, child as one would Cont'd on Page3 after a trial Thursday. with a suspended:license, te 'cLersan  Scho0! . Board meeting 1 8 7 1 '~ : , ,  
, / - . .  i ~  . i l , f .  Wednesday n ight . i t  ~ - - "  - - - - ' - - - -  - - " '~-~."  • Co in  ~ ] [ "  S"  was suggested that a $5,000 a hine 
ito meet  Subsidy loan be paid. by the brok .n 
~" r board at the rate of $44 a month i 
; 1 ]  ~!~The School Bourd will hold a ''°nly while the teachers °tcupy Three vending maehJ~~s~'. 
• special meeting in  Thornhill the house and are in the " outsideSav.Mor car wa~h~y/e.re' • 
:Schools on March31. ..'" employment'bf the board." . pryed opon 0vernight Th~Iv . . ,  ? ,,- 
, IEwill be the f rst in a series of Presently; Stewart.~teachers ..... ... , , , • . . . . .  , ......... 
meetings "planned to bring receive a $725 yearly.'.'isolation " ".ThleV'es , ,  stole':/': ,;',.:~!~'~~"k:," 
area" bonus, undetermined amount of~:~ili~';i'. " 
teachers, parents, students and ' " ,. from the.towel, vacum dnc[~ .:, . lensless.together. If the teachers old the home, 
: 'Meetings will be planned for the board would be released of machines..: . i ' . . . .  ~:i:~" ' 
other Tei'race schools at aiater all financial obligations. 1971 - RCMP:areinvestigating:!.'.~ : " .  
date,  .: . . . .  , ,, . , ,, "~'";~. . 
:,The'.'-/deaev01ved. from an A history of: " "  Edu~atl0n: and Curriculum :~' - " - "  '~ " ........ " ' " '~ ' 
C01iimittee meeting headed by  Keena SChOOl 
trustee":Mrs. Naney0rr. he.raldsimilarmeetlngsi, OO goa l : , :  Of R _ . . . . . .  . . . .  
' : with"0~ to IO0 parentsattending, 
" , Tli~,meeting wi l l  I ~elude a ,. : :'~i!, :, .",: . . : ,  ! :., . . . . . . . .  
! tour':of,.Ihesehool,edLlcatiunal Know anything ' about i .tlie,:,.. the ,center:wants bl~l~: '!PfCt~s:"" fr0m:: .... i ':~":~iold ~sct ''~ !/c~iS: ' ~ "/:" i.tb..i:~":!"~ 
' presentations, and genera history of Terrace schools~. . that Can be made into slides~:~.,ii,,., , Resour fol 
- di~msions.: , ~ . . . .  
lu,,_~ " ~ ' ,, : '~i~ . m~, ers,.,tmdi trustees are  The Resource Center, as a She's ,also intc~t~l.~'i~, ~, ~;::i:~int~r ,,, ,,~,' ,i:~; ~ • ;  
ImbL  . , e.'ipette'd to i~eet tog~t~r/mid'; C&Refiniellproject. is compi!~... ~textb00ks and' i;6~ment~:~t~ ,~ ~ '-.',~ ~ -' 
~i lm,~.  ~fe~ m~et=wtth ~rentsat  the ahistory6flocal  seh0~l~.-:"~'.".:':~: 61~ti~ers abOutthe = .:.~.'.~:,'. rs:~ 
s ento make the ';: ~..et~ils~of'~the'meetlng..have . MrS, .Betty'. C lent ,  . an/ ..... ' i '~ .  ~ :;~.-:.:, :-',,'./:~'~.:' :'"~ .......... "~" 
. . . . . . . . . .  ~-,. --.-, . -~, .~-a . . . .  . m,m. blrtlalay.-.-$taff "'~!' ~ :made final: . . . . .  " .  " 6rganiT.er. of the project, sald.~:'~ tt~a~pi".:..~":~,~2." ; .-. ~!~.~l~t.t0~l, !: •:'i.7 • - 
- , f  . . • , 
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IS IT MARS? OR THE MOON. It's neither, though you'd have a lava beds up the Nass Valley taken by Dave Read of B.C. Hydro 
i tough time believing it's not. What it is is a snowscape of the who snowmobiled into the country. 
murkey  wor ld  o f  fear  and  death  
DRUGS A w,++oe+saw i '+  tvlany also tameo os orugs. I little of Marty uolin m nelp themselves, une I than 
Incessently. He was anymore. There'd be 'phone of them, he said lives right I !know. l 'veseen what drugs 
extremely agitated all the 
I 
Plans for arena 
are ready to go 
fo l low ing  prominent  
businessmen: Hans Muehle, 
Augie Geeraert, Harry Smith, 
Bert Marlow and Bob Sheridan. 
Details on the design and 
layout of the arena itself are 
being worked on and should be 
ready for release soon. 
So far $70,000 is dedicated 
towards the arena project. 
This includes the Centennial 
Grant of $30,000. 
time; nervous, paranoid and 
rambling to the extent he 
would forget what it was that 
he was talking about. 
USED SPEED 
lie was consistantly after 
me to try meth.amphetamine, 
or "speed". He said it gave 
him a better kick than 
marijuana. Marijuana was 
just for kids, he'd say. 
lie had no job and was 
becoming known as a "burn" 
artist, or "rip-Dff artist" as 
those who steal from others 
are called today in the drug 
sub-culture. 
I met Marty for a beer to see 
him for the first time in over 
two years. It was to be a sort 
of a reunion. 
! ended up buying the beer, 
listening tD the exotic 
calls from him...always a 
guise, ! quickly found out, to 
get me out Dn the pretext of 
saying he was kicking the 
habit--but it always wound up 
with, "Hey man, can yea let 
me have a little bread? ! 
haven't eaten for three 
days..." 
! told him once i'd bay his 
meal for him. He said "ao", 
that would be okay, but he'd 
look after it. 
LOST TOUCH 
1 left Vancouver for the East 
where ! remained several 
years, i corresponded with 
Marty, but soon we lost touch. 
Two years later I returned 
home for a visit. A mutal 
friend told me: "Remember 
Marry? Well, be's dead...lhey 
figure it was a bubble in the 
here in Terrace. 
WIL£POWE'R'KEY' " 
• Howard said the key is 
willpower. The willpower, to 
refuse. 
That refusal must begin 
when you are first handed a 
joint of marijuana. Granted, it 
is not physically addicting like 
heroin or speed, but many 
people ean develop a mental 
dependency on it...jnst like an 
alcoholic with his booze. 
Marty, the brill iant, 
handsome scholar withered 
away and died because he was 
overcome by the brief 
euphoria that soon becomes a
deadly disease. He told me he 
had tried speed because "it 
was there".  He was an 
experimenter, lie told me he'd 
tried heroin and didn't like it. 
But he still smoked grtass. He 
can do--both as a human being 
worried over friends, and as 
an editor who talked to 10- 
year-old drug addicts in the 
black •ghetto of Hartford, 
Connecticut. Ten years old... 
Toastmasters 
toast tons i l s  
Terrace Toastmasters will 
toast the ladies this Wednesday 
night. 
They are also holding their 
club speaker finals at the dinner 
meeting being held in the 
Lakelse Hotel beginning at 6:45 
p.m. 
The four finalists are Wilfred 
Lagace, Don Swanson, David 
Pease and Gerry Duffus. 
Anyone is welcome to attend. 
The Terrace Arena 
Association has announced that 
plans for Terracc'~ ice arena 
are shaping up. 
Former Reeve, Walter Yeo, 
and former Alderman Bill 
McRae who jointly head the 
arena fund-raising committee 
said that appeals for donations 
and contributions will be 
started this week; commencing 
with a number of the larger 
businesses first and building up 
Many a homemaker  has 
dreamed of the day when she 
will own a freezer with all the 
advantages her freezer-owning 
friends extoll. 
No more " last minute 
emergencies; no more hum- 
drum meals; fruit vegetables, 
fish and game long past the 
season; buy in large quantities 
and make fewer trips to the 
store; save time and money. 
All these hopes can eeme true ff 
you are willing to work at 
getting the most out of your 
freezer 
But don't count on saving a 
great deal of money on your 
food bills. Consumers'  
Association of Canada would 
like to remind you the big plus 
in owning a freezer is the 
convenience. 
You should be prepared for 
the cost of operation. Proper 
moisture-vaporproof packaging 
and containers are a "must". 
The air in the freezer is dry. If i t  
penetrates the food, it can rob it 
of  flavor, moisture and color. 
Electr icity,  servicing and 
depreciation are also "red ink" 
items. 
FAMILY SIZE 
The size of y~ur family, your • 
shopping habits and the type of 
~oods you will want to  frecz 
should govern the size and type 
of ~[reezer you buy. A rough 
estimate of capacity required 
per person is three to four cubic 
feet for city dwellers and five to 
six cubic feet for rural familes. 
Remember, when the freezer 
size is given in pounds, divide 
by 35 to convert o approximate 
cubic foot capacity. 
Before choosing your freezer, 
know where you will place it. 
Take into account the doors, 
stairs and areas it will have to 
be carried through to reach the 
storage spot. Be sure the floor 
area is strong enougb-a fully 
stocked freezer can weigh as 
much as half a ton. 
DRY PLACE 
The freezer mot,0r 
needs a dry place with 
a temperature of at 
least 40 degrees F for ideal 
conditions. Unheated 
basements and garages are not 
• ~',. 
to buy; and are bc t te r  for 
storing bulky and odd-shaped 
foods like poultry and roasts. 
With the" exceptmn ot the 
more expensive frost-free 
uprights, freezers need 
defrosting once or twice a year. 
This means removing all foods 
and insulating it in newspapers 
under a blanket Until the ice in 
the freezer melts. Look for a 
drain at the bottom to allow the 
melted ice to drain off. other- 
wise . you wil l .  j us t  have to 
"sop up' the water. 
An electric fan played on the 
frosting will zip it off in jig'time. 
SOMETIMES HARD . 
You may find some freezers 
with interior l in ings that 
overlap and with sharp corners 
that can make cleaning dif- 
ficult. Look for a smooth in- 
terior. Most liners are made of 
porcelain enamel but you will 
find some aluminum, Steel or 
plastic linings. 
If the lining is plastic be sure 
the corners are sufficiently 
reinforced to prevent cracking 
if anything is dropped. 
Most freezers have thin walls 
because of the introduction of 
foam polyurethane insulation. 
Ask about insulation 
material.  Another im- 
portant consideration is to be 
sure the iinner and outer walls 
are well-sealed so that moisture 
cannot penetrate. 
LOOK FOR WARNING 
: Look for a signal or warning 
light to let you know if the 
electricity is off or if the 
temperature has gone up. 
Check the location of the 
temperature control-some are 
easier to reach and adjust than 
others. 
Be sure that you get an 
adequate instruction manual. It 
should include instructions on 
how to package foods and 
details on how long different 
foods will keep. You should 
maintain a regular turnover in 
your inventory of food and that 
takes planning and work. 
It is wise to buy a well-known 
make from a reliable dealer. 
Cheek the guarantee carefully. 
Some include servicing for the 
first year as well as parts, while 
some also have a warranty 
"pleasures" of "Meth" and blood stream..." said he had a better lift when recommended, against food spoilage due either 
to a general fund raising drive Schoo l  o f f i c ia l  One decision you will have to to mechanical breakc )wn or ~arly in May." . . . . . . .  Held-. over .  before we parted company he .."Don't feel bad," my friend he was "speeding." ~ . . . .  
• *asked for a loan. I didn't give said. "He was dead a long, ~.l~ut, in "his ease, like many make is whether an upright or power'f@ure. " P "~ .' " L~ " "~ In oi'de~ t6"'assikt:~Yeo and . . . . .  . . . . .  
McRae in this drive, the fund at  Red D'or' :it to him: : long time ago." r; others, "speed kills", to" conference chest type ~bill ~best suit' your For ybur own pi'otection, 
Whatever happened to this Colin, on the other hand, Cut down in the prime of Hugh Power, director of Adult' purposes, remeber to have any promises 
raising committee has been brilliant promising poet? I also went east where he life. Education, will attend an Uprights takeloss floor space made by the salesman written 
expanded to include the A Chilean singer has been wondered, worked himself up to a well- And Colin? annual conference in. Victoria anugwe easier access to the on the bill of sale. 
held over at the R'Dor cabaret I was young. Out to save the paying, powerful position for a lie's off heroin and happy. May 5 to 8. food; there is better even-cold Consumers' Association of IDB  here  for another week. world. An idealist, steel firm. But for medical reasons The School Board Wednesday distribution but you will lose Canada has a leaflet on freezers 
Luis Dimas, a 26-year-old And 1 tried to help Marry. lie asked for help and had stemming from his addiction night agreed to pay Power's more cold while the door is and freezer food plans avilable 
USES NEEDLE received it. it was Skeena MP he will be on tranquilizers for expenses for the trip. open. Chest models amcheaper free, 
~O ~[~$$ is~ singer, dancer, impersonator i almost threw-up when I Frank Iioward who talked to the rest of his life. 
and comedian will perform at walked into the kitchen in a Colin's parole board and got In this issue, The Herald bus iness  the cabaret from Wednesday, west end Vancouver house to him a responsible job on the probes the merky world of 
March 17 to Saturday, the20th, see Marty, muscles flexed, outside, drugs and alcohol, It deals 
His manager says he hopes and a needle in his hand. I Frank in 'a recent visit to with people like Mart)' add 
also to arrange a performance could see the trickle of  blood Terrace, said there are others Colin. Perhaps somebody ou  
at the Terrace Civic Center for that followed the injection. He like Colin. Bnt the most know. 
Luis who was a television star in was extremely animated a,d important hing, said Frank, But we can learn from their 
South America. "speeded-up". is that the addict needs the misfortunes if we have the 
"Just try it, man," he said wql and self.respect to power, the will, to say, "No Fighting fo  with wild eyes surrounded by overcome his siEkness, tie thanks." es grey pockets, l ie had once - 
weighed 230, but he was tall. 
CAHCOUVER'S" ipp d $;50 Now he weighed less than 150. n e ISis ribs stuck out and his 
A fight in the Lakelse Hotel flaming red hair had started UNBEATABLE 
parking lot has resulted in fines to fall out and recede and he HOTEL VALUE 
for two local men. was in his mid 20's. 
Fined $50 each were Ronald lie looked like a vegetable. Located Right Downtown 
Motz, 22, and Victor Lincoln, 27. lie looked like a dead man. 
They appeared in court There was no way I could 
Saturday on charges of causing talk to him. Nothing I would l 
a disturbance by fighting, say would sink in. He wouldn't I 
The incident took place listen. He was in another I March 5. world and the gap was too 
MARCH 4-20 ,  z :~/ -  t ,u -ur  our ' , 'K  LA I I :~  
Male  Athlete, Female Athlete, and Team s , ,o , s  OFTHINGSTO COME - -  A tl,t~ ch.h.e vf thrue I;ttex ( ......... pal . . . . . . . .  ham..', ymlr h.*me dt~rlr. ~1 . . . . . . .  
White [lhd us, exciting nil v ,r • ;, -m rl,i~t., r,,h,r~, m, dlng Deep and L'ltm DI~*p SHADES OF SAVINGS FROM CO-OP vm~.. ' . . 
of the  Last  100  Years  ,~o.,,,.+...,~,.~.,,,~..,,,,:=,,~,,,,.,.~o, 
,~ .~_ . : , . := . ! : , : .  ........ ,:~ . . . . . . . . .  :.:,..=.:...:,=. ... ..... ~--~ sUPER LATEX FLAT  F IN ISH 
A c~,amy.~ml,Rh flltJ~h with ,'NII;I ~LJ'I] hidillg ~)w,,r F~,t~v |o app )', The l~'ff~t 
You Choose Century s Best . . . .  + + - * +  . . . . . . . . . .  
W ~7~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . - - ' ' " -  " - ~ .  
, . +  $9.44  , 
/ co .op  . Pt  
• , " ~ '  '..: !.~'~ 
MALE ATHLETE FEMALE ATHLETE TEAM [ E J ' ' i..~!~i~.i! 
Percy Williams Nancy Grsene Olympic Fours "~I'L~ - - J~["  [,-~[ ' I~[,L~[ [ J~[ '~ '~ ~ - - i ~ l [ [ l l  i ( j . I / i  l [  i i  i f  i / j~[j~[r. l ,~.~ 
Dang Peden Elaine Tanner without Cox (1956) QUART i l ' oALLo , ;ST ,~ 
Dang Hepburn Ruth Wilson Van. Millionaires (1915) 
Harry Jerome Helen Stewart Hunt Victoria Dominos (1046) ~ a . , j ~ ~  i..~, J : i . ,  .r'INTERIOR ( i ! : :"• ~'J"INIERIOR ." :ii:i~ SUPER LATEX EQQSHELL ~- . . . . .  
Fred "Cyclone" Taylor Lillian Palmer Trail Smoke Eaters D.i. to • u.,,..~ ,m~,,,~ . , . .  ~ml~, tom..~., o~ 
• ~ ~  !!:,11 ~LNA: l i i j  , r~__  .|~  IWH'  ~WH LNA: ~ .... ~.. w.. .  ,m . . . . .  , ....... ko • r,.o q.. t . . .  ~ . "  " 
ImlnL ~hould. IIMIwny& rhildren's bedn~,rn~ and nlm]+u~ . . 
U,B,C. Basketball !: I 1 a... $2 .88  o.,,.n $10 .44  ~j~7 ;'~ Team (1930) s.++,.~ ,,,~ , , ,.~:~ 
MALE ATHLETE " : ! ~ ~ "  : .;., .11' VII~YLtAT |::~BLI[¥1HYi. "' t !~ ' ! ; i~ ' ; : ; i ; ! :~+~ '[ Ai'E~Xi • su,PLn UTEX SATI. ENAmL-- 
The Ideal ¢'h.lrv f*,r k rheas, ~ hr+. ms nn I w~lwc~rk* ' mtl 
• IpKi l l lV Prl4ed ' " , ' 
QUl l r l  ~1 ml  : I .=:-, s 88  o,,,. s in .44  ' 
..Two officials of the ln- 
dustrail Development Bank 
will he in Terrace 
Monday and Tuesday to 
acquaint local businessmen 
with their services. 
.. Main purpose of the IDB is 
to provide low-interest loans 
to start up new businesses and 
keep many small businesses 
in business. 
• .Available at the Lakelse 
llotel for consultation will be 
J.G. Wilson and J.J. Ledoux. 
..A Chamber of Commerce 
spokesman said appointments 
may be made, nr information 
obtained, by calling 635.2287. 
..The IDB is a federal 
government departme=:t. 
is pleased to announce the 
appointment of Mr. Fred Al l  the amenl f le |  that  make f~r  
Philpot to the position of gracious living ore yours in 
The British Columbia Sports Divisional Enginee'r. ~ DELUXE STUDIO SUITE 
Federation asks you to choose Single $'11~1 Double $ql l~ 
the best male athlete, female Mr. Philpot'gradualed fromthe from ,ll,"l' from J -O 
athlete, and team of the last FEMALE ATHLETE University of British Columbia These studio suites ore almost 
twice the  size of  an ord inary  
!00 years, and is  a res ident  o f  Ter race .  5o101 .room, but  at  a price of a ~ ~ J ~ l ~  - 1 
regular room. 
YOU may choose names other TEAM n ~.  I[~ ~ l r~ l~ i  ": al'i%bree..'tl tl C, mtNelmrkllzt finish that makll upkeep ". 
than those suggested above, I ,  rCv=V.~lO m:~:;,o,¢, . ';~' " "  " ' "  " "+"  |.wear]n, Available In ~tln,  
' lind IlliC~ Ol~l Enamel. Odor- 
winning ath etes and team wil l  ; ,,:a'.,%;,,,.~,,'+;'~ ,, I '  be announced March 6, 1971. YOUR NAME , ' ~ ,,d =m,=,~,. c~.o. ! +"-  +°"  . . . .  
,- " ¢lmtpm lx~.c~ee|ur~, I 
Fill in the ballot on the right and " + 
Eachmail to indicated ad reSS.voter  rec ives a compli- ADDRESS . [ ~~:~*' i 'i k ' ~  N'  ~ ~ ~ . '" j .~;dl. i 
' mentaw copy of. the Special ... 
Centennial '71 Issue of B.C. 1 "l :~ , ; i , '  ', 
• Spor ts  & Recreation Magazine. 
~. 9Y.b ~,-' .  
~IApA ~MIOIUTI|I {(IITIIilV& 
• AlL TO: 1 
! * . ,  , ,  
B,C .  SPORTSFEDERATION "" 
1200 West  Broadway,  - . . . . .  
Vancouver 9, B .C .  
- I 
O0.OP YELVA.GLO PAINTS - -  
He was fqrmerly associated Here's what you get: 
with Twin River Timber Co. e' Provincial Furnishings * n.au,  ala . 
• Extra  Large Beds 
and, more recently, has • Furnished Dlneto Area 
managed his own Forestry •'individual Heat Control from 
• 23"  Televis ion or the runny aparkLIn 
c1~ ,, ~eo ola I'l. ll)eep Tone C1derl £1r~ nVld~- Consulting firm in Terrace. • Refrigerator in every cull• nine nt a,mn), ,ddttlnrml ¢,,t.) 
• Swimming Fool sp.©la.r PrU.d 
• •Sauna Baths Mr, Philpol's appointment is . Pane.area V iew f rom j _ ~  ?.~,rl ~2.88  O.,,o. s g . "  
effective March 1, 1971. • Y_our..Bolcony. . el a~,mmm~.lmti,.~/nf TIM.Brdl.QL0 URETHANE --  ' " ~~*~'~, ' .  ' --"~,~] 
• . . . . .  .+.c..,.ntro F P o m,  .ORiZO.'nas'°"r°a' o. ,h: I ~ ";':";"~';~";~'~"~: °' "+'+'Y: "~+'"~"'++: M l ~  
S PARK iN  
'. :l hard I+lnl~ In 3 to S hounl, Wrmd a.¢Jl'x re. , 
AI"" " -m k 
• l i p _ _  ~ ' l  Hotel Facitities o . . . .  ~ 2 " '  G.,I.n S9 .99  "~+~:',' "-~y~+~;~ o.., J 
EUI=ICICAN! OOLOlt YOU, WORLD BEAUTIFUL-- WITH SHADES OF SAVINGS ~ ®  
. . . . . .  ,.ira , HOTEL ' , :. H i  OO.OP SALE, , ,  =i.='* '*r'__~ :~ 
/ t 
I! Hi  - , , , " . . . .  , , . .  . • i ', . ":', ', : • •."~ . ,  ,,,~ ~,.'; 
P,O, Box 1400, , , i i  " .... - !  ' ' ' "' • I 
Kltimat, B.C. . l i  " ' 688,1  . I l l .  
' " ' ' l i im Toleu Aa 04.SOreS ~ I 
/ , " 
I bill,/taki~g the. . burden off the 
individual home-owners. '"
",We also considered ~best 
~usage "of land Within the 
muntcipality...how to put the 
bestuse to i t "  
' SPACIOUS i~AND 
The'spokesman said We have 
plenty of !and and wherefore' 
why not consider building on i 
larger.10ts, with homes further 
apart with plenty of green area. 
Thig, he said, was tied up in 
zoning cudtown planning. 
He said a Civic action group, 
armed ~'ith the background, 
could approach council with a 
br|ef su'ggesting better land use, 
among other things, plus make 
concrete proposals. 
Research could, be done, for 
example, • by a + member  or 
committee of the group 
studying say, the 120-page 
building cede for B.C. 
A LINK' 
Above all, he said, the embryo 
group would like to see a 
cohesi0n of oldtimers witk 
newcomers to Terrace. 
"Once going, we've got to 
MONDAYv MARCH 15, ~ 19~f ~ . . . .  
~ ' +  ~~!,~+O,~C;",+;,-;+-:,;!:~;./~ :+ ~=_= @/ : ::.~ + : :+ +,,'*+;'' Y.:; 
~~Imm4~& A+~l ,~ l~.m+~#~.m~.+*:  ',,,+,+++,', . ;  . . . .  ++, +. . ,+ ~+:!: ,  ,+++:., 
+m+V~+;;///~.+;/dt+¢IUll:., +/.+ ;+i :::+::+ + ;.,i+ 
+r +, :+:poW-wow" 
• - . ; * .  
• Cont'd from Page 1 . J make hast Slowly and then ~et 
. thinking' togetheP;" he said. 
~oup d!scussed the p.oss!hility. , 01dtimers,' he said, have to 
oz p~n!ng tor equalnzati.on 'oi realize Terr0ce is gro~'ing up 
taxes wz~nin me commumty, into dmall city status. It needs, 
He said the feeling was that he added, both new blood mixed 
large~' industrial firms should with old ~o f0r~e ahead 
~. r~u i red  to foot more ot the "The oldi~mers "should 
serv ice 
is  he ld  
welcome the latecomers and 
loam to work together for a 
better Terrace," he said. 
He said he'd like to see botli 
get gogether a t  the next 
meeting of the fledgling 
ratepayer's grodp at in room 16 
of'Skeena Secondary at 8'p.m. 
Howm'd raps 
marijuana 
Cont'd f rom Page  1 
up is  from meet!ng and 
beating these problems head 
on and not by getting high to 
escape from those problems," 
said Iloward, who has said he 
received hip own education 
f rom lhe school of hard 
k.ocks. 
- ' 'NOTNARCOTIC' 
lie admits, however, that, i!+ 
"'there is no doubt that .: 
marijuana has no place in the 
Nar-eotic Control Act for it is 
not n narteotic." 
Ilowever, he was quick to  ~: 
add, "it's not a candy bar, i~ 
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• "What is required," he said, k~ ~. • ;:~::;%:;~+~<: ~+~+++ ~ ~;+ ~ +~ 
'*is a eombination of less BUSY HERALD CARRIER B~Y, Michael Zlma receives the ~':* . . . .  
A Terrace woman will be str ingent sanctions, an, polaroid, color.pack 2camera" he won by getting the most new 
buried in Nova Scotia, after a educat iona l  p rogra  m cust0mers on his paper route. Mike managed toget  40 new 
memorial service here. involving people who have subscl;ibers to top his nearest ml, Glen Hampton, who got 34 ' 
A service was held Monday at been through the mill of using " 
Knox United Church for Mrs.. drugs and realize the dangers. Resource  Cent off ic ia l  Ola Bernice Jefferson. She and aeo-ordinatedplan which, ;Wedding S r e 
died March 1 at the age of 58. hopefully, " would be 
A'native of'Victoria Beach, acceptable to the province ' 
Napo l i sCounty ,  Nova  Scot ia,  hands in her resignat ion Mrs. Jeffers0n will be buried at so that marijuana could be. announcement controlled and its use limited, ' 
a family plot there, not expanded." . 
Mrs. Jefferson lived in Mr. and Mrs. Leo Koss of Mrs. Betty Cle'nt, resource She and her husband will be Terrace for 9 years. She is Terrace are p leased  to 
survived by her husband Joseph -i announce'the engagement of center co-ordinator, willresign moving to another town -; _ _  
new customers and Garth Clegg who was behind Glen by one 
customer. He had 33 new subscribers. Presenting the camera to 
Michael is Herald General Manager Gordon Hamilton. 
• their second daughter, Beverly in June. • possibly Penticton. 
Jefferson, 4729 Olsen, Teachers  may Lynn, tORonald L, .King. The School Board Wednes~lay Also resigning is Mrs. C. B ck p r i ke  .h  night votedtosenda le t te ro f  Leslie, principal of the King is the son.pf Mr. and Mrs. special recognition to Mrs. Grahame Scjool, for retarded. a s +.U , + St  • e re  .... R. King of Terrace. 
" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Cleat for .her three years 'of Mrs.'Leslie is also moving fro~i trou-ble' The weddi,g .will .tgke place service here . r i ,  ~'~ .... 'h i t '  :~: ~ Terrace'to tO'  ..... '~"' ~ '  :" ' several'i" i.(~Ontweeksd.from, Pageago, retiredli :.* ,. Church.April 17 at-the'. Sacrdd+Heal;t+ Spi--tual .... he  
teachers would get increases of " f y ar Twocars received a total of $10.50 to $21 amonth."  AWHOSE.rP~ " . e. < 
$i7oo 'damages in a collision But, BCTF members think Ahousat, the vil iage On .A movie called the "Spiritual I Secondary School. " 
H=t of the Year," will be shown I Themovieis "designed towin near Usk Saturday. retired teachers should get' Clayoquot Sound, is an. Indian here March 13. • I support for stewardship and 
Geoi'ge'Munson f Nass Camp moreSTRiKEthan t t.AUTHORIZED Name meaning "People living Called "The . Unfinished | mission programs, and to en- 
drove past the Usk turn-off. "If with their backs to the land and Mask," the movie'will be shown / courage young people to enter As he was backing up to reach no changes are made in mountains." 
the road, his car collided with pensions for retired teachers, , at 7:30 v.m. in Skeena Junior / full-time Christian service. 
one driven by Carl Lehtonen the executive is authorized to - -  - .... 
of Kitimat. call a strike,"Killeensaid. WE HAVE TWO-LOTS LEFT ON STRAUME AYES. Police said the road was Killeen termed the increases 
slippery and Munson said he offered,, retired teachers 
could not stop his car. . ~l=ry, , +[~)}}/t/~ll/ i i , ii~ ~ 
Munson was charged with o We are pleased with the den! 
backing while unsafe and ffered long-service teachers, 
Lehtonen with =driving with K!!!een said.. 
unszife+ti=res. Neither man Was But, the'," paltry increases 
injured. .... offered our retired teachers are 
just not good enough 
Capi/George Vancouver in Kiileen said the' BCTF 
1792 noted in+ Howe Sound an counter-proposals made on 
isla/Kiwhich resembled an anvil behalf of,the retired teachers ~ 
m =ts contours.He, named it were reasonable and ~ 
Anvil. .Island ,, . • :moderate." • 
BA[LARD CA RPET CLEA NiNG] " * 
"+ ....... for ,Rugs, Wall to Wall CarPet' 
and Chesterfield ¢leaiiing 
CARPET.,:.. LAYING ~ hero contractors Jtd 
• Phone 635-6560 635"3605 635"3119 
%: +~+! ,{~aili.qg a.d¢lress)..COpper Cily~, Box S4, Terrace.: 
• . • . - i 
• i 
P~. .~ :
; Cont;d fzomP~ge?i?' ~ I; enormous;. .growtbwou~:~+~ 
westerly rout+.: to ,Whitehor~.;/, r ap"zd," . . . .  the sourm+ ; , 'sa,,li;L. ++..~ . ~;~;'+"+/-++ ... . .  +.  .... 
t Sources aid the~government • ..,. Money• is. tbeing!!+l~ugli(:S~: 
favors the ~ route which Would inelude:'capifali~:t6~i~build~,~, . 
start in Terrace," head:north towns Whicb:would!spr~.~[[i./qii~ 
through the' Nas~.+-near the i a long: thera i lway . i r~ i~ i . ,  
Stewart-Cassiar Highway in'the .,are. being: d~&l:; fbP/ Wa-ter.~:i. 
Kispiox and then Cut across' sewers and housing. ;::; ':!:;!: ii~ 
north of there'tol ink Terrace i.The i+may~si'.iest~te.:;~0~:: 
. with .Whitehorse.i,.. ~ . ,  i ~ .. men would beemployed 'd~, :  
,pm,=t is~e;~t~: i Undarlining-the ~ argument is . the devek 
Terrace's role as a "hub city" railroad. . i ';;'.+i;;,:'~+~]i i 
feeding both Kitimat and Prince They also pointed odt : /~t  
' Rupert . . .  . their mwe~in~-po!iticalia~:ff;;: 
+' The same sources saidport +would emb~;~i~ the entire ~ ;  
expansion ,in either P r ince  of B.C. , . " ~ :.:-,,;'~':~:;~: " 
Rupert or Kitimat add strength . . . . .  We can't take sides," !:s~id: 
to the argument for the Terrace . Prince George~mayo~.  old 
spur. + Moffa t. :',?The r ~ ~ s [ i ~  
MOST ECONOMICAL  : ~ ':made available."... =;.: ; =+?;~:~! 
It would beth~cheapest~ most " He stud' then,+ "!'zt'~.'~s up to the, = "
economical route and would ~ town to  prove- ,"not  "on.~!i 
cause another "boom" in political basis . ,but  0n straigl~; 
Ter race . .  " ' . economicsandadaptability that;. 
"The benefits to Terrace are itshould beseleetedas the spur:, 
! co /.I McALPINE , 
Charted Accountanls J~'~-"~ 
C.M. KJELLBOTN, C.A. 
Phone 635-S675 
635-2855 
/t.M. MCALPINE,  C.A. 
b 
4644 Lezelle Avenue 
Terrace, British Columbia 
Haircuts 
Men $2.25 
Boys  (under  15). $1.50 
Shaves  $2.25 
P a r k  Avenue 
Barber Shop 
Open Now!  6 days a week  
4603.J Park  Ave.  
Across f rom L ibrary  
on Park  Avenue 
Computer Services, 
181 Pioneer - Winnipeg 1, Man. 
Enclosed please f ind 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • . , ;  . . . . . . .  ($2.99 each). 
Please mail  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ; . . . . . . . . .  .. . . . . . .  F loral  Bowls.  
NAME " ; '1% ' F ~ + " r" + + + ": + . ~ ' .. ~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .+. • ~;....+..:..++,,~,.,,.+,.. " . . . .  • . . . .  
. . . .  "+r" ' . . . .  • L"  • .... . ,  / .  "'+ - : +1.  . . . . . . . . .  
ADDRESS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  , ,. .... . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . .  . . . . . .  
C ITY  & PROVINCE " . . . . . . . . .  :,.:+,.. . . :  , ...+.+. , 
Note - Where. Sales Tax  appl ies add same to  cheque - ' cash  or. money  order. • 
' .  ' DEALER INQUIR IES  INV ITED ~ .+ 'i ."/.i-': + IU.: 
<i 
 Earning+ , ' ~ ~ I ~ "'Li " " 4 ½ %  on* your savingS?  You should be saving 
. . . . . . . .  " J  Tn  TEA & DISTRICT CREDIT UNION  
~,,I~LI:RE, " +Be a " Moke  your  6N % . . . . .  
one ': ner  harder  and  Ear  . balan " 
+ -'"~+~ +' " " ; ,~  ! +', . , , '  =w , . . /  .:v: ; . ( ' ,  . / .  ~+~ ' 
m , n c e s  +++ + . . . . . . . . . .  i / :+  + i ...... . . . .  , '+ ,  :*t '  +;<,P'.+;. ,s:+.+, ; } '.' . . . . . .  ., + . • - ; !+ ~,;+~j:~+ +++~+~+; ~, +;~+ 
" . . . . . . . . . . . .  " ' + • . . . . . .  ~+~+~~+!.+.;•+',: ~.+ t+:%~ 
DEPOSI 
\,...~m=m/~l.~ : !*~ ~:Each +50.00 deposited:i in your plan 24 savings Account will give you achanc, 
~ ~ ~  *' :a fabulous wee~t~nd :ifrip #o 5an+/Francisco. Enquire at the Credlt Unlon for furt.~ 
. . .  ( 
ERRAC+E& DI*+S T+ CREDIT UNl )N:i r TRiC +or 
• " ., i,+, , ; .: ./;, 1. . . .  + . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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OUR OP IN ION 
Blowing our horn 
Bil l  Forbes ,  edi tor  of Canad ian  
Pr in ter  & Pub l i sher ,  comes  up with 
this " f i r s t  genuine compar i son  of  
newspapers  rad io  te lev is ion  
e f fec t iveness"  for reta i l  adver t i sers .  
In a recent  survey,  al l  four part ies- - -  
re ta i le rs ,  newspapers ,  rad io  and  
televis ion stat ions -- cooperate  to test  
the ef fect iveness  of 11.6 pages  of 
newspaper  advert i s ing ,  438 th i r ty -  
second spot  ads  (261 on f ive rad io  
stat ions;  177 on five televis ion stat ions)  
in 2,176 in terv iews with people in the - 
survey area .  
. .  
Newspapers  came up roses  , mree  to 
one or  bet ter :  wi th only 38 per  cent  of 
the adver t i s ing  budget ,  they  deve loped 
71• per  cent  of the adver t i s ing  
inf luence;  televis ion (49 per  Cent of 
.budget)  deve loped 28 per  cent  of 
inf luence;  rad io  (12 per  cent  of budget)  
deve loped only nine per  cent  of the 
inf luence. " 
 Re, ACEH e, ALD, TERRACe, s.c. ,, 
: 1 
Why not have 
" Between the length and the I have friends, industrious, 
, depth of this winter, the sober, intelligent workers-  
depressing unemployment foremen and management - 
picture, and the looming of who have Worked their way up 
new taxes, perhaps a chap has through sheer guts and 
determination and are now 
a right to be a bit gloomy these . suddenly in limbo~ drawing 
days. 
We've got about 13 feet of unemployment i surance. 
Snow so far. Today I saw a BITTER 
chap up on a snowbank about After searching desperately 
twenty feet high. for a job, they become bitter, 
Crouched under the limbs of and one can't blame them.• 
a maple tree, he was trying to With mortgage and in. Spring springing push the snow back enough so surance payments omeet and that he'd have somehwere to . just enough money coming in 
pat the next deluge, to put food on the table, they 
. And when it hasn't been feel cheated. 
A " - :  ....... ~ ~ ' , .... " '~ .... belting down the whito stuff, - • After a decade  or two of 
~:,~' ' smi le  wag~'t~t l ie ' ; ' f~:~ of Ter race  aware  of each  others  -li~itaUo~'bf~..:'~'itsbeea.freeezingt'ain, orC01d ~: i~:hard,work~ just when the f re  
l-ate las t  w~ek. '~ . . . .  :.i• " faults  yet  reah's ing that  man is not enough to freeze'the' brmns" of b~gihning to see  d a~,light 
perfect and realising even more  that a brass monkey. • financially, they are tossed 
JOBLESS CLIMB aside through no fault of their 
Sweet  lady  Spr ing made her  gent le  .perfect ion must  be a goal,  for the goa l  Despite -some statistic- own. 
debut  with the soft warmth  of the sun can  never  be too high. juggling at ottawa, unem- Perhaps we have~too many 
on our  cheeks ployment figures have brains at Ottawa and not 
Spr ing is beauty .  ,~ t ime to buy your  climbed steadily, enough hearts. The• logicans 
On paper, they're just with their figures, convinced 
Soon she will burs t  a l ive  with a wife a new dress  for the season;  a t ime digits. But when they hit close the top brains that they could 
ra inbow dress  of colors,  wi th crocuses,  for a ga l  to buy a br ight,  new t ie  for her  to home, they're human halt inflation. A fiasco! 
• Interest rates are still crip- daf fodi ls  and pussy  wi l lows popping, guy.  beings. It 's not just the  piing. 
leav ing the bi t ter ,  old man of w inter  for transient or the unskilled . . . .  
 ii: ;iiiill 
• MoNDA~z,  MAP.CI: I . ' l~:/ i971 
a heart ? 
slowly but steadily upward 
while the standard of living 
goes down 'down or stays 
static. 
Don't ask the financial 
moguls or the banks, or the 
credit companies. They're 
doing all right. Ask the small 
business man or the skilled ~ 
worker whose unemployment 
insurance has run out. He'll 
tell you. 
And then there are the 
sneaky taxes coming out of 
Ottawa. Oh, they're not called 
taxes. They are merely 
readjustments, or what-ever 
the slide-rule boys want to call 
them. • ,., ; . . . .  , . , , ,  
• ] ;:,~'You move ,so muc,~ ~money 
f rom here to there, and you're 
not increasing taxes, merely 
re-distributing the wealth, 
• kids, add is pulling in about 
$800 a year in baby bonuses, 
every nickel of it allotted to 
education or clothing or 
something. The government 
has just taxed him $800, call it 
what you like. 
kids are past the age. But it 
hits some families like a 
sledgehammer. 
FAMILY ALLOWANCE 
One of these' gimmicks is 
taking away the family 
allowance from those making 
more than $I0,000. That used 
to be the fabulous figure we all 
thOught we'd never make. He 
another  year .  
What  does Spring br ing?  Many  
things to many people. But jus t  what  is 
Spr ing? 
Spr ing is love, pure  and  s imple  with 
a feel ing for  our fel low man beat ing in 
our  hear ts ;  a rumple smi le . . .a  respect  
for each other. Spr ing has no t ime for 
hate  and  v ic iousness ,  for  pet ty  
b icker ing  and mal isc iousness .  
Spr ing  is  unders tand ing .  Be ing  
Spr ing is g iv ing of yourse l f  .and of 
rece iv ing  with grac iousness.  
Spr ing is tender  and loving;  warm 
and gent le.  
, To know happiness,  we must  al l ,  
regard less  of  age  or  profess ion,  ho ld  
Spr ing deep Within the wel ls  of mr  
being and  al low her  to rad ia te  
outwards ,  touch ing  everyone  we meet  
with love. 
Success or not ? 
Was it a success  or  a fa i lure? 
The School Board 's  "open"  meet ing  
held in  Ca ledonia  Senior Secondary  
Wednesday  n ight  d rew about  25 
worker who is laid off. The cost m riving slides probably takes home about 
AUTO INSURANCE 
It plans to hit them for this, 
despi!e the fact.that they have 
been paying into insurance 
and annuity schemes for 
years, and that perhaps one in 




~: )' (. i: : :. On :F~da~,)March; 5, The 
Canadian Press released the 
following: "Pr ime Ministe~i 
P ie r re  Ell iott. Trudeau, a! 
flair for the ! private man with a 
" dramatic ;: ' is honeymo0ulng i 
:,'~ ~ ..' : ' .~ ' todaywithhls' 22-yesr, old bride 
• after a Wedding thatcaught an 
entire/:ountry by surpHst: 
Canada's 51-year-old l&ader, 
one/of NGrth America"s:most 
eligible" bachelors, 'took, Sis his 
" bride yesterday '  Mai'garet 
Sinclair, a leggyi alrfiond-eyed 
beauty ':and a uni'~,ersity 
~ graduate .in politlcali science 
i ' and sociology." i :  " ~ '  Generally ignored ~,ie'the 
• ' excitement was a' ~ "Boring" 
speech about women :given by 
• Mr. Trudeau on. theeve ~of. his 
man'iage. Delivered in Toronto, 
' it Was a reasonedplea to  
Canadtans -'to~ grant genuine 
equality to Women. " " 
~'. Though Sortie say'the speech 
was written by an aide who had 
no knowledge of the 'imminent 
marriage, we believe 
nevertheless that Mr. 'Trudeau 
wanted to deliver the'~ s~eech 
and that it was an expression of
• - his sentiments. . " 
First he plod for the equality 
• of all women.and then'went and 
-~ married one of them. There's 
not much more a ma9 cotdd do 
really. : " . 
The poor • creatures, in 
Wmnen's Lib who scream, for 
abortion 0n.demand and ~the 
abolition of marriage Will say 
that Mrs.-Trudeau has chosen 
cultivated sla'very. 
But if happiness ~ and 
contentment make liberation, 
then the 22-year-old bride 
probably has more liberty than 
them all. . .- 
.The scripture~ say, "Whoso 
findeth a wife. findeth i a good 
$7,500, after deductions, thing." ~ . • 
Let's say he has a hatch of And if it is good to find a wife, 
it is good to:be a wif e too. 
No doubt ~ the ~forme~ 
MargaretSinclair would agree. 
Tax ti 
It doesn't bother me. My Q. For  Income' ta'x~ pur- 
poses, are r f~S t 0 'fraternal 
soc ie t ies  and  serv ice  c lubs  
deductible? 
A. Fees paid to fraternal 
Now there' s another societies and service clubs are 
sneaker in the offing. The not deductible from income. 
federal government has Q. lain a resident inCanada 
specifically stated its intent o and 1 ,receive a retirement 
tax a~other very'largegroup,. ~ped[ii~b" from th~"~U,~it~d 
made~up:~'of,~school teachers States e~inpany' I wor~el:'f~, 
and other people who have not. 'and nisoU.S. Social Seeurlty. 
paid unemployment i n - .  H this Is""subJect ~to 'file 
surance. Canadian income tax. qs 'the 
tax calculated before 
• deduct ions  are  taken  out ' In  the  
United States or ,~  the 
' amount that I recel#eX ~ere? 
A. Pirst of all, both the 
• pension .fro~,, the..American 
' company an~l dlso youi.,United 
, States social, secur i ty:are 
income for taxation purposes 
in Canada. When calculating 
the amount of your ,ined~ne 
you should conver{,both ese 
amounts .int~ the i,cdnadian 
dollar equivalent. If ' ,yQ~~y 
income tax in the. United 
States you will be entitled t0 a 
foreign tax credit~on ,your 
Canadian income . . . .  tax return. 
In all probability y0u.will need 
to•file a '1'1 general t~¥.return, 
and in tacT1 general tsix ~uide 
ther~ are ins~ucti0n~ 0n how 
{6 calculate the tax credit. 
• ,.• ..'• .What .~:'-•'ar~ ' •' ~he 
• requi rements  .~r'e~ardi'ng 
" keepinff mybusiness ~reco~s 
after I have tiled my income 
tax return? 
• A Records must be kept 
"until written permission to 
destroy them is. received from 
the Taxation.~ Denat'tm,~nt 
that our "most modern city" we 
The Editor '~onS Terrace Herald : .  erve  9 om e'  had problems,with people who 
were also recent immigrants. 
Terrace, B.C. . By my files it does appearas 
Deer Sir: /dpine game animals for the sanctuaries are established for though their interest did not 
benifit of others and their those of us who prefer to see extend beyond their immediate 
in the seven year effort which children, them alive. As they fight their thoughts and had yet to learn 
the conservation-minded p ople Very rarely does the wayup "through the maze of the value of the "wilds" of our 
' problems overcoming pollution fabulousB.C, and the so evident successfully pursued to have conservation movement have 
• such a small portion of our .the fina'ncial reserves to pay for for the benefit of the next need of its.conservation.. 
• priceless wild heritage on the the publicity.which is so surely generation, they can expect P.S.: There are many vacant 
' .Nass . River conserved, they needed In the continuing fight such juvenile, ~" derogatory seats for people like theauthor' 
relied ent irely upon the .against greed and selfishness on insinuations and distortion of of"Bear Facts" at the ROd and 
• generosity of the looulpaper, ;the one hand and the conserving events as presented inthe letter Gun Club, SPEC and other 
xadfo and T.V. to bring the use of resources on the other. "Bear Facts" in your March 1 ecology organizations in our  
problem before the public, " As the various conservation paper. • B.C. 
In so doing, the majority of "organizations in this fabulous , In the long fight against he 
the people can feel very proud .- B.C. of ours progress to where insidious and so revoting Thank You, 
admin is t rators  go about their intbe knowledge that they took our most exotic and vulnerable pollution of the'once productive Vic Bryant 
business., an active or a passive part in'. ~ga.me animals are placed on a ' " and beautiful Kifimt River by Member Nass Valley 
A.few "ext ra"  copies-possibly five-: the creation of tMs sanctuary of ~quot a list and more wild life the raw untreated sewage of Conservation Committee 
were  spread  thin among the auchenee. ' : " 'No ib in9  wren0 w i th  o u r  T V '  
the • Dist~ct: Ta 
stating what:~ec~ 
destro:y; 'fiie y~ 
and your.r, 
spectators .  But most  people sat  in the dark .  ' : ~=" . . . .  . .~dyour.re Son.j~rstn~ 
~ . . . . . . . . .  The EditOr,. ~./ .. : ~:extremely  informative and going on in town. local station, I suggest you read destroy them,,A point! 
Most were teachers, Was it a success or  a failure? i TheOminooa Herald, .~,~!thought-provoklng. ' Recently, Yes,.Mr. MeNabb, it would be the funny papers or.  Sports" in mind is* that usuali 
Two were students. TerraCe, B.C. ' .~/.wehad the pleasure ofwatohing nice to have two channels to lilustrated. . 
• . Trustees set as ide  30 ~ninutes fo r  . : , : ~;.some fine shows on the CBC, chose •from (I could switch . .mission will dot,be-.~ 
l~ossibly two were parents  questions f rom the audience,  . Dear Sir: " . . . .  ~i,i!ike BBC's Forsyte Saga.' Hockey Night in Canada!) but Yours fir better.viewing, .destroyrec0rds ~hich] 
• . ' " nn~ to~,,h~,, . . . .  ,^  ,~.~.-~.. ,~.- ' . . . . ,  . . . i  . , .  ~ '  Ra!her than. watching sports if you do not like a show on the A CFTK.fan ' : -man six yeatS.old,: ~: 
s " • ? ' ...-,- ~.~,,,.-~ xtm= to than r,. ul~ m rogarus on Mr ~cNann's '~ all the time;' Mr' McNabb's . . . . .  ~ . . . .  ~ . "  : . Wa.  zt a success  or  a fadure  s " ' . . . . . .  ",, : ,, '~ • ' " . . . .  
.... .. • upermtendent for writing letters to letter egarding our  crummy ~ children should, enjoy the 
• !,Last month's meeting held in  the 'other towns about Ter race 's  TV station here I suggest he go ~ psychologieally.0riented shows • . ~'r,ew ,~,-,, ~_,=,  . 
. . . .  " ' "  . . . . . . . .  ..~ . . . .  ,~- . . . . . .  roadrunn. . .~ • . backtoSurreywherehesaysha :~ for children. Such as The aOII l l lhotrauoIl  otI lce on ~enney  ~fxeet  ~.o .  , ~ : • • • / • . " , . . . . . . . .  , : . . . . . .  . ' . can have a cho|ce of channels to ~r 'i Fr]endly~ Gmnt~ Sesame St reet  h ~ / ! ~ - ' ] ! i  
u rew iour  specta¢ors u view . . . . . .  and the hilarious antics of ' • Q estionperiod over. i~ - ~ i:,: ~ Ban  a " 
• , -~: - -  . . . . .  " - -  - ' ' • . ~ :~ i ~ : '  , . I must admit hat it would be.=•, an Sphts. . . . .  ~ . ! U - - l ~ ~  i ":~[~ 
l ! f f t~e were  teacners. Was it a success  :~, :ora fa i lu re?  • nice to have two channels here, Who can't fail to be a n~used [ ~ ~  >~-  | i '  | 
~n  .'~, : . . . . . .  . . ) . .  . . .  , .  . ~ ..' . , : . . . . .  ~.';.....;.ibringlng to.ustheCTV network';/ by The Galloping Gourmet' 
~ne~-.wa.s. an  lmmlgrauon off icer ' intermission--coffee, : sanowicnes. . i i~t~.I  '~vonder if~ that is~. who's madas  a hat toranda  ~ M ~ ~  . -  \~ i [  
Cal~t~ oy cne ~ard  to give• a report ,  .and cookies were  served.  The aud ience  ~ ~lo~0mically ~feasible at thisi: M~hae~fU//ou~f wfaUn~.0. I fMr  [ [ ]  " ~ ~ ~ . ~ \ |  ~i| 
-'::! ~ : . / . -  • . . mi l led  about talk ing . . . ,  ' " ' '  . . . . . . .  ;~."~, . ' t become L_~ ~ ~ / ~ [ . : ~ |  
One ?as  a~ Immigrat ion  offic~.r . . •. ~• " ' ; ' . .  thALthOUogmhmlerc~y;tht~me ToO !~=isoc~ll~Ynt aW.asreri~shere:Sfroam n 
ca l led 'by  the  I~ard  to give a repor t  Meet ing resumed,  t rustees mdl ing ,  station has 'many , many 'V~ne0uver ' ca l led *i The 
. At:,.that.. ,=meetlng,~" .... t rustee Cecil' :~ C. audience sitting' ~:. . . . . . .  : : /  ' :  :.)::' ~! " :. )!/:' 'i'. . : '  ~"Mus ica i in te f ludes" ,ee  bu{ the ~" do not  brinWhich are ,  '~ ' / :Man ipu la tors .  • '.~ ! / ' 
Pratt  suggested. i  the board. ' i ts  , Was iti:d successor  a faiiui.e : ' " .  i . g any i', . . . .  ' .... • ' . . . .  "* 
meetin~si,:in: .scho01s t -  i~ , , ,n ,~,  ,he  ' ~",: ~ . . . . .  . r ,  * " revenue to ~e station.: It is a lso.  ' Certainly there ' .are some 
nubl ie  ~'~ : ~ : ' ~ "~"?"" . . . .  "~ '~.' Pub l i c  meet in~ over  Aud ience '  an ~dication o f . tha  generaf.i..pr0grams we d~ nat et~joy but ' 
'- ""~. i:-:' ,: ~ : ;  :". .d i smi~oa ,~,,~,c'ot~,~ ~ " ,,,^^~ :_ business Slump.* It i:would~..:w.earebrGad.mind~lehough to ] ~ - l ~ ~ ] ~ . i . ~ . l l  
i Was  it a suceesdor  a failure'~ ~. ' , ,comm]7,=.. .~ ~,~."~.~? ,, ' " '~?  ~', therefore be:,uneeonomical t~,?:::.r~llze'.i0iat!ino{"!eVerYone has I - l ~ ~ t . t . T l ~ E . ~ / ~ . A I  
~C, e r ta in ly  Wednesday 's  meet ing  was,  : '~/,~,'~_ ..: ~. :  : =.  ,. ^ suggests a sccbhd~stailon here|i:!i~)i~ample,"'.the~, soap~6~ra re ~ 
b an  m " " was  11: a success  or a fa i lure  7 ~ , ic a 'es The kM 9 Y easure ,  rout ine . .  '. ' . ,i . .. i • or in Prince.Rupertor, Kltimat,.~,i '.~n'  ~/f'r¢" i ' . . '  ~.:~i Partridge !ill I
!i- - ~ ~- . .  ~ . -  ~:,. ' : = One teacher  says  "Pret t , ,  ~,o~a, ,  Asfor the ealihi~e'.of'shows~i~,F~ily/warl~lesadournote, Ed . t ' - ' ~ ~ / / / |  
.,~an~, c.er~am~y,.cl~e pumic was left  in stuff  ' , .  . ~ ' e .'~. ~ .,,.,,,-a Mr.. McNabb clearly shows hi~:~?:i:',Sul!l¢~d: Is ~ibs01dtely dreadful . .  } ~ ~ ~ ) ! ~ |  
me aark!.~i~,i~i~trustees mulled over  ~ • ' ' ' ~: "" i~ ' . "  prelerence, stating th.at he ~ a'nd',~l~afly,'theFecus,sh0w:is . ~ ~ ~ l  
vaoem at' th'~eit ~ able ' : ' Another  ~ ~ teao_hO,~! ' i ,~ , , , ,^ .~;  'enjoys CBC s "Hockey Night in :  dreadfully 'boring most of; the !.. . . .  ~ - - r - ~ l ~ :  }.~. ~ !  
'~'"  " ' ..... " : ~ " ' dress",~ ,' , . i " ' - ,?  • . " . ' . "v .  Canada"/l am sure somber the ~ *.tim6.iwhlle tab newscasts ~ai~e • ~ ~ * . , i , . . ~  
~The public.: sat. without reports,  ~ - -e~.  . . . . .  ' i ~. . ' ." :. ' .in-depthprograms,sucliasMan good;  but much, mueh too . long  ~ [ ~ ~  
" ................ " ..................... ' ...... : . . . . . . . . .  ~,~ :"'An0ther ..~- . . . . . . . .  " "  , , ...... ,, .at. theCenter,, etc., are beyond. ~and we prefer our Provin~ for. ' :  w i thout  .agendas ,  .wdhout  minutes ,  . . I l earned  a few things. . .  , . . . . .  ..... . . . . .  .- . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .~ - t ~ ~ l  
watch ih - '  ~ ,k= ' " "= ' - ' - -  - - - '  " Was it a . . . . . . .  - - -  '~ ~ " '  '~ ' ms  comprenonmon asmousn.my '.~worm news ann our.. 'retrace m ~ ~ " 
• ....... ~ [ ~ ~ r / ~ ~VU~ ann: .  • aucc~s  or  a lauure .  ,.: .. 'husbanci~;.~hnd:.l .:find them .;.Omlneca ..Heraldltor!.what .is . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  [] ~ . 
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Perhaps one.*of, the::...m~t .. B+~t thatdoesn't make upfor But bone:tiredness i .  a 
abused persons ~ .the'world is 
.the :, newpaperman- . -o r  
woman . - :+  . + . ,  
He is'. easy• Prey  "for. 
vindictive, suppress~l human. 
beings/ffho must .ventltheir' 
frustration on something. :-'. 
The, ,newspaper, : a public 
institut+onl is an eusy tdrgetL 
Bearing. the: bi-unl[ is the 
reporter and edito/'. .L 
Certainly some.mistakes or 
misin+errpretation e'reep into 
newspapers, particularly the 
smaller ones like The Terrace 
Herald whose news. staff 
consists, of one editor- 
. reporter; one reporter and a 
part-tlme photographei', plus 
a boy who writes the odd 
sports item. 
, , ANEXAMPLE 
• Ailow me to take" this 
newspaper as an example. To 
bring you as much local news 
as is humanly possible TWICE 
a week means many hours of 
covering n~eetings, collecting 
news hy : telephone 
intervie~ving people at our 
office or at their home', or 
business, ifting through news 
releases to see if we cannot 
find a local angle and, in 
general, ,serving the public. 
Then there is the task of 
writing not only the news 
itself, but writing local 
editeriais and comment. 
That is not just the purpose, 
but the duty, of newspaper 
people. 
I wonder how many have 
actually thought of the hours 
of work that go into bringing 
the news and local comment to 
the people we serve. 
()TILERS BUSY, TOO 
I 'am not saying •other 
departments of the newspaper 
have a better deal, because• 
they have their, individoal, 
hang+ups, but this column this 
issue is:dealing with news. 
It is not rare, for example, 
for the~editor to work seven 
days a week. Mostly, 
however, it's not less than six 
days. ' 
Our, reporter, also,, puts in 
thehours pent covering night 
• meetings, or taking your work 
home with you  to make 
certain yon  meet  your 
deadlines and keep the girls 
who do the teletypsetUng in
the :'back shop" busy. 
Every other Monday night is 
council. That can , last 
anywhere, from one hour to 
several. There's chool board 
once a month. Regional 
Board. Hospital Board. 
Chamber of Commerce; 
among others Which also 
includes public relations in the 
form of addressing meetings: 
of clubs on the role Of the 
newspaper in the community.:" 
PAUSE A MOMENT 
Stop and consider two 
papers per week. Let's say 
they are both 10 pages which 
equals 20 pages. That's an 
average. Some issues we may 
be down to eight 'pages and 
sometimes up to 12 pages. 
on the inside you will find 
inches upon inches of local 
news, some of it rewritten 
from releases cluhs and 
groups have kindly brought in. 
Perhaps a feature or two. 
Then there are TWO front 
pages, the showcase of the 
newspaper. And two editorial 
pages. We average four local 
editorials a week plus local 
columns. 
All that news is typed into 
strips of type which are pasted 
on broadsheet pages. That's 
not a job for the editor, but an 
art. He has to "make-up" 
these pages so that they are 
pleasing to the eye. 
DAILY DEADLINES 
We rushto meet deadlines 
each day. We must maintain 
an even flow of news copy to 
the girls operating the 
machines in the shop. 
There is no such thing as an 
eight-hour day, five-day week 
on thisnewspaper. 
Sixty to 70 hours would be 
more realistic. 
So why do news people do 
this? Are we masochists? 
It's certainly not the money. 
malady which often hits. He,, 
at tinges, becomes literally 
"hurned out". 
All hecause be is dedicated 
to the principal•' that ~ there is. 
freedom of the press and to 
maintain this-;freedom as  a 
basic tenant.of demdcracy. 
He needs money+ to live, true 
enough;..but he puts his skill" 
and work :: ~ahead of 
: .materialistic" gi'eed:".beeahse. 
. he feels, he has a~du~y to the' 
peeple 'who  ~road:.r the 
newspaper. 
A REWARD? . .  
It would +be nice to have a 
reward like a thankyou, better 
still, a raise, but first he would 
rather have another eporter 
on the staff to help lighten the 
heavy: burden, freeing him to 
spend more timeon important 
stories, features and in-dePth 
' news reporting. 
The error factor would also 
be reduced, When• you  
consider the number of stories 
in each paper, it's amazing 
there are not  mor~ 
mis!nterpretations: ' 
We strive, however, to be 
accurate. This often takes 
hours of checking on stories to 
get to the meat of the matter. 
Sometfmes we are fed 
wrong information near  
deadline and we do not have 
the time to fully check these 
stories out. However, as we 
get to know our sources of 
information better, the 
chances of error are 
d~amatically i'educed because 
we learn who to trust or who 
not to trust as a source of 
news. 
DEDICATED 
Yes, we are dedicated. 
Dedicated to the proposition of 
a free and independentpress 
which cannot be intimidated. 
We do have ethics and try to 
abide by them. Included 
among these are truthfulness 
sincerity and faith to the 
public trust. 
But sometimes we become 
truly exhausted. We cannot 
always maintain the high- 
calibre newspaper we strive 
the equivelant of six days: Weekly newspaper editors for. 
How are the hours of work and reporters are in+ the low Sometimes we become so 
distributed? i, whenev.er ,n~ddle~iocome. br~c~k, ...i.,- tired we must rest . . . . . . . .  
~pp~lsi~Le + we... sl~ep~:..ili-- ,A,+~UL) +.,,.+the~/eo+kly. ~,. '.. +',:.One,thing,, however, ,.which 
sp~.cff~cally because ,we nc:~d : newspaperman ~s,ded~eated. "dlways+appears to perk us up 
• : the, ~est---on. Monda~'.~ ' and  .;He must be to try and achieve is contained in one, simple 
Thursday's, the day the paper a first-class paper once or, in word. That word? 
com~s out . .  ~ . . . .  our case, twice a week. It's ?Tbankyou." 
Bu es:/'BEEF,BEEF Evening" out  i 
road ners  ' $109 $ cos ts  • for  run  
• ' An evening at the Terrace 
I+80 Terrace boys ategoing to the buses...but who supplies the Hotel cost James Bars $109. 
run ~+ t0 'Va'ncoux, er • as a drivers remains a question. That's how much he was fined 
Centennial project, they will The board voted to refer the icourt'Wednesdayforallegedly 
nee~ two I~uses to transport mechanics of paying for the breaking a window • and 
them aiong the way. buses to its finance committee, causing a disturbance at the 
T~'o school buses, pr~ferably. "We feel we can provide hotel. 
/ Cameron, one 'of the enough •initiative to provide the Bars was arrested about 9:50 
or~ nizefs of the project, asked drivers if necessary," Cameron p.m. Tuesday. He was charged 
the ;cho01 Bo~ii'd wednesday if said. with causing a disturbance and 
it Will supply.the buses. " To his knowledge, he said, the willful damage. 
"0ha+of our hisses, problems run is the first of its kind in He was fined $25 on the first 
has '  ' to- ' do •'-"with • bus Canada. charge and $50 on the second. 
transportation," Cameron said. The boys will sleep in sleeping In additioh, Bars was ordered 
The .Whstee agreed to Supply bags along route, to pay $34 for the window. 
The most welcome sound 
 lna" longday 
+., *' ' .:!ii~:: ...... "'< " ' + : " ,..i 
arc long a~Id 6den lonely .... 
• so small events fake on great 
significance. If this is a 
picture.of ~mcone you love, 
" " s0m~ofie Who is oui6f rea¢~h 
for regular visits... +give her 
ii a call. 
; When the telephone rings 
she'll know someone callas. 
Af +~ # p i o,,~ +i+" ,;",+ S. ld. + . ~+ . 
nhxv, long'distance rotes ore Imrer ~ :" • 
• + 
,+~ "L : ! '  '+: 
v 
TERRACE HERALD, T~RRACE, B.C. 
SKIPPING INTO SPRlNGardKeVin O'Farrell, > ' Sl+aw, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rick Shaw ~. " 
vice-principal ofCasste Hall Elementary School • Sh~.w, it turns Out, also happens to be principal of 
and one of his pretty, little students, Pamela ~. . the school.--Staff photo. 
SWIM- - - -COURSES A-T 'HOT SPR ING'S  " 
Splashinto spring 
The Terrace Community 
center is sponsoring swimming 
lessons for all age groups. 
All lessons will last 10 weeks 
and will be held at the 
Community Center.. 
Lessons for preschoolel~ 
and adults will be •held 
on Wednesday - pre-schoolers 
swimming from 10 to 11 a.m. 
and adults from 8 to 9 p.m, 
Fee for pre-schoolers is $B and 
for adults, $12. 
Each group must supply its 
own transportation. 
But,. on" Saturdays, buses will 
leave the Community Center for 
the He,springs for lessons for 
non-swimmers to advanced 
beginners. 
Fees are $12 for one child in a 
family, $10 for two children and 
$9 for more than two children. 
Classes will be held at 8:30. 
.9:30 and I0:30 a.m. at the 
Hotsprings. 
Registration for the lessons 
will be held between 1 and 4 
p.m. March 20  in the 
Community Center. 
Needed are a diving 
instructor • and a synchronized 
swimming instructor. Anyone 
interested should phone Elaine 
Parmenter at the Community 
Center. 
l • I1~ + l + "" l ' " 'Z ' - - '  l"~" + !11 , '  
- - - - , - - -  - - - - - - - - - - - -  ROYAL CANADIAN ~.:, + LEG 'n':~,,+ , ,+ . . . .  + 
:,+ + +", +i+ 
• The regular meeting for +the the+bPaneh Will a t te+thd+~ +. ++ 
month of  March attracted +30 
voting members  who gave 
unanimous approval to 
replacement of the present floor 
covering in ~the lounge and the 
recreation room, with wall to 
wall carpet. .. ~ • . . .  : 
Ken" Kerr:;.+ our~++ en+rgetic: i , '  
chairman .oi;. : ' th~ :,,:+ b~ilding' 
committee,: hss placed the 
order for procurement, and the 
carpet will be installed as soon 
as obtained which will be  six 
weeks, to two months." 
Any + local f isherman 
interested in the details can get. 
same from.the armouneement- 
placed on the Legion notice 
hoard - here is your chance for 
a .day of.opensea fishing and the 
hope of winning a prize. 
We welcome the following 
new ordinary members: J.M. 
Speight and K.P. Ross, as well 
as the transfers in to the branch 
by. W. J . .  Cavanaugh from 
Branch 206, Tilhury, Ontario, 
and D.C. Coding from Branch 
191, Chemainus. 
For the last time we mention 
that the area welfare supervisor 
from D.V.A. will be in Terrace 
and district on March 17 and zs. 
~nyone wishing to see him 
~honid contact your truly to 
make the necessary 
tr+rangements for interview. 
The following delegates from 
meeting at Kitimat/iS, B~I ,  + 
D. Hales, P.Bogehmd/~ R; 
,Hainstock as sub~il~t~ inea~,  
ofidetault + by .+any one o f  the l 
, : .  /~ y 
delegates .. :.i .::::,: :+. :::+++.~: 




April 2 is the new opening 
date  for Copper Mountain 
School in Thornhill. 
School Board trustees learned 
Wednesday that children will be 
bused to the school at 1 p.m. 
that Friday. 
Regular classes will begin in 
the school on Monday., April 5 
Principal F. Martens, will be 
relieved of his duties as a 
teacher for the week of March 
29 to April 2 to get the school 
ready . fo r  pupils. 
The new open area school is 
-on Kirkaldy Road in Thornhiil 
and will be used by students 
living in the area. 
SAND, GRAVEL, .FILL, 
TOPSOIL 
Phone 635-5129 
Meet+ . . + ' + . :+ "+ ++++~:++i+i~:+)i 
• + __ .DOl l  __P :+'" .... + +:~:++:+++ , ,u~s;m?n? 1~' .  + e l~ l t j~ l l l s  ~ ,+.++++. + +:- ~, 
I ~ : : ~ , e ~ k  + +~I  : ' l 'erraTe.. Automat ic  . ~;, +i+i~: ++/+ ~ 
I ~ o ,  oil i6aks I Transmission manager._ 
+ l -  '~i; ~ !<°aa T= T a iA  A .  " "1 He guarantees qual i ty 
service. I "" +0::', °" I 
. . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . . .  "'" " " '  A l l  Work  Fu l ly  Guaranteed  
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION 
- . 3010 D KALUM ST' 
Over Sand~ Street Overpass. 
Turn left on Keith Ave. 
Located at corner of 
Kalum and Keith 
c~P '8  OLD MOUNTA| Iq  
GRAPE WINE 
C~P'S OLD MOUNT&|~I  
CHERRY WINE 
B-rUt & B~-~C~ B 
. Wildly versatile! Serve them any t ime " . 
VOU~ like, any.:way, you. l ike with' mixers, {n pu.nc ~ " - over ice, hot .'n spiced, :..:,.:~,.:- .... -+ beg; 0r Hgl~t Irdm the jug. " ' . . . . .  " 
• Wines C i i~e2~ild :~} . . . . . .  ~ ,. -,. ;.. Cap s Old. Mountain lack m 
ii .~mso~n:: •:: ~ -Awa i lab le  in  ~lOoz.  ~Q.ga l !¢m i t~gs. , .  ,..iB;C;.!Irull i l l ,+  ,  . . , . : '~ lure. T ry .~,•  L ''th':'.'"'".' . :.'+•','" ' '". . . . . .  ....... 
" i i~+l  I '  I I l l  I I I  II ~'1 H '  '1  I II I I I I I I 
: .... r .', '., .... This:ndvcrt ise~nt '  . . . .  !Is.., .t:P.ubllshTd. ., ~!~:disp|nycd;'I~;flii:.... • .. .,~' Elquor' ............ Co~tl@l ................. Board or,'~w~':'h~oy:!n,Goverhiii~I 
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, CFTK ' 
GUIDE 
(CLIF AND SAVE) 
Monday 
9:35 Mr. Dressup 
10:00 Canadian Schools 
10:30 The Friendly Giant 
10:45 Chez Helene 
11:00 Scasame Street 
12:1~) Mid-Day Matinee 
2:00 What On Earth 
2:30 Luncheon Date 
3:0o Take Thirty 
3:30 The Edge Of Night 
4:00 The Galloping Gourmel 
4::1o Drop-ln 
5:00 Rocket Robin Hood 
5:30 Favour,to Things 
6:00 Focus 
6:15 Closing Markets 
6:20 News 
6:40 Weather Show 
6:47 Sports 
7:00 Family Affair 
7:30 The Mike Neun Show 
8:00 The Partridge Famuy 
8:30 Front Page Challenge 
9:00 The Bold Ones 
10:30 Man At The Center" 
I1:00 The National News 
I1:22 Viewpoint 
I1::|0 Night I,'inal 
Sign Off 
I I 1 
Tuesday 
9:35 Mr. Dressup 
1O:00 Canadian Schools 
10:30 The Friendly Giant 
i0:45 Chez Helene 
It :00 Seasame Street 
12:00 To Be Announced 
2:00 Double Exposure 
2:30 Luncheon Date 
3:00 Take Thirty 
3:30 Double •Exposure 
4:00 To Be Announced 
4:30 To Be Announced 
5:00 Luncheon Date 
5:30 The Beverly llillbillieb 
6:00 Focus 
6:15 Closing Markets 
6:20 News 
6:40 Weather Show 
6:47 Sports 
7:00 Reach For The Top 
7:30 The Smith Family 
8:ou The Red Skelton Show 
I;: 3(1 Telescope '71 
9:00 Men At Law 
10:00 Tuesday Night 
I I :oo The Natmnal News 
I 1:22 Viewpoint 
I I ::1(I Night Final 
Sign Off 
I • 
FOR SALE  
.USED D INETTE SU ITES  
.USED BEDROOM SUITES  
.USED CHESTERF IELD SUITES  
.USEO TELEVIS ION SETS 
We Buy ,  Sell, T rade  & Rent  
A, FRED'S FURNITURE CENTRE 
(A Division of Fred's Refrigeration) . 
Across From 
4434 Lakelse The Legion 
Wednesday 
'10:00 Canadian Schools 
10:30 The Friendly Giant 
10:45 Chez Helene 
~1:00 Sesame Street 
12:00 Mid-Day Matinee 
2:00 Double Exposure 
2:30 Luncheon Date 
:;:11(1 'l';tke 'l'hiri v
3::¢,' l'he T:d~(,"ilf,.. Ni'gh( ...... 
.l:a*t) 'l'li~ ;'7~ali~'~ifi.g ' ~oumiei : 
4 ~'~ l)l'op-hl 
5:O0 Tommy Tompkifi~; 
Wildlife Country 
5:;;I~ The Bt,verly Hillkillio~ 
6:00 Focus 
6:15 Closing Markets 
6:20 News 
6:40 Weather Show 
6:47 Sports 
7:00 Gunsmoke 
0:00 Sorest'set Maugham 
I Theatre 
0:00 The Family 
11:00 The National News 
11:30 Night Final 
11:45 The Late Show 
'Girls At Sea' 
Friday 
10:0~ Canadian Schools 
10:30 The Friendly Giant 
ll:00 Sesame Street 
12:00 Mid-Day Matinee 
Lonelyhearts 
2:00 Double Exposure 
2:30 Luncheon Date 
3:00 Take Thirty . 
3:30 The Edge ot Night 
4:00 'll:e Galloping Gourmet 
4:30 Qrop-la 
5:00 Skippy, The Bush 
Kangaroo 
5:30.The Beverly Hill,billies 
6:00 Focus 
6:20 News • .., , 
6:40 Weather Show 
7:00 Klaha•ie 
7:30 Julia 
I|i(;l~ I,a|lgh In 
!} : i l l ;  ' J ' onnn~'  Iluntcr 
10:00 Irons,de 
11:28 Night Final 
11:45 The Late Show 
635-3630 
Thursday 
9:35 Mr. I)ressup 
10:00 Canudian Schools 
I0:30 The Friendly Giant 
111:45 (,hez Ilelene 
I 1:00 Seasame Street 
12'0ll Mid-Day Matinee 
2:00 Double Exposure 
2:30 Luncheon Date 
3:00 Take 'rl~irty 
:1:3o The Edge Of Night 
4:0o The Galloping Gourmet 
4:30 The Banana Splits 
5:00 Ili Diddle Day 
5::1(I The Beverly ilillbillics 
6:00 Resume 
6:15 Closing Markets 
6:20 News 
6:40 The Trans Provincial 
Airlines Weather Show 
6:47 Sports 
7:00 Sportscene 
7:30 The Odd Couple 
8:00 The Interns 
9:00 The Johnny Cash Show 
I0:00 The Flying Circus 
10:30 Encounter 
ll:00 The National News 
11:22 Viewpoint 
11:30 Night Final 
11:45 The Late Show 
Saturday 
I1:15 Medical Series 
12:00 Childrens Cinema 
1:00 Curling 
2:00 C.I.A.U. Conference 
3:00 Kaleidosport 
4:00 The Bugs Bunny Road 
Runner Hour 
5:00 N.H.L. Hockey 
7:30 Countrytime 
8:00 The Galloping Gourmet 
8:30 Update 
9:00 Showca.~e '71 
lt:00TheNafional News' 
11:15 Provincial Affairs 
11:20 Night Final 
11:30 The Late Show 
Sunday 
-1:00 Analog . 
1:15 B.C. Gardener 
1:30 Country Canada 
2:00 Faith To Live BY 
2:30 
2:30 OneMore Time 
3:00 World.of Music 
4:00 The New Majority 
4:56 CBC News . 
5:00 Audubon , 
5:30 Hymn Sing . . . .  
6:00 The Wonderful World 
Disney .,.., ,~., . , . 
I i l  I I , ' 
• I 
~ , . . . . . . .  I .  " . . . . . .  - -  :2 - - - -11111!  " - - I ra  
REAL ESTATE w INSURANCE • 
! 
I 7:00 Adventures in Rainbow 
.Country. 
7:30 The Bill Cosby.Show ,
8:00 The Ed Sullivan Show 
g:00 The Manipulators. "
:t0:00 Weekend 
It :00 The National News 
It:15 The Nation's Business 
11:20 Night Final 
of Sign Off 
i FOR COURTEOUS SERVICE  CALL  
Wightm = iSm,th Ltd 
. . . / , ' . .  . *" : , , . .  ,. 
i . 635  6361 : . ;. 
~A'IIEN WILLIAM LYON MACKENZIE (Played 
by Ilugh Webster) began publishing his radical 
newspaper. The Colonial Advocate. in 1824 to 
plead the cause of political and social reform in 
Upper Canada. neither he, his wife or his mother 
(Ituth Springford) had any idea that he would 
o.e day lead an abortive revolution to over- 
throw the t~over•ment of Upper Canada. The 
story of this fiery rebel is told in a special flour. 
tong drama-documentary on CBC-TV's Man at 
the Center. Wednesday, March 18 at I0 p.m. Th e 
title of the color special is Mackenzie the 
Pirebrand and it traces the career of the one- 
time mayor of Toronto up to and including the ill. 
fated Rebellion of 1837.-.CBC photo. 
Mackenz ie  'Fwebrand';  
c rusad ing  newsman 
He was  a man"...of 
abi l i ty ,  rash  courage,  a 
bit ing tongue,  an over-  
faci le  pen, a burning 
sense of just ice  and no 
over-we.ight, of common 
sense. . .a  .:~ew~ ~br,c~ i.n 
publ ic  l i fe : "  
The person descr ibed 
by  h i s tor ian  Ar thur  
Lower  is Wi l l i am Lyon 
Mackenz ie ,  f i re-hai red,  
c rusad ing  newspaper  
edi tor  of Upper  Canada in 
the  1830's whose  
leadersh ip  of the t rag i -  
comic  1837.rebellion, and 
whose f ierce a t tacks  on 
the pol i t ical  and socia l  
o l igarchy  of  h is  day  
he lped  lay  the  
foundat ions of modern  
Canad ian  democracy .  ,
The s tory  of  this much-  
misunders tood  Canad ian  
h is tor i ca l  f igure  is  
compel l ing ly  told in a 
spec ia l  CBC-TV drama-  
documentary  produced 
jo in t ly  ' by  the  
Corporat ion 's  Ar ts  and 
Sc iences  and  Drama 
depar tments .  
Entitled Mackenzie the 
Firebrand..and scheduled for 
national telecast Wednesday, 
March 17 at 10 p.m,, the one 
hour color production features a 
large cast of fine dramatic 
actors portraying their roles in 
the actual settings where the 
tumultuous events of the 18~0s 
and 1830s really occurred. 
Filming took place over a 
period of months at historical 
Canadian places such as 
Hamilton:s Dundurn Castle, 
Mackenzie House in Toronto, 
Ontario's Black Crock Pioneer 
Village and the Brougham 
Historical Museum. 
".These Original seth and 
Speciat period Costumes, 
coupled with shots of modern 
Toronto on the sites where the 
events of the rebellion occured 
10ng ago. prqvide the production 
with :a mond of realism that 
brushes the years away and 
inakes history come alive. 
Ilugh Webster is featured in 
the title role of the. reformer 
newspaper man Mackenzie, 
with able support from Eric 
House as- the. foppish ' it~ 
Governor Sir '  Francis Bond 
Head, Andrew Allan as Bishop 
John Strachan, Mayor Moore. 
as Colonel Allan MeNab, and 
Arch McDonnellin'a variety of 
. roles as several Fami ly .  
Compact  characters, playing 
~everythingrfrom dbutler to an ~ 
ar is tocrat . " .  ' :i 
. , ."Otf ierroles are:  David'J 
8pghes: as .Colonel .'James I 
Fitzgibbqn, Michael Ayoub as: I
: Sh~rrif :Walter Jarvis : Walter 1 
;~Marsh ai~Or. JohnRolph, Chris i[ 
i~Wigg!ns d~a poor farmer who.:] 
":'Woe'ships:Mackenzie andWally:' 
J. Kester as,  another, foilowei" of, 
the rebel leader. Ruth period. 
Springford plays Mackenzie's ' The TV production of 
proud Scottish mother. . Mackenzie the Firebrand was 
An added production written by George Salverson, it
technique used to create the is based on the book of the same 
sense of reliving the past will be name by York University 
on-the-spot interviews wit l  orofessor Wil l iam Kilbourn 
historical characters of the 
~" ~ r =|, 
uts=' " Lucy  
gets crush 
on Schroeder 
Can the Peanuts gang survive. 
when Lucy's love for Schroeder, 
the piano-playing Beethoven 
devotee, goes for naught~ 
Is it true that" ... Hell hath no 
fury like a woman scorned?" 
Lucy's unrequited love for 
Sehroeder threatens to disrupt 
fellowship among the Peanuts 
folk, in Play It Again Cbarlie 
Brown, the seventh and newest 
in a series of highly successful 
specials from the talented pen 
of Charles M Schulz, Tuesday, 
March 23, in color, at 8 p.m. o• 
the CBC-TV network. 
Schroeder rejects Lucy's 
romantic advances in favor of 
Beethoven with a finality that 
sends her into such a fit of 
depression that she's even 
willing to consult Snoopy, the 
worlds' leading (and only) 
beagle psychiatrist pecializing 
in people. 
I t  is Peppermint Patty, 
however, who comes up with an 
idea that seems to promise a 
happy ending for Lucy's woes -- 
Schroeder 'will make his 
"professional, debut at the 
PTA benefit as Lucy's protege 
thereby dssuring her of his 
undying gratitude and 
affection. 
But the course of Lucy's true 
love hits a rock, .musically 
speaking, and the whole plan 
ends on a sour note when 
Schroeder is faced with 
eheosing between Beethoven 
and his friends, Gharlie Brown, 
Pigpen, Snoopy and the lovelorn 
Lucy. 
Fast take  Out Exot i c  mea ls  • 
";" Canadian & Chinese l Foods  . -  
) ..~*. ' i :  OpenMo~. thr .u .~at : t0aml , t ; iam.  
' :~ /~ = Sun 'day  i l  am.  to i0  pm. .  
; '~ : " ;46~12 Lazelle ; "  "'~ " f **  63$:611'1: ' "  
Band 
needs  ' 
more  
If the secondary school bands 
are going to make =i Centennial 
trip to Victoria, they will need 
financial help. 
For that reason, Gordon 
Dick,e, bandmaster, has asked 
the School Board for a $L000 
grant. 
And the board has referred 
the matter to. its finr.ncial 
committee for study. 
The entire trip for" about 90 
students from Skocna Junior 
Secondary and Caledonia 
Senior Secondary will cost 
$5,000. 
Students have raised about 
half that amount hrough fund 
raising projects and donations. 
More projects are planned. 
How's your 
hospitality 
ra t ing?  
The British Columbia 
Centennial '71 Committee is 
looking for the person in this 
province who epitomizes all the 
celebrated qualities of 
hospitality. 
The "Mr. or "Miss B.C, 
Hospitality" contest is open to 
all members of hotels, motels 
and restaurants. 
Every type of hospitality 
service may be included but so 
that it will be'fair to operations 
of all sizes, one name only may 
be submitted by each 
establishment. 
The candidate will be selected 
by their respective assistant 
manager or manager.• 
Qualifications tobe rated 'are 
friendliness, co-operation with 
colleagues, assistance to 
guests, personal presentation, 
handling of the public .and 
incentive to perform services 
which reflect he hospitality of 
the operation. 
All contestants must be over 
the legal age of nineteen to 
qualify. 
Top prize is $500, second 
prize, $300 opd,third prize, $200. i 
Oth~r,prizes "~;ill,be:;|"~arded tO 
fina|ists ~lio' '~ill i=b~hosefl 
sometime• ili Octobeh ............... 
'Winners will be flown to 
Vancouver, entertained over 
the weekend and-officially 
presented with their prizes. 
The contest closes June 30. 
Nomination forms are now 
available from th(~•offices of the 
B.C. Hotel Association; B.C. 
Res(aurant Association, and 
B.C. Motel, Resort, Trailer 
Parks Association. 
. SLOW AND EASY 
Travel was slower in 1866. 
The Hudson's Bay Company 
bark Princess Royal brought 
nine passengers to Victoria 
February 3from London around 
the Horn. The trip took. 150 days. 
I I I I I 
Sehoo des igned 
by morn , , .a 'a=a  
= 
Schools designed by E .C .  Stewart; district 
parents? .. superintendent, said the 
~ Twoneweehoolsplannedfor school will be built off a 
District 88 ..wi!l be partiMly reservatioo but near-by.  
designed by parents, anyway. And planned for Stewart is 
That's :the ~word Edward an  . eight.room, $600,u00 
Wel l s ,  d l s t=; le t  " intermediate school. : : 
secreta='y'treasdrer~ gavethe Ones.the district akes over 
School Board WednesdaY; the indiahschonlsintbeNass. 
n ighL . .~ smal ler  schools w i l l  be 
New schools will be built in amalgomated into the one 
S~wart and theNass Valley larger s~hool, Wells said, 
when the district takes Over The Nass schools~ fare 
Indian schools there, presently under supervisibfi of
Planned for the Nass is a the Department of i tpdlan 
$1.3 million. 13-room school. Affairs, Wells said . ~ 
I ' ~ l i  
DISTRICT HIRING ' i=: 
Grabbing grad 
It's teacher recruitment time. 
Three local school 
administrators will travel to 
Victoria and Vancouver next 
week to interview prospective 
teachers. 
And the local school district 
has just received copies of its 
new brochhre, designed to 
attract eachers to the Skeena 
area. ' - 
At Easter ,  the (hree 
administrators will be in ,  
Vancou'ver " to interview 
experienced teachers looking 
for new jobs. 
They will travel to the 
University of Victoria on March 
15; Simon Fraser UmversAy, -
March 16 and University of 
'British Columbia ~on March 17. 
There  are very few things 
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' TERR'ACI~ HERALD I 14-" " 
~13Leze l le 'Ave .  - ~ Bus!hess Pp n l_ :_rs,~na. 
• Terrace, B.C. , I • , ' " 
• P,O. Box399 I For Your Radlo ,and T.V. Repairs. 
Phone635.6357 " I Phone 635-3630 across fl;om the 
': : i  l.eglon.'* ~ " • ' . -  
National'Advertising " i ' . . .  : . FREO'S_ FURNITURE.  
• Armstrong..Daga " ' la alVlSlon Ot FreOs Ketrigeration) 
RepresentativesLt'd. . (CTF)  , i :.. . . 
Western Regional Newspapers J "" RO0F I ' "  " . . . . . . .  
207 West Hastings Street I ' ' :,:.. ,.,,, ~ -  ' " ' . 
Vancouver, B C " I .' _..n?. i w ,w  .u.v t 
I " " 1 e ' NO ioo too smell , 
~u~o,~,,~ ,~ . . . .  | ' Seoyo~rr.ooflngakoa,;tall,~t 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  B C. Dlvlslon of the I .' . STEVE PARZENTNY 
I . ROOFiNGCO LTD'  " Canadian Weekly Newspapers 1'.7-.,,,.,, o~. , ,u  J ,~ :~."  ! : 
association S - - ' " "  - . . ,~.w, ,~ Immmln!; 
• " a rPbane Illgtlt or  day 635.2724. a n a .  ,, • . . "- 
Bureau Of Circu!ation |L~-T-- F) - : - : - -=  .-- . :  . . . . .  - ~Audi t  
Classified Rates 
Five cents a word (minimum 
words) .-25 cents off  for cash. 
Display classified Sl.25 an inch. In 
Memoriam, minimum. 
Subscription Rates 
Single Copy 15 cents 
Yeari'y by mall $10 In Canadk, 
.. :.$12outsldeCanada .: 
• Authorized as second class mall b, 
the Post Office Dept.,, OHawe and 
for payment of postaqe in. cash. , 
1 - Coming  Events  
O.O.R.P. Rummage Sale. Satui'Uay, 
March 20, 1971 at the Elks Hall on 
Sparks St. 10:00 a .m. .  2:00 p.m. 
Free coffee to customers. Anyone 
wishing to donate rummage can 
phone 635.4277, (C-22-3) 
The Terrace Science Fair wll l  be 
held on April 23, 24th at Caledonia 
Senior Secondary Audltorlun~. 
Entries are accepted from students 
in all grades, tnlerested students 
should now be working on their 
prelects. For information and 
advice, consult your science 
teacher. (C.25) 
The Women of the Moose Lodge NO. 
1622 will hold a,St. Patricks Dance. 
in the I.OOF Hall Set. March 13th, 
1971, Dancing from,8, Pm to 2 am. 
Admission 2.50 per per.son, Tickets 
may be ~ purchased a ~t~' r l~e ,  'B0~tl 
or Gordon & Anderson Hardware., 
(C.21) 
NOTICE OF ANNUAL MEETING : 
The annual general meeting of the 
Terrace and Distr ic t  Hospital 
Association wil l  be held on March 24, 
1971 at 8:00 p.m. in the assembly 
room of Mills Memorial Hospital. 
Please note that nsw members must 
obtain membership 30 days prior to 
the annual meeting. $1.00 mere. 
bershlps are ava i lab le  a t  the 
hasp ta ,  The Royal Bank or Terra(:e 
Co-operative Courtesy Counter (C -  
16) (C-21)  
4-  Engagements 
Mr. and Mrs. JacobOord of Terrace, 
B.C. announcethe engagement of 
. their daughter, I~,ene Beatrix; to Mr. 
John Katerberg, son of Mr. and Mrs. 
F O R  R E N T  11 . 
T.V. Sets; guitars, amplifiers, "IS;A. 
,SY.st.ems, saxophones, trombone~, 
trumpets, :0r0ne'ts;- i lu~s; "~n~v~ 
projec'tors,~ klide pi" o|e CTeI:ii;" ~c i'~e'il s, 
I clarlnets/etc.'Ask.~,bout:r..r Rental 
Purchase Plan, 
" 1 , T e r r a c e  Photo Su~ppl~,Ltd: 
"F" 4~45 ! .akelseAve..  ' . 
I CARPENTRY WORK " Ir 
Bulldlng cablnots', renovet lon , i  
instal lations. ' Ca'll for  f r~e|  
estimates ~;3&7690 (CT-2;41 I 
• WELL DRILLING 
Cerlboo drill ing and. exploration" 
Rotary drilling, r •water wells '& 
testing: Contact a~'ea repl;esentative. 
write .Box 240~, 
Quesnel, I~.C. (CTF) 
BUSI NESS OPPORTUNITY 
BUSINESS FOR SALE in Prince 
Rupert, B.C, Car.rental agency 
available with ,or without cars. 
Price negotiable., Ideal business 
opportunity for" young aggressive 
working couple whereupon the wife 
coukl handle the I'esel'vations and 
rentals. Past.trend has proven that 
top service creates rapid Increase in 
business and profit. '  . . . . .  . <. 
Many built.in national, ,steady 
accounts .already secured for 
repeat business.. Backed by a truly 
successful name in car rentals~Only 
those sincerely inter,~ltb~l .,~lh~  ,,v. 
Hal;aid, Box 667, :Tel ;ra~ 
24) 
.F ILTER QUEEN VACUUMS . 
Sales & Services 
For~ free home demonstrations r,~;I 
635.3866 1 
OffiCe. 'No,5 - 4554 Lazejlje 'Ave; 
Will do sewlng in my home; Phone 
635-6926. (P.2p).. - " . 
• ;ALL:AN J. McC01 "L : 
NOT,4RY PUBLIC 
- 4d~•Lake se'Ave. 
Phone'd35.72B2 
Rea. 635.2662 ' 
,(CTF), " Terrace, B.C. 
Custonl Builders & Renovators John Katerberg all of Terrace.  The 
wedding wi l l  take  place in 
September. (P-21) 
/ , 
.8 -• Card  o f  Thanks  
We wlsh'to thank all those who 
helped us out when we got burned 
out. And thegenerous order from 
theOv~r~aitea Store. Manythanks 
Lou &:.V~ Clairmont (P.21) 
! 
13 personal 
Apatlly is a vote for pollution (P.2S) 
/ 
r Planning to bu i ldor remode l  this 
year? Phone,us now for your free 
.'estmate. 635-5241 (P:17) . .  
• TRUCK & CAT'REPAIRS 
. Fu l ly .  qual i f ied Heav;/ Duty 
Mechanic ava i lab le 'even ings .and  
weekends on Engines, trucks, 
cats, loaders & pick.up trucks.' By  
hour or contract. Phone Ross 
Dirnbeck 635,7993 (P-25) 
19-  Help::  Wanted  " Ma le  
& Female  
CAR EEROPPORTUNITY 
For a young 1energetic !male or 
female h gh school, 0raduate to sell 
: . . :U  . . . . .  , - -u , .  
~ ~  i i~;~ 
k 
. r wr11 ,  w ,~ l ,  : ,~ i  
d i . i ~ " " . " ~ ~ i i i - ~ : ~ : ~ "  ~ :  q I . . " I . . . .  " I ' ,  I I I I 
28 - Furni ture for Sale 43 -Rooms for Rent  - i : [ i '  s5 .  Properly for Sale Legals ~ 7 .t , . . . . .  
For sale. -' Besket chair wifh cover OSBORNL =~ GuEsT  HOUSE ~:~:1 ~:-Fer Sale.One let on Davis St. On *" 'D ISTR ICTOF:TKRRA'C~ . . . .  Canada Development bill 
$5.00; Ro l laway  cot $2000; Pole Comfor lable rooms In  ~u ie f '~sewer  and water. Close to 'Eby, .,..,~ . . . .  ^=, , ; . : : ' ,= ; ;~= . . . .  - -  " 
Lamp Sl0.O0; Record stand $5.00; residential'area. 2Bi2 Hall Stregf I ~'Ph°ne $-2346. S3750.00. (P-21) ." ' ~ ,uu~c/ur -  ~ 'V i : ) IUN : .,,~,,~ . . . .  ~ ,  - -  
child s large rldlng horse S2000. Phone &15-2171. (CTF) . I " ;: J '  . ' " " . FOOT-FRONTAGE . u,.~-~_w~ \u~-L-. l~e pro:. would be so ld eventuauy to
P~one 635.7370 after 6 p.m.or  at 1817 ' '" . " " [, ForSale: 2-1 acre lots near Wi l l iams. .  ': , ASSESSMENT ROLLS posed Canaaa ueve lopment  ind iv idua l  Canad ians  a t  about 
apte St. (PM-~)  " • KEYSTONI~¢OURTAPTS • I, Creek off old Lakelse' .R0a'd. Par- " ' " " - :  . ' uorp. cleared another hurdle ~ a share. 
.. " , 1,2,&3 bedroom de uxe suites,"4621 [, 't lal)y finished 2 bedroom .home on A' Cour t  o f  Revisl'on to hear  011 the way  to rea l i ty  Wed- . o o " DC 
For. Sale - one 2 piece blue Scoff'Ave. Terrace Pitons d~ 5224-;L 'full concrete basement Well, septic - , . . . . _ : _~ . . . . . . .  . Mr  Sk re~k said the C 
chesterfield suite • $70, one small 3 or dL%S-6381. (CTF) " , " -:' ~ ~.tank, Propane'heat $11;00~ Call 632 ' compia ims  regard ing- the  toot • uesuay  ou[  not  Dezore a as p ic tured  by  F inance  
' " • . OP . me. Close d water. Phone 5-3041. ' c . . . . .  , • • Skore , ,ko  (PC-Edmonton  " 
, -  . . . .  . _  ;,. , ,  ,~ . . . . .  "_~ . . . . .  to town Phone 635 2~ 635' 38,41- (P.24) " ommenc lng  et  iu:G-J 0 CLOCK in ~ J' ']'he ,oy,¢w,,,mt ,,,,~,,t,~ 
~ipprox~m'a~e~i;~yi::ear~°~ll~iln~°ne (STF) the forenoon on Tuesday, March e;ast) came Just before the WlsorL~revlse]~'s:iaxi)ol]clen 
635-5783. (P-22) Cablnsfor rent - turntshed. Close to 57 - Automobiles ' 23rd, 1971. Commons  gave  second to encourage investment  by  
- school. Phone 635-6815 after;S p.m.: 1 1 ' I 
33-  For Sale-. Misc.  
Ol ivet t i  ,-Underwood'Calculator 24. 
with tape; Very little used. Original 
price $750 wil l  sel l  for $539. Phone 
635-5412 (P-22).  
1 Wurlitzer Bran, 1 chesterfield, 
camp blankets & sheets, 1 Muskrat 
ceat,,size 12, and books. Phone 635. 
:3165 (P-26) 
~For  5ale - 10 x 20 joey shack. 
Aluminum siding, pannelled 
INTERIOR• Phone 635.7014 (P .24)  
Simpsons Sears Energy Cell . a 
I~ttery for al l  seasons. Start when 
others may not. $16.49 and up. 
Stepsons Sears Energy Cell 
• guaranteed for 36 months. All 
pOpu!ar sizes in stock. Call SImp. 
sons Sears 635.2218 or visit us at 4550 
Lakelse Ave., Terrace. 
Where Satisfaction Guarantee d or 
Money Refunded. (C-20) 
For Sale - registered trapl ine 
Wedeene River area .  Phone 635.$373 
(P:22) 
3 Furniture grouping for sale. Near 
new. Call 63,5.6443 8 • 12 noon. (C.22) 
I_ I I • TOP.QUALITY I '  : Si.2SPER BALE ILCUARK RD.'AT RIVER D R  ' i  
|~ : ,  ,d' -~ ~,~ 
: 37: Pets  " ' " 
For .Sale • Purebr~,d Scotch collie 
pups. Sabl(~ and white. Ready now. 
R. Perry, Kllwanga. Phone 849.8404 
(P,221 
38 - Wanted .  M isc .  
Would like fo buy Honda,bike or 
stel lar  in good condition. Phone 6,35. 
2666 (STF) 
Wanted to BuY. Dairy Cow suitable 
for use as nurse cow, phone 635-708.1 
(P.22) 
41.  Mach inery  fo r  Sa le  
For Sale: Make offers on following 
equipment 
10KW Lister • Diesel power .plant 
• complete. 
TD14 Crawler  Tractor  -' 
• Formall 40alarm tractor with.6 ft. 
rata,ti l ler..Call 635-6723 (CTF') 
.For. Sale - 1962 "A l l l s : .  Chelmers 
Loader 1~ yar¢l bucket- : ,Model  
TZ14. Good condition." Phone 635;. 
~391. (CTF) 
SPECIAL PRICES 
'd~ JOHN DEERE SKIDDER MOdel 
440, Standard Transmission Tires - 
16,9 x 30, Shredded Wire. 70 per cent 
or batter. John Deere Winch,and 
Diesel Engine. In good condition. 
KAMLOOPS $6,900 
'68 TREE FARMER SKIDD'ER 
MedeI'CeBD Englne -GMC 3-$3 
Diesel, Tlres• 18,4 x 34 ; B0 per cent 
(P-17) 
.< 
47-  Homes  fo r  Rent 
Will share a 2 bedroom home close to 
school and hospital to nurse, teacher 
or business girl. Write Box 665. 
• (STF) 
For Rent: 1 b~room apt. "Also: 
trai ler spaces., Close to town. No 
,pets. Phone ~5.$350. (CTF)  
For Rent: .3 bedroom row houses, 
with . re f r lgerator~ and stoves, 
electr|c heating, close to schools and 
downto{Nn, playground for ~ children. 
• Apply ' Mrs. Stan Hartm~n, 
Cedargrove Gardens, ~530 Scott St, 
Suite 10e. (CTFI 
For Rent . 2 bedroom apt. w-w 
carpet, car port. Close to-school, 
store and garage. Phone 635-5513 
after 4 p .m.  (P-21) 
48 - Su i tes  fo r  Rent  
For. Rent.  new modern 3 bedroom 
basement suite. Close to town. 
Fireplace wall to wall carpets, 
seperate entrance, electric heat, 
includes fridge, stove, drapes and. 
washing facil ity. Preferably small 
family. No pets. 5190 per month. 
Phone 635.2676 (P-21) 
For Sale • •1963 1 Meteor, good 
condition. Phone 635.3409 (P-22) 
1960 Vauxhall Sedan Velox Good 
running condition. Best. Offer 635.. 
5412 ( P-22 
1970 Ford F100 Ranger Styleside 360 
V8 auto - P.S. Radio, step bumper 
western mirrors, front mounted 
spare, canopy top, 22,000 mileS. 
Phone 638-5412 (P-22) 
SALVAGE 
Inter.nati(mal Tandum Dump 
Truck 
69 GMC Pickup 
Enquire SkeOna Adlusters Lt,~. 4742 
Lakolse Ave. ~15-2255. (CTF 
For Sale - 1965 Hayes dump truck. 
C-W 14 yard gravel box. Phone ~GL~. 
6391 (CTF) 
For Sole: 19~ I.H.C. UF220 U478 
motor, 3400 lb. rear end, 5 & 4 splcer 
transrnlsslon 1,000 x 20 rubber. In 
condition. 635-6391 (CTF) 
For Sale: 1965 Jeep Wagoneer. Low' 
mileage, good condition. Standard 
six. Offers phone 5.5922. (C.22) 
1967 2 dr. Htp.'MeteOr 410 Motor, 
A compla inant . sha l l  not be 
heard  by. the Court o f  Revis ion 
unless not ice o f  the compla in t  
has been made to the Of f ice  o f  
Ihe Assessor at least 48 hours 
before the t ime appointed fo r  
ihe f i r s t  s i t t ing  o f  the Court  of  
Revis ion.  
Dated a! Ter race ,  B.C., this 
9th day  of  March ,  1971. 




VICTORIA (CP) -- The 
centennial song, Go British 
Columbia, cost provincial 
taxpayers $10,887.~, the 
legislature was informed 
Monday. 
• ..In answer to written 
questions, Provincial Secretary 
Wesley Black said the sum was 
paid to Gimby Productions Ltd. 
for the song, released Nov. 9 
last year. Go British Colmnhia,. 
reading--approval in prin. 
ciple--tu the bi]] setting up the 
national investment company 
second" reading. The bi]] now. 
• goes to the Commons finance 
committee for detailed study. 
Second reading approval 
camo after defeat by a .voice 
vote of a Conservative motion 
that would have delayed the 
• legislation indefinitely. 
The Commons also heard 
Conservative financial critic 
Marcel Lambert (Edmonton 
West) Criticize a government 
bi]l implementing two 
provisions of its Dec. 3 budget. 
Mr. Lambert said the whole 
budget was a political gesture 
reacting to October terrorism 
in Quebec. It gave belated 
recognition to unemployment 
in Quebec and the Atlantic 
provinces. 
ALLOWS INVESTMENT 
• Legislation creating the 
CDC has designed the cor- 
Ix)ration to be an agency for 
investment by beth govern- 
ment and private eitizens, 
It would eventually have as- 
.sets of $2 b'~ion, on,eighth'of 
~whieh would : I~ g~,ernmeht- 
owned. Share~"iii "~ tlt~' CDC 
Canadians in Canadian in- 
dustry. 
'['he CDC was a diversiona.,~ 
tactic to take the minds of Ca- 
nadians off  ~ unemployment .  
']'he govermnentwas  t ry ing  to  
convince Canadians that  "you  
w i l l  one day be HcS.". 
Ion Watson (L - -Lapra i r ie )  
said that the '  a im of :  the 
legislat ion seems to be to  
develop manufacturing while 
neglect ing resource in- 
dustries. .- 
"Stan Sehumacher (PC-- 
Palliser) said that while Mr. 
Benson says the CDC is likely 
to be immune from ~llties, 
there is bound to be political 
j)ressure. 
If an unprofitable ibdustry 
is about to collapse creating 
unemployment, the political 
pressure wfl] be evident, he 
said. 
Mr. Lambert's criticism of 
.the budget came during 
secondreading debate of a 
.government bill amending the 
Income Tax Aet to prolong the 
three-percent . surtax on 
p~r~ai , , ,And  ,•,cg]~)o.,rate I~ lW i For Rent: 2 bedroom', base~p,enl P.S. P;B., radio and rear speaker. 
suite, fridge and stove suppled.- New brake lob and rad. hoses and We8 wri t ten by Bobby Gimby.  come taxes.- 
$1110.oo :per month, plus utilities. -~ > tires (incl. studded snow f ires)1 yr. ~n~l~l~1mi~|mi~l~m~l~l~l~l~l~i~l~i~l~l~ln~;;~i~il~l~i~l~l~llil~l~j~n~il~m~ii~|imml~l~i b ocks from downtown. 'Phone 635.. Warranty $2,100.'Phon(~ 635-7920 i . " 
• 3455 after 6 pm. (P-21) 
For Rent: For responsible fonant.3 
bedroom suite unfurnished, on main 
floor. View, clean, self contained, or. 
2 bedroon~ unfurnished basement 
suite. Self contained. Low rent for 
handy man. For appointment phone 
$$738. Non drinkers, Non smokers. 
(CTF) 
Furnlshed Cabins week ly  and 
monthly rates.'AIso suites.for rent. 
Cedars Motel.. phone ~.22~. . (CT  F- 
3) 
For rent - 2 bedroom apal~tment, in 
Remo, 6 miles west of Terrace. Rent 
includes frldge and stove. Phone 635- 
6090 after 6 p.m. (PM-21) 
For Rent .  4 2 bedroom suites, in. 
cludes fridge and stove. One fur- 
nlshed. Also 2 - 2 bedroom houses. 
Located at Remo. Phone 635-38d4 
after 6 p.m. (P .22)  
For Rent: 2 bedroom furnished apt. 
Electric heat. Across from Lions 
Park. Hwy. 16 east• Phone 5.6950 or 
5.7372. (P-22) 
For Rent: Unfurnished 3 bedroom 
townhouse apartment. Electric heat 
extra fridge and stove. Kalum • 
Gardens. Sco~tt an d Hanson. 635•5088. 
(CTF) 
49 - Homes  fo r  Sa le  
For Sale: 3 bedroom house, with 2 
bedroom suite, downstairs. W-W. 
carpet up and down stairs, Located 
= | 
For  Sa le :1966Pont lacPar r l s lene2 ,  WE DELIVER THE GOODS! " door  hard top. Power steering .~ :. Power brakes, wide oval tires. White 
Leather Interior. $1400.00. Phone & 
35-7656. (P-22) . - 
Running condition (body  un. : = 
beautiful). Phone 635.$790. Kalum 
Lake. Drive past dump (Hell's 
acres). (P-19) ' ,, ,..~.~ 
f For Sale: '1961 oldsmobile. ,P.S., 
[ P.B., PhoneS.5462. (P-21) " . ' ' i  
J "For Sale: 19"/0 Automatic V.W., "" i 
[ radio, new snow tires, 20,000 miles. . "':: 
I 
S8 - Tra i lers  =~ 
I I '  - " .  KNIGHT ' i '  
• 1 . SQUIRE " ! : "" : |': 
J Come Ina ,d  See Our Sej~'qon ! 
I of Double Wide and singie',, 7 
I " ' .. I I  
Are, you sick and tired of being sick 
and t irol? Let'Alcoholic'Anonymous 
help VOU. 
• ,' Meetings 
"Alanol~s meet every W~I,, 0 P.M. 
Skeeda Valley Gl'oup every Thurs., 9 
P .MJ  ~:. • - • : ' 
Terrace Family Group every Sot.; P 
P .M."  . 
Breakfast Meeting every Sunday 11 
advertising and prlntingAn TerrAce 
or prlnting in both Terrace and 
Kitimat for~ Northern Sentinel Press ' 
Limited., ,Interested parties' please': 
telephone Mr. "WIIS0d at "d32'-6144 or ! 
write to 626 Enterprise Avenue~? 
Kltlmat.,.(CTF) . . . . . .  " : 
Steelguord Winch ' Gearmatic 19. 
Hour Meter . 684 hrs. Good 
appearance.• and in exce l |ee l  
condition. 
PR I NC E GEOR GE $16,500 
.on 2710 S. Sparks: Phone 5.6092. iP- 
23) 
'FOR SALE 
3 bedroom house on Bench with 3 
. . . . . .  " ' TREE.FARMER Mederc7 ; D: O bedr0om suite In basement. Income 
"All'A'M;meetings held In the o!d Library . Se'lal .No.:77103 Mechanlcallyl.good S180.00 per month. Phone635.7940or 
BulldlngalKalumandL:aKelse'Ave. 20  ~ le ip  Wal l te~ :~: .  ne~wpain.t. Nevv10.4x.34 Nyl0ntires. wrLfe 4906Gait, Terrace; B.C. (P- 
" • Motor overheul~l. " . . . .  27) : '  . '  
For  )nfornlatlon vJi'lte:Box 564 . GRANDE PRAIRIE . . . .  S17,500 
Torrar~e/'B.C. or'Phone ~15-2e30 or re*male' ' ,  " : ~ 
" " " r " " ~'--'--''-- : -;  . . . . . . . . . .  ' --, , F=or Sole - 2 years  aid 3 bedroom " ~ 'J ~ .  , ' TI~UI~ ffAI~IMI~K - MOClel ~;6~u • " (CTF), . . . . . .  , home with carport, finished rumpus 
• . ' ~ . i ,Wan!ed: Part t ime g i r l  foP. Wig. _Serial . . . .  No:~ . . . . . . .  6035 Enl~lne -:_Dlese, room. W.w.cerpeting thro~ ho~t. 
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for two kinds of lives of drug abuse problem 
A young wife and mother in her late twenties living within the Terrace 
community probably knows more about life than several women many 
, years her senior will every know. 
• S i ,  ce  18 she  has•been a hero in  add ic t ,  but  on ly  for  the ,past<year  has  she led  
¢ what~mlost  peop le  cons ider  to be  a "norn la l  i l i fe. w i t5  the  he ip  ~f Methad(me,  
: a lega l  synthet i c  narcot i c ,  she  is now content  to look a f te r  her  ch i ld  and  home 
whi le  her  husband,  a l so  a re fo rmed add ic t ,  works  at  a s teady  fu l l . t ime job,  
Rita, which could be her 
name but isn't, recalls a "good 
childhood" but when she left 
home at 16 to take a job-training 
course in a large city "I  got into 
the wrong crowd." 
She was around heroin and 
heroin users for sometime 
before she tried it herself. 
"They (her friends who used 
heroin) didn't want me to try it 
but curiosity got the best of 
me." 
Over the years she estimates 
that her habit has cost her - in 
only eight months- $50,000. She 
remembers spending $13,000. 
R i ta ,  a tall, slim, attractive 
woman, considers herself lucky 
because she had money in trust 
until she was 21, plus some land. 
She lived off the interest from 
this until her financial position 
forced her to sell the land. 
Because hero in  is so 
expensive- about $25 a cap, (an 
addict needs about three or four 
caps each ,day) -peop le  are 
forced to furn to crime to get 
enough money to feed their 
habit. , ~ 
BY D IANA SMITH 
Message from the publisher | ' " ' " r ibm th  Xt  n t  o f  d ru  
D~:~.  a word that i , ,  .take the  responsibility for ! Mystery .  That  s the  key  word, when desc  ! " g ee '  e g use  
. . . .  ,eon~ur~. aueviat ing some of the ~i:in Ter race  ;~::, Bu '~'~;' '~ ~ ' . . . .  ' ' ' " ' +' ~ ' " "  : ~ . . . . . .  '' . . . . . . .  ' ' r " up .fear.. •in iiian'_~, ~ neop le .  ~ ~,.~' ,  . . . . .  ' ~. . . .  ~[ ..... +~ ........ • ~ ....... ~. . i~s a. fact. 'that: 'people 'm,~errace smoke marl uana 
But  l i ke  most  words ,  i t i sepen  ~r~_ i ime~rp~en t~r  :~d s l '~  " " ;<  ' ' "  : :+~' l~ ' !~" ] ' c  " any~i fe i~e i ie iween two .  'ex t remes;  .<from 
" . i ~ PP , Y t i pracl lcany everyone oeiween 13 and 30 to the small minorit - those ou hear 
~l°l tlenrUper~atblaetleofmisUona s na~l d, P~i°~ittha oi~tt~ le mU~sder~tearnt~l~ about through the media. Y • Y 
consequently, subject of drugs• The actual figure obviously lies somewhere between these extremes misinterpretations. 
'Drugs' is a word repeatedly 
associated with certain 
segments of the  population .
young people, hippies, and 
degenerates. 
The communications media is 
probably largely responsible for 
this association and for the fear 
which surrounds this area. 
But where there is fear there 
is usually ignorance and if the 
media is to be blamed for 
,ausing fear they should also 
Tbe use and misuse of drugs 
.is a growing characteristic of 
our society. 
To solve the problems caused 
by drugs, they must first be 
recognized and understood. 
The best place to Start is 
usually in 'our own back yard.' 
So, in a question, "What do you 





and then ant' ' 
"Are you sick and tired nf ~ found in any social bracket. 
being sick and tired? Let . !'Known'drinkers,:especially 
Alcoholics Anonymous help. women, can make a Skid Road 
you." in their own kitchen or living 
Twice a week this room...Aleohol will find its 
advertisement is placed in the level," he said. 
personal column of The Herald. 
. An alcoholic.who has been a 
member of A.A. for 17 yeai's. 
but exactly how widespread the use of marijuana is remains unknown. An 
example of the ~ diversity of "opinion e~ii be seen, on the one hand, by an 
underground drug dealer 'who estimates that about 60 per cent of high school 
kids smoke dope, and on the other hand, hy both principals at the ' Terrace 
high schools who, found 
at. Caledonia secondary 
What is one to believe? How 
big a problem is marijuana in 
Terrace? Is  it even a problem? 
The fact that there is very 
little actual evidence and that• 
users are so difficult to detect 
seems to indicate that either its 
use is very limited or else there 
are few noticeable problems 
caused by its use. 
Various mari juana users 
interviwed o not consider it a 
problem unless they get 
caught. Most, however, are 
quick to differentiate between 
marijuana nd hard drugs, such 
as heroin, morphine, and 
chemicals, such as LSD and 
MDA. 
no actual evidence other than the remains  
School. 
Others interviewed because 
of their official capacity, 
knowledge and contact with the 
subject,.wl~o l ok at marijuana 
from a professior/al ngle, are 
generally concerned and aware 
of an overall drug abusc 
prob lem.  
Most however, do not 
emphasize mari juana as a 
problem but only as' part of a 
problem and look to the whole of 
society to understand the 
phenomena. 
ofa  jo int 
But marijuana is' a subject 
which, along with pollution, has 
had a considerable coverage by 
the media• As ; Don 
Cunningham, principal at 
Caledonia, points out the 
spectacular aspect of i( is over. 
And many people are as sick of 
hear ing  about it as"about  
Vietnam. ' 
But just as killing is still going 
on m Vietnam, marijuana is 
still being smoked in"Terrace 
and elsewhere in Canada. (To 
put it in more perspective, a
, United Nations survey in 1950 
If one specific 'crutch' was tc estimated that Users ' of 
be blamed for ~ causing' narcotics numbered some 200 
widespread problem'in.Terraee million people, principally in 
a general  concensus would Asia and Africa.) 
c heos e al_eehol. Con't'd on Page 9. 
NOT EVERYONE SMOKES marijuana like a cigarette...Here a 
model demonstrates the use of a water pipe which makes the 
grass or hash less rough on the throat• There are a variety of 
.water pipes (hookas) available from the home-made ones to 
. more elaborate oriental ones often given as a wedding present. 
"Some.of the prettiest women 
will do anything for money...I 
was lucky,  to have money 
otherwise I 'd '  probably be a 
presititue now." 
Rite used to be frightened of 
heroin but " I 'm not a bit scared 
of it now." 
Cont'd on Page 9 
deser ibed  the  d i f fe rent  sess ions  'Life is fantastio,' says 
alooholi©, former ad,di ©t 
held every week. ": ~ ;'~ 
On Wednesday at 8 pm non- 
alcoholics who are wives or 
husbands of alcoholics meet. 
They are known as Alan ons. 
', Thursday is a closed study. 
group meeting of the Skeena 
Valley group at 9 pm. 
. . . .  ." At the .open meeting, ileld 
. 'Ug lGn~;e  . ; I |Q~RQ . Saturdayat 9 pm the Terrace. " " J • 
; '~  __ ' Family Group meets, and'i "L i fe is fantastic l 'm '  preparing the heroin for her to . . . . .  ' - ~ ~' tniln'- . . . .  ~ ~' ~ - - -  • i . . . ~ , ' " .  . , t took urugs :or a way out ' .at.me joe ne has nan tar . ~ l~ . [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  ~ l  [ ]  . ~ l [  alcoholics are invited to bring) happy This is how an use. • : . . . . .  . . . . . .  
• Although. both. principals at • ' and Lakelse Avenue ,' . . . . . . . . .  - working .at a steady job in 'a I~tween majorc i "~ in Ct i  anada ~.Having experienced the life o f .  . . .  Martin~ eertainl' W ' '  '; ? " 
• the h~gh schools in Terrace are .41..6.., it.  ,,It . i t  ~ ~ ~ ,,15, ~ ~ ,L. ~ ..~ , i ,  . i .  . ' ~ ' ~ ~amp just outside Te~aee c . . . . . . . . .  :,~ ,, .~ . . . .  • a drug addict and an'alcoholic" . . _ y ouldn t win 
r m  ~ ~ ,,~ ,v  : f '  " , I~UUl lU I I I  rauleruKeaK! on , :. • ~ ~,  ,~  , .~ ,m ~ ~ ~,~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l~  , . . , . ,  . : ..... : . . . . . .  i t  . . . .  . . . . . . . .  ng ~ anyreCordsfor physical fitneds . . . . . . . .  aware of a certain amount of One alcoholic said I m t'ery~ This three years is the longest a royal tour he :~.said, "I 've ,-be'said. he would •.sooner be a butsaid' ~'Consideringth~ab~e . . . . .  
drug use among students they I l l .  i l l  M i i  II m ~m . m wasnPr0Ud'tt°ashbe member:ofAA .,~11 .periodof time ,bathe haslived visited every . . . . . .  jai l between: ~ug addict than an alc0holie l've . . . . .  given myself Ira' quite 
indicated that the res~lonsihility ~ i~mln~l l~t ! l~ i l~ i [ ! i  ~ l !~ l !ml~ [ l l l l~ i l l~  ; amed to ~ se'e~ In,oneplace. .' ' , 'Vancouver  arid Toronto"  .becausel a.lthough they are both hehlthy,~,.~Grinnin%'~le~aid,i 
.'in dealing with it lies with the | ~ MMO|  I~  $1K <, : *MU[ [~ t around town drunk ~o 'i m not~ ,' It d good for me in camp ' , M~nt, i~,~,~,~l,~r',,,o '--,Z-';-~ bad, w i len  dru~s ' 1 o ' - -  ' : '  . ~ '" • qg  l iMMGPl I IE  l i t _ _  _ .  ., m . .  _ . . . _ . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , - '  - - . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  +" ,  - , :  . . . .  " : . . . . . . .  , o say at one ume that i f  I parents and wi th  . the . : -, • . : _ . .  ~ ::: .. ,~ . . . .  . ~, . . • ashamed:to be ~leen as a'sobeit ! m growing up, I m at ease...I up in a jail cell I felt hannv "I Methadone are available he can ,~ .~. , , , ,~  iv~, , , , ,  ,, 
, , , t  1 I ' k " .#  i i v l~; i i  i ~1~.~ i t .  I Wl i ib  11 community as a whole. I know 'a lot of people .al'e' don t sell it ~lr bragaboul~it but memberof :A, l~ ' ~" '~ ' . I.:' .haven t.  got a worry In the felt free and contented I e~)tlid be a'iriore'fiSliul'iiersoii. :. . , , ___~-_ . - i l l  .... .,.:. ), 
• John Bastin, principal at using it,. have tried .it or are ' just use i t  as a nersonal" _ _ .~ ,  ' .. , .. t world," he said. • ' : rela" "T ~, . . . .  -~..'-"-;'-~'-'- - - ' -  '":"." ~ <~'': ~ " ' '  ~'.  ' ':. au~urmn.l!-ma.rlj'U, im.a lvitartm 
' " " ' ' ' ~ . . . . . .  , mz  [ ~: . , ,  , • , lsl , i l l  k~o l lu i i l t iu i i i i  tVUh i  
• Caledonia Senior Secondary  trafficking in it," a grade ~ 12 experience (It's an: right._ but  ' ;~^~e4sa l ,  a , .~e°rga~, , ,  ~-~- ,,,~ ,, - - ,  -,,,.~,;~l~°nwa'ls~i~ ,~ I , , . ,~ .  Martin : fee ls ,  many •. people .' .~m~,~_. Siiiii~lie'.~elP~eS,~.tiiiGtli~erd_~ ,:.:i,:,~Threll'.years lag015e/del~ll!~ed: -.~s~lssJe._dJi saY.fag . l i e : ~ , g o , m m  mucn out ct It ' ' 
School, said it is impossibleto student, at Caledonia reiorts, when it' expands into a big ^.  ~ . . . .  ~ t.~ . . . . . . . . .  ~t. ^ ~ think he s h0/d !I r0ugh life but if he sa id  " • '  ~ he wanted help .and tl~rned to ,,,_, . . . . . . . . . .  .] ' ~ 'i i~!~ .
, , ,  , ~. ~,,..,. a . . . , , . ,  ,~,,~ . , .~  ~. ' ' Alcoh it am rough ilie nas given I l lm tell what the exact situation is .; Hesa id  it was a big trend in business it s not so good ,:~^ . . .he had to . . . .  IP,,e lt~over again he d He often felt lost.and alone ,' olii~.r"/'A~'0.11'~lilOtili~ i":i#!.l!~i~:~;~ r ' i ' ' '~ '1  " i ' - -~ '~ . . . . .  ~ -- 
i l l i l  i ,  , , en e t l t l - i l l l l i  u nu l~ l - l l i lU lU l l l  ~ and the  only evidence that the schools but most of the drug Ale, of kids, fromGrade'8u-v,' ' . wantittob#theiti inie, l eant  whim let out df tali . . . . . .  All,,.ilion. : d d{upiiLsi~ce~ :ATI2:iiit'fii~7':! ?-:.; . . . . . . . .  ' . . ., i8 
' ~ ~ " ~ " , hf " - mwaras omer people tie lines marijuana was  used in the hSelis oulside of school llllurs, are always aksing him if he has Tllere~:are :an .eo¢~.~,., ilee,w.hereI,~.'V~i~l~]iysuffer~,~:iiii:hadnoreason~iiveor'~li~,~ . 'e he lia'!d/'andf~ls:~e~wa~'i/ : , k , , , l . i~  L'-_;,,__ ~: . . i i  
o . , , . . t~ ,~ >~t ., ' t m~t u 9 Buy wimuui  promems ~heol was the finding of a butt, ' Attitudes iowa,S  ~chemicals ~ ' an do" '0,'where e .... ~' . . . . . . . . . . .  ~:' ~ ~' • : ~ , • • " and:e~lained'th~itthe hings,he~";~ , ,~u~,~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5e  dldi,'wl~'h ")|n lalli ~ z,~,~" . . ' . . . . .  , ..... . , ~ '~: Y, .Pe ,. ;~h ycan,get ~i,:6 5 0o0,-.memners,.-~ot~!.~. A ,.:.;:. , . . . . . . . . . .  -: ....... . . . . . . . .  ,R-,. ,-qa!,etL ' :~ . , ! ?~, . , : ,~  ' . .~:n  "" ~-:~ - . . " .~  ~ . / . . .~ '~ '~ ' " 'n~s :S  . . . . . . . .  . " 
later identified by' RCMP as hefound to be qlhlenegative ' ; .,it : ," ~:,, :•. , ' , , ' . . . :~ ~ ,il~,',,,i~X,~;,~.: +,l,.. L~' ,~ '_3•' . i l i ! l~ere because:,li e .~l leved, , t ' '  Ov,,.~tlle V~r~'~i~i~,iin:/h~if': ' ,ted. ay'flie..resi)enalbllity Is On ~ '~ ..Y. ome~lng.derroga~ry, he 
~. • . -~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' .  , , . . '  .'. : ~ ~' . . :  • .. ~ . . , , , -~-~, . . , , -~ .  : . , , ,~ ;  , , , , ,~u  a, ,u~-' . , '  - - .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,..' . ,  .':. . .'-~-;.,~=.-. , -~-~ .~=.-..---- --,,.-./> . '  ~', , ' . -  , f . .  .. - ,  wu igetmauatmm : uutn  conta inm mar]  uana  in .  the  K idsmost ly  use  ass  and  hash  . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -> • .  ' . . . . . . . . . . .  • . . . e i l i .  to .be  th  !mtdra l  th l l !g  I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  m . shou  d i s -  . ,  , j. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . e w i l l  . . . .  g J • • , . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  , " .  . . . . . . . .  .~ . . . . . .  ~ . . . : .  . " " .a l thou  . the 'o r  a / l l  t l  n ,, c:t!!.. . . . . . . . . .  ~, . . . . . . . . .  . .... ~..., t r tedmany,  u l~s i l ! ld -  f~drunk , : . '  Y~. ! . ! . . . . . ,  ....... , .  • ,.~ • . . . . . . . .  
.~c l ioo l  park ing  lo t  ; '  . . . .  . . '  ' but  'if.;. '~ there  ' a te"  chemica ls .  He  be l ieves  thTi t  ~ug ilse ~vi i l  : "  " i~;i ibi~,g,~ i iq , i ' ; i~ i ,O ,~ l "0~2lsn°~+~ ' t io iT l t l i own i  ,~  nti' 7iiternatl.v'e..".;~4 ,'!: so  ~{ ich"  i i '~  ~ " th ' l i [  i i~!ii~ l i aw : i~ '  ', : ;:71 " ' "  : "•: ' - '" :  ( <:>:;< 'c::'..',.;, . . . ,  101crate a guy.with 5 ~ink ing  
,o  .- v - - - , ,  ,,~ on, , , ~ < ,,- ,-~-, ~ , , en iem even It l I feb  a rs .~ ~. , , pr nat ne sa Is ' . He said he r~garded the use of ' arolmd-tboy may try them bearbiindfer qultea'While but~-"i.2.~;~•'_'.?,';_h~;Et.~'~;~.-~ . ~ 'Y~;~I/: ~'Martins 1 ' eg n 33 y.~ ..... alcotioiiC'" .' .T::~ i -:"-\':~ "'i ,M. artin"i!xtllin, •sh~t'hMi.ed,~ ',_ .~.. . . yl!; 
,: drugs as a sbet#!~l~Iblem. , , that . He  ! e l s ,  the use, ofomarijuana oPe°ple'Wiflstart Using them"re f i t ,  ~"ilh'at~e.~t~,.d___ .. hi,./'~,~ •/i, " ~i,k: dgO,~ in s~k~'~ !t'ew' an;2{k"~s " 1  ddl 7At' 0dd"pe"rid, liii'~S" lif~';'~q '~ ,~ ¢l~,n,"cul~iJ.;~ loOk!"i~D; i!/,duy,: {,'Tk' ~ .... Martin doesn-"t"think into /-~© 
: "So  commlmtt~7~l i~ i~ns ib le  : . in . . . .  ~ ,~erat i0n  >'. cg l l~es  ~ no-  . fli_'.tr" ~s . . .> . .{  .4.: . . - . . .  7':~::;;{:'.~:,.~.',: " - ' . "  ;:77~:!;IL..: ',;!:. ii~ ,; " , i~: i~; :7!~bther ,  was,!a',.,he,,~.D. ~.' ct.~,,:.H(~ i l~'i~d' '~s  ever~; :db~7 fo r . '  ~lii~{."!>~mi)aredihimsel/~!tll:,ii/;hipple'!:~/~i,.A. - . . - - .  ,~-  . . . . . . . . .  i . . . ,_ 
"~dr and whlch,~ti~!~miunity : 'proSlei~iTat ll Imtt,~O' much of ,,. He.::s!rnmed up ; drug':,,Uie(]:;::' He saidtSatskid;Raa(I is~.n~,' [5~'~ver knew'~hi~Sfa!er, . "' " I '~veg~f i~thipga~:.  / , ~]~.:u,~_v~[~, ~r ;~ jug '~o!go  
" ~ ' it - '  ~ ~" , ' -  , , lu  uet:iue mo 1 want to ~troduces intd'th~Vii~h0bl 'ati~'th'ing is go i / lg  to "he . amoilg ' Students. A"  1O[:'0f'" only restr icted to  Cordova" ~' At file age of elgiit h~e recalls' : drinkin~-~b~ze at ~the ' s~e : Ida  lt 'ahd;i i l i  hiti i~ . . . .  : .'~ ' - . . . .~  -~ ]'" ~'~ " 
. . . .  , " " ' " ' " " ' ' ' " ' " ' , ,  . . . . .  , . . . .  " " • . . . . . . . . . . .  " ' ' t  . . . . .  U " ~ • ' . . . . .  . . . . . .  , ,.,. " ,~  , ' .  :,." ~ .con lmue uv ing ' t l~  wa I . .d in ,  ' ' { :  Contd.on:Pa~e9 . . . . .  ~harmful He,said, if people peoplearedolngalotofth~UgS " "StreetlnVdncouvebbut~mi'~:~ giving ~-hlsmothera fix ~ i i  t ime . ........ , -  .... , ...... . t ,  i,~,.la . . . ; . . - - .~,, . . - -~-- '  , ._.  ,, . . . . . .  , , ,  I , ,  
, ' 1  ~ . . . . .  : ~ -- ' . . . . .  ; ,l l; rl; ' i ' i I~ d I ' i ' "  I , i i . . . . . .  i " q ' ) i I i - - - - ' "  " - -  i r " . .  i ~ l  i i " I ' ;  I ~ " ' . . I i q~ p i  i i ; i '  I I~  ; I f '  . i i i : t l l ' y t  W ~ ! ~  ~ V ~ "  i S ' 'U~"  I t# 'V~ ~ ] # ~ W .  ,: ~t '~ ~< I ' i~  ~ '~ '  " l i~  17 ' i l i~  ~ '~  Tl" ~t i 
, , ,  , ~ . . . . . . . . . .  • , . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  t . , , , t : .  , . . . . . .  , , . ,  - . . . . .  • . . . . .  ~. . .  . . . .  . . . . . . . .  ,. • . . . .  ~ .. . . .  . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  ,. . . , , ,~*  ...... ~ ,  ,~...,*t~,~, . . . .  ,~ . . . . . . . .  .;,,x.*.,~,.~, . .~ . . . . .  
Student knowsqots
. ' ,  . , , • . ,  t ¸ ; : ,  , , /  . .  • , •  . . , , . . . . .  , • , • 
- ~ ~ ' ,  / , ,  , :  ~ ,~ , . ~  ~ ' ! • , "  . . . .  ~, ' "~ ' ' ~  r , /  ' , ,  : . ~  ~ ~,  ' ' ~, "~, . .  . " , '~C:~.  ,~ . ~ .~,~ ~ ~.  ' J '<  ~ : : . ,  ~ :~ '  ~ , ~ ' " ~ ' - - : " ,  ~ / " ;~  ' ~:  ~ : ~  t : "  "2  , . ~"  , ~ ~, .~ 
' ~ , "  , • ' , ' '  ' ~ • ' - .  . . . .  ~ ~ - - . ~  ~ - ~  ! .  " ~ / . ~ . . . . ~ v j ~ . _ . ~ i ' ~  __  _ ~-L~.~+.U2" '~_ .L~_ J_"  /2 .~.~2~'~.  :~ . .W. .~ 2 ~ f~ . . . .  ' . ~ _ _ ~  . . . . .  " - • ~ '  ~ : '  , ~ 
MONDAY, MARCH 15,- 1971 " ' . . . j  . . . .  TERRACE HERALD, TERRACE, B.C. 
. , .  . . -  . 
[ B~C°~nt~d,fr°m,.p~g~8:~::-_/~ ,. hintto those with green fingers, esca'pisn~ "i .don ' t  think it " " 
' . ~¢ tu 8~. u~c,~ m xcrracc. Steve said seeds are I~in(~ ~, .A . . ' .  . . . .  ' --;-;-=" a sm0xmg dope .. . , 
Or~'~ ~ " "  L " "  "' ." . . . . . .  a ~,~, ,=•  ~ . . . . . .  . . . . . .  nyone r ! 
..,~wile! m to~i~ri.(who, now . . e  ' . good .having dying I on ly"  deals .'to , ~,,,,a~.,., .g-.rminatedat"aboutthlstime' who becomes mentally record,'? . " !)-.;:i 
• :'oll gr hash. (How~' dro,~tu~l:.~l~d....thatr:m,;; . . . . . . . . . .  ~. .  youknow." 
" "' * • ' • :. .. ~-~-x"~.., ~ v,©. u,ver• gooa ' '  " & ' r I - -  
mu.eh they:us e '2~ pro.l~blyy~~pple:.di.~buyii~.l~aHjl}ana.~: . . . . .  ;. . . . .  ; ~ :: :.. - Another guy , 
~;i~ar~as~,muebnarsmmaev~)r~nkeer;~.-.~$teve Said ,th~"'pOliee-in "People whododo~ bore me . quite a bitof( 
s~d, .':~ have  ] " ' "  " " "°  = "~ • '1' r " , ":-- ",,;~.~ ,/o~r-.to-tho o--^,," E ace ,aon= nasste .you, to tears as thaes a]i they talk . ugain .because i 
~- ~,~ .=.a.,~. _o ~ ,=.":v-"- unless you re very open-with about " " B ' # p. r # 
consumeaoy an alconollc). . voiw ~4=~! i . .  " ~' ;", ' ~: • -. --.'. - . '  . ,, , experience that 
This ~r t ieuhr"~ .~~--^".~* ~ ~-- "~': ' ;~', ,-~" . .:. • tie ~edevas that too much is. ~leepsetemotio] 
at>out elgnt oltners fn'tOv~q .wno ,robabl~,;.b,~,;,, ,~^, _A,^ .,::_ . .,,;;. . ~., . .  . - - ._  . . . .  . nervous diso • . . . . .  . . .  v o,~.,~- = .w ..m-© .m.  ; mari lana-onfrom' si . " • dealoneltheraful~timeorpurt the,,,,u ~..... ,,,a~Ak= . . . . . . . .  """-- J . . . .  ". . . .  ~es, trom 
time basis '~' :" " ~ " .... ;. ~ r ,; .... .m",©'=-=¢'= ~u. those titat oppose it to those that' ' 
:: • ", . . . . . . .  : ~/.: . .  spe[unaercoveragentsworking are for it "There are" moi'e 
~ A~I average :investment 0f.:'in Terr'a~e - " " ' • ~ : . . . . .  
: " ~vlllusUal" iiHda" ' t ' . . . . .  -" .-. " : .  ~ ~mpormnt hings ,to worry • . . ' .~. .  , l yy  OOtl ..~,) ~ Asxen nany pnysiea~ oamage ' .h~.t , ,  h,= =o;a . ',' " " . " 
"end this'/ndividtml l~t's:s'ayhm~ is- caused by the. fre-uent'. "%:"  ,~.~.u.~:.. , -.. : . .  
• • " - . ; - - .  • "~ . " uave eala." ' l~very KIU ' In name tsSteve, na~d there was no smok.mg of pot, he said he had. town can get it if he wants it", 
risk if you're careful. He only ,notiCed a •certain loss of but added that he was not that 
sells to people be knows and memory among users. 
doesn't keep. his stock at bis -- concerned about he drug scene 
residence. :, . ... Finding~pesple who have tried in Terrace. 
Steve said ."everyone wh0!:marijuan!t'in . Terrace is not For him "it is just as sorry a 
• sight o see drunks come rolling 
smokes it or wants R knows; . difficult;: ' " ," " " Out of' the hotels as to see kids 
where to get it. " . : .  It ' is interesting that two stoned." ..' 
adverseiy effec 
One young gir 
increases -you 
body becomes n 
feeling" anda  
enjoyment of v 
heightened whi 
One user said, 
(including his 
curious about" g 
try it because of 
Some other 
m~rijuana smo~ 
"The prices The average price in Terrace' heroin.', usel-s~ interviewe.d Wh0 
is $15 an ounce ($7 a gramfor ' bad -tried marijuana are 
hashish) but I sell mine'for .,indifferent. owards the .drug. 
$12."  - "-: "; ".~: " " 
He said there is a progression=i. ). One young m~n in Terrace 
leading to heroin since kids try':,. Who has made'a good ..bit Of 
grass and, its "neat", they '.try" , :money* sclling"dope~ on. a full 
nasn and its "neuter still", then time basis in a large Canadian 
acidwhich is "nearer still," and city'said "grass isn't that big a 
thing to me. I get Stoned once in 
Dave feels a lot of kids are 
foolish by' being so open about 
A 
o,_ara=u  
-Ask,~l.for his* Vtmml  the 
drug situation ,in Terrace, Bill 
Young, envoy for the Salvation 
Ar~ny, said he didn't think the 
situation was too.bad... . ,  
He has noticed that.  p~ple 
aren't alking about it so much. 
"For a time it was quite a 
thing...a lot of kids tried it for 
kicks, ft was a fad but it's. now 
died down," he said. 
Young said there werenot  
many mainliners, in Terrace. 
"There's abit of weed aboutbut 
it's slow right now", he said and 
added that it would never be 
cleaned out completely. 
Young does counselling to 
penple with a drinking la'oblem 
in Terrace. He said,}~'.'Only 
about 10 per cent of alcoholics 
hit Skid Road but there:is no 
"There's a tot Skid Road in Terraee...The 
chemicals ~, - . . me/hod ofprodaclug "highs". transient drinker doesn't stay 
,, . l on f f . "  
T: ~: INJECTION of dope in the arm Is a common 
" Get 'high' on Chr ist '  A kilo of marijuana sells for a while but;if-I'didn't have it I . 
$210 to $275 in B.C., but it starts wouldn't miss it."- Drugs and Christianity, th . . . . . .  ' . . . .  
off costing $28 from the He"said "thereare far more according to Rev. Don Lewis, eyregomd]t...norparentsfor drugs". Some people opt out by used is becaUse seciet3~ is afraid peasants in'Mexico, where its -- ,file pressure they are patting on way of drugs because they can't to look at itself. :'The younger 
people taking* soft drugs in can give the same results but meirkids, He added that higii ,~ .take it, he said, but others opt generation is what we have 
growth is widespread. By the Terrace than"adulEs would like whereas a drug experience last marks are prestigous for adults out of the conventions ofsociety made them,' t' he added 
timeit gets toSan Francisco the to believe"• b~t he'feels the real only about 12 hours, and is a as well as for their children. He while doing their own thing Talking; about the drug 
prices130, is $85.. and in Seattle its menace is hard. drugs, such as fleeting thing, Christianity is a feels that both parents and within its bounds, situation i  Terrace, Rev. Lewis 
heroin. . lasting experience, schools place toohigh avalue on-.  And speaking specifically said, "I find that parents a W 
good ;~"2 per cent is alfalfa " Steve said th  whole busines adorer t~h~l~iL ';C°Psareg~ u g ~ n  push rs. they a en , t ; ,  Rev. Lewis, minister at the the academie side of life. : :! ; rdoment hat any organization children aren,t on them than i .  d°ubt that °ner (drug) 'willle d ~ !i~!ii~iii ~ i  
is very organized but in Terrace Onething. that "bugs" him is Knox United Church,' said about religion, he said "The more concerned when thefr :~ 
those who sell grass or hash are the fact .~at .the alcohol and drugs muddle a person's James placed drugs and eliminates free expression, I'll when they actually find out they 
. . . . .  ",,: ~=o.;-~* ~,:~ ...... who ~o- to nerom, promem nas eecn armmo thinking but Christianity gives a alcohol in the same are~ saying opt out too." He feels there ~:::::i::ii~ii:/:i for years but httle h ; '. are using drugs." Vancouver to buy it. Thequality ' ~ been clear in-sight into life. that they both cause .an should always be an opportunity He said, ' : ' I  don't have any. 
~fer;h;e~aS:ai~hatretache; " ' ' BothRev. Lewis and Wi]bur abnorinal state. ' He said the, to question anything. " '  
James, a lso at the U~ited Christian religion helps.poople Rev. Lewis feels that. the to a~other...The p ople I have 
,Church, 'are concerned about to enjoy the real  things-;the ""quiet revolution" has failed~ spoken to say they  have iiiiiiiiiiii 
Gro~ing-your own is. often "a: gmugDescnbm" after theh]mselfasa ses°urce '  h  said.' the problems caused by the use color of life..' . . . .~ He said you have to have things progressed from soft to bard 
side line and Steve said plants"- .... ' " g " Cial' of drugs. Rev. Lewis •said the ' He described the "religioi~s today in a loud way, we are drugs." . ~!iiii!i!iii 
grow to an average of six feet potsmoker,'Dave' (who holds a root cause is because society is high" which many people bombarded with words, and it James added, "They may not ~:~:iii::ii!::ii 
around Terrace during the full time responsible position in mismanaging itself. He feels experience: finding real takes ahippie.with is contrasts be hurting themselves" bUt'they ~:i!i~:iiiiii!!ii 
gr~wiugseas~n.P~ssiblyasa.~t~wn)said~marijuanaisthepressuresadultsplace~nenjoymcntlnthew~rldandtogainattentien.Hefeclsthatarehurtingtheirparentsan d i!!!!,!.:.!:~~ 
' sets friends, young people to achieve'o,er .helping others. . .  ;...... drug use isa formofv io lence  society." j 
T W o  of and above tbeir abilit[es causes. Unfor tunate iy ,he  added,, but that alcoho] is an even more  Rev. Lewis warued "The' 
• . them to seek escape through some people are "so heavenly- via.lent way of degrading man. e . . . . .  
' drugs - an escape which could minded they're no earthly ' He considers alcohol to be what g neralwedeterioratiOnhave t  lo0k°f tman" HeiS | ~ 
be either temporary "or good." ' " "the number one enemy, of wonders why it is necess~wy for 
Cont'd from Page 8 she said, and added that more permanent. - ' He said, "Society ires built'an society." 
Sheis, however, scared to try break-inswouldoocurinatown ' Hesaid "I'm not eondeming image and many are.opting out Thereason, he believes, why alcohol.pc°pie to use either drugs or 4605 LAKELSE AVE.  
"h}ppie drugs" such as LSD. whieh didn't have a doctor adults because they don't know of this...but not all by means of drugs and alcohol are being ~ ~:=~- -~. -e .~.~ 
• '.'You can control heroin but the willing to prescribe Methadone 
hippie drugs do things to your  totheaddicts..]?.ve, inTerraee Pri n0ipais:!find few mir~df~ she •said. ~.,..,..•,., ~-~-';'r=~}'ma~y ckt¢,toro~"thruwyotrout of :~ i " ' " 
r,, $,be. also. trie~,mprijuana out thei=:.,of|i~.e, !'~sh~id.~,: ~:,.~.¢~ ' 
"bf'  c~iosit'y" *b~it: if didn'[ :do Rita 'believes that the RCMP , .. 
'~nythiug for, me." ... • :, . :: is'putting pressure on doctors 
Rita has accepted the fact 
that she ~ill always need 
~.something and feels that 
!'Methadone is the ualy answer 
for me.". 
With a d0ctor's prescription 
she spends about hree dollars 
each week to get the drug. 
Methadone is described, by: 
the Narcotic Addiction 
Foundation of ~.C., as 'a 
synthetic narcotic and is 
addictive in the same sense as 
.beroi~, This mode of treatment 
=s proposed to find out whether, 
by substituting a legal narcotic . 
for herein, and thereby 
eliminating the" need to steal 
large amounts of money for 
illicit habits, addicts ean 
become law-abidiug, productive 
members of society.' 
Rita is thankful for being able 
to obtain this drug. "So many 
people used to be on street 
corners, in Vancouver but they 
are now up here working.,.90 
per cent of all addicts in 
Terrace have full-time jobs," 
.she .s.?id. 
Having a symPathetic doctor 
in Terra'co helps control crime, 
not to give prescriptions and on 
addicts to make them leave 
town. "Whee pushers come to 
town the l~lice figure we bring 
them," she explained but added 
that as long as she can get 
Methadone she would never buy 
heroin. 
"Society won't accept drug 
addictsy'•she said, "but it's a 
sickness, your blood has to have 
it." 
She feels that the attitudes 
toward drugstoday correspond 
to those toward alcohol many 
years ago(during prohibition i
ihe United States). "Whvmake 
people sneaky?" she asks. The 
present System "turns out 
criminals, they have to get the 
money somehow." She feels the 
system they have in England, 
where heroin is legal on  
prescription to confirmed rug 
addicts, . 'wotild be an 
=mprovement on the present 
set-up in Canada. 
One point Hita made about 
heroin was., "If you're going to 
start it you must be prepared to 
do it all your life:" ,. 
Cont'd from Page8 was that it seemed to  have 
"To the best of my knowledge scared people from using LSD. 
students aren ' t  •drinking Bergsma added "At the 
alcohol, having sexual senior school level the real 
intercourse, ..~moking pot or problems have already left the 
consuming (irugs in school," he school system." 
said although e realized that " " 
of school it might be a different 
matter. 
Bastin said "Teoenagers are 
as experimental today as they 
ever were, or more-so" he 
added,. "I'm sure a lot have 
expe=;imented with pot." 
He passed on an observation 
made to him by a member of the 
RCMP, who said that beeause 
there is no teenage .drinking 
p~oblem in Terrace there must 
be a marijuana problem. 
"I suspect hat there are a 
few, but a very few, regular 
consumers of marijuana 
attending this school but the 
only evidenceI have is that they 
appear to be drifters in their 
work." 
He didn't .feel' that pressure 
from Parents was .responsible 
for•drug use among students in 
Terrace. 
He pointed out that in Terrace •
JOHN E. BASTIN 
...no booze, dope or sex at 
his school. 
Bastin blamed" "an 
peer group pressure was 
probably a major reason. 
, "Social pressure isat the root 
of it...they have no 
responsibility like th~}y had 
before," he explained. 
McIntyre added, "We beat 
our brains out trying to come up 
with wholesome activities." 
Cunningham said the 
responsibility rests squarely in 
the parents lap. 
"Parents have got to be 
aware of what heir children are 
doing. Schools are only one 
institution-in the •. 
community...but they are called 
• upon to be nearly e~,,erything," - 
he said. 
He' pointed out that  those 
Parents who takean interest in 
their children, attending 
basketball tournaments for 
instance, rarely seem to have 
problems. 
"Kids don't grow up by 
themselves" he said. 
ii !i: ii i i i " : ' 4720  LAKELSE AVE." . . - -  i i  " . . . . . . . PHON E- ,  
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Bored.? 
Turn on";t .:a . ;  
good moVie, .. 
., ", ' ' t " o " " • ;i 
T .': : "  :i LL IC  HEATRE: , I  
" ;":; ' " ' ; ' ' " " " ' " '  ........ ..... ' i ,i:" "".::'i!i!. 
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The drug situation in Terrace 
can be a touchy subject 
especially among those working 
in a professional capacity. 
But one doctor in Terrace, 
Leslie Brooks, who hashad 
many years experience in the 
treatment of drug addicts, was 
willing to give some of his 
views. 
He began by dividing drugs 
behind 
caused beeai~se many doctors 
take an ostrich-like attitude. 
"We are at the same stage in 
1971 of treating addicts as the 
stage in the 19th Century of 
treating-- the mentally 
diseased." He said we have a 
similar historial situation - an 
incurable disease which is 
misunderstood, and addicts 
being treated like criminals in 
the same way as psychotics 
quickly, like anaesthetic gas, 
and which is also exhaled 
quickly. So? 
Brqoks considers the biggest 
problem in Terrace to be caused 
by alcohol "An alcoholic an't 
work," he said. "Sociologically 
he's a wreck, but a treated 
addict can function in society." 
Another problem which he 
feels is increasing greatly is the 
use of barbiturates and 
M. ,OTTO Hospital has Beautify ;your hom e': 
'Liv fo today e r , *'arrangement' . . . .  ::with ..... ": i~ 
A number  Of people for support. Three of those w i th  poli,e IIII;ILL J -PRE-PASTED,! ' :  '~ 
interviewed for this 
supp lement ,  espec ia l l y '  
*qualified' people, expressed 
the view that, in Terrace; 
alcohol was a far bigger 
problem than drugs. 
.A branch of Alcoholics 
Anonymous, an organization 
run by alcoholics for alcoholics~ 
is operated in Terrace. 
An alcoholic, after admitting 
that he is one and that he wants 
help to stop drinking, is invited 
to the three weekly sessions and 
can participate in a form of 
group therapy where he is given 
the opportunity otalk about his 
personal problems and 
present were women. 
Signs around the room 
d isp layed  insp i ra t iona l  
/ messages such as 'First Things 
First', 'Live and Let Live', and 
'Easy Does It'. 
"We are trying to better our 
lives, that's why we're here - 
trying to live a life without 
alcohol," one member 
explained. 
Another said: "A.A. people 
have done a .lot 'of living. They 
have a lot of wisdom...! never 
get the feeling of any more 
wisdom than that expressed at 
an A.A. meeting." 
Most of the alcoholics at the 
Parker Mills, administrator 
at Mills Memorial Hospital. 
considers drugs to be "a touchy 
subject" and. "a definitely 
growing problem." 
'He was unable to give any 
breakdown on the number of 
drug cases dealt with at the 
hospital since the hospital does 
not record the name of the drug 
and no definite diagnosis is 
given beyond "suspected 
overdose." 
Asked about hospital policy 
when the use of an illegal drug 
is suspected, Mills said, "We 
have an informal arrangement 
WALLPAPERS 
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4610 LAZELLE  AVE.  Phone 635-6600 
into three catagories: hard used to be treated, amphetamines. "The misuse experiences. ~-qlllll,llllllilllllimlmllMl, l llllmlmllmflllllllmllllllmlmi,lll,ml,,mlmllm 
drugs - the opium derivatives Brooks said that marijuana is of these is a perpetual At A.A. meetings only f irst '  meeting thanked A.A. for the with the police department." ---- ' help it has given them., j go 
such as heroin and morphine; not a-drug which is medically problem", he said• names are used and members The main point which A.A. One employee of the hospital, J ump on the  bandwa n 
soft drugs - marijuana and treated. Those who smoke it attend in a non,professional tries to get across to alcoholics able to give more personal 
LSD; and the catagory in are not sick. He said that In order to treat people with a status as an alcoholic. Each is to live one day at a. time. views on the subject, felt that ffi for gifts galore! 
including barbiturates, alcohol society needs some kind of ~aUg problem Dr. Brooks feels - member is given the cahance to Their motto: "Live for today." the use of sleeping pills was " 
and what Brooks described as harmless drug . . . .  to act as a mood a person must be in touch speak on the particular subject, At the close of each meeting much more prevalent among ~, ,  
chaneer~ . Althou~_h~ he didn't wRh sociology, usually one. of the 12 steps which alcoholics recite the A.A. creed', older people than the use of 
"central nervous system think marijuana was this drug, Alth---h h~ th;~l, . . . .  ~o,,, ~,, aleohohcs are supposed to "God grant me the serenity to marijuana among young depressants." . . . . .  =, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • . . . .  
These include barbiturates: a derwatlve from it may be -ener~l i~ , , ,~,, ,  ia.,,~,,t,, ~, follow, accept the things I cannot people. She said in Terrace 
alcohol, and antihistomines found which could provide canno~aiwa;s~'~e'~e~'b'~a~ne - Thursday night, at a typical change; alcohol was the major problem 
which are sold over the counter s~iety with thedrug it needs. He said the fact is that som'e A:A. race!in.g: 15 people came. "Courage to change the while another hospital 
and, which Brooks said, cause tie expmined tnm marijuana people are unable to deal with three ,  ol mese were non~ - thlng s [ can; . employee thought that the 
more harm than good when is a substance which is inhaled their individual ,~,hu~m= • aiconodcs WhO accompanies ' And wisdom to Know the frequent useof sedatives and 
taken over a long period of time. • ~" . . . . . . . . . .  their husband or wife or friend difference." tranquilizers caused an equal 
It isthislastcatagorywhich Mental health ohief views drug number of problems. Brooks feels is the biggest So far the most harmless 
problem of all in Terrace. crutch is marijuana, she said,, ---ffi , 
The basic problem Brooks and pointed out that it was 
said isthat society needs amood difficult to take an overdose of i 
changer. The more complex the abus e as symptom of deeper problem thisdrug, i Store i society the greater the need • She felt that older people use T e r r a c e  5 ~ To  $1  O0 becomes. But so far no sedatives and tranquilizers • 
harmless drug or mood changer because they can't stand the - 
pace of life. But a more 3210 lum Phone 635-2812 _--= has been created; there is no I do not look at drugs as a y them for an experiment often "grows out of it." A third marijuana and other 'soft' appropriate reason in Terrace 
drug yet without a side effect, problem but rather as a once or twice and have a take-it- category,Tracers said is small, drugs were not available to is that "lots of people suffer .~ i~u~M~~i~i~u~~m~i i~ in~u"""~ 
He said we should remember symptom of the state of our them they would eventaully from depression." 
"A body is the product of our society." , ~ , turn to heroin or alcohol. 
environment. In nature you " He also mentioned a possible She said that although their 
use is socially acceptable, Frigidaire appliances can't alter a cell, just speed it It is from this angle that Sam fourth category .- those people sedatives, are addictive and "a 
up or slow it down." Tracers, Acting Director of the who after trying drugs, continue lot of people couldn't function 
Dr. Brooks treats ome of the Mental Health Centre in using them because they give TV sales & service without hem." She said it was Terrace, tackles problems enjoyment. '~  heroin addicts in Terrace but he involving drugs. ' up to the doctors to prescribe i" 
considers it a relatively small He advised that we don't less. / Electric r contracting ."zero in on a guy smoking problem in the town. "There He feels that a person marijuana but look at it from Re-education was the key to are less than a dozen addicts at referred to him, from either a thepoint of view that it is a drug prevention, shesaid, and added, Ig iec t r |¢  heot in~ 
themoment" hesaid, "but they doctoror a school, becauseofa orientated society." only a problem if you are younger than they used to - The "It's 
be - between 20 and 35." He drug problem is only the problem is deeper," he said and make it one...lf people had a ~otor  rewJnd Jn~ 
s~:npton of the problem while pointed to the great misuse of more liberal attitude they 
treatmentdescribed theusingreCentMethadone,method Of a t ~erealcausegoes a lotdeeper, prescribed drugs by many wouldn't alienate so many 
synthetic, legal narcotic, which To understand the problem he citizens, young people." ~ k 3238 Kalum 
blocks the euphoric reaction looks at the Whole family "Don't panic" was  h i sadv ice  caused by heroin. The hct'that both employees l / (next to B.C. Tell 
Brooks said there is no cure situation and environment of to parents if they discover their wished to remain anonymous 
for hard drug addiction; in the person, children using drugs, perhaps indicates that 'a more 
liberal attitude' is still a thing of Kalum Electric Ltd addition a new element has He feels that some of the One avenue of help is the th  future. 
crept in lately: Heroin is being reasons why young people turn Mental Health Centre which is • 
added to I~D. to drugs is because of rejection an out-patient clinic staffed by a ; ..<:. 
He said that problems arise " I by<their-parents, .or marital psychologist, soc ia l  worker, " We as prqfessibiial". .~. . ~.~.. ~ . ', ; 
when addicts tend to group problems with, in the home. He mental health nurse and a part- people who are Close to the'drug ~: .~:~, .:i:'.~ 
scene and have' some i ~ i~i together, creating an said that in this type of situation time psychiatrist willing to give understanding of it should help 
underground society. Brooks a child often lacks identity and SAM TRAVERS, Acting Director of the Skeena Mental Health assistance. 
the community focus on the added that a medical problem is has a poor image of himself. Centre. and Bill Dickerson, a clinical pschologist at the Centre, Tracers recently gave a talk 'society problem'." 635-2752 I 
, j~  Trav rssal "I' ' .~  .1~ .~ ~ ~ .~ ~ e "d mtoldtheres discuss their work (or maybe they, re just saying fuddle.duddle on drugs at a meeting in - ,j 
First in Fashion ~ a big drug problemt!,n Terrace for the photographer),..Staff photo Terrace. He summed up the 
but I haven't seen . Alcohol, or-leave-it kind of attitude discussion: "Too much tiros is 
are those who are disturbed and spend by pressure groups, he feels, is a bigger problem, those who have problems rebel would have problems anyway, government agencies, and well- 
"~ Basically he said they're and turn to drugs because they It is this category which meaning citizens in attempting m0T0  HOTEL  
: three types of people who take are illegal. According to Tracers is most concerned to eliminate the so.called ,drug " A K  I~  L .  SE • LTD.. 
drugs. There are those who Tracers however, this type about and said that even if problem'.~ lm i 
IN "; 
k AT ARE THEY? 
-~ 4620 Lakelse Ave. Phone 635-2287 : Cw!auSSifica!ion of drugs[ Terrace, B..¢. 
THE SPORTSMANWS HEADQUARTERS 
SPRING SALMON . JUNE TO OCT.  STEELHF. .AD - • . OCT.  ' tO  . JAN.  
• ~" • ' COHOE . . . . .  AUG,  " to  OCT.  CUTTHROAT , • APR IL  1"o  MAY 
"~K the so called "dfJg sceTeab~nU~ Ifn ;et(~eet t ~ang, bom rawal rb Beon~esdri:eedk~UngS aare ~dtbY r r bYers ' ' ,  ~turates results m som~ a of P 
the abuse of drugs in general "goofba l l s " ,  Chr i s tmas  the same syinptems as narcotic increased eonfider~ce and 
leads to much confusion in the trees", "yellow jackets" or withdrawal, but convulsion: alleviation of fatigue.They are l~ , i l l l l l l l l . . _~ ~"1111,~ ' 
layman's mind as to the "red devils", the terms varying and seizures also occur. Mental also used in weight reduction. " .~ ' IA IV~I~' .~ k 
distinguishing characteristics according to the legal drug disorientation, hallucinations ~< The class of drugs also has I 
.,~ of various drugs, manufacturers' color-coded and delusions of persecution • legitimate medical uses and is h / 1 9 9 0 - - 9  1 | 
• Drugs are generally divided capsules, may occur, safe when taken as prescribed 1 ~ a t  
into three main categories: (a) In legitimate use barbiturates Barbiturate withdrawal is I by a doctor. 
the depressants (b) the are used as sleep inducers, considered far more dangerous 
• stimulants (c)the ' " than narcotics withdrawal, but k 
~(  hallucinogens. Abused in large quantities, o r  most. patients recover TilE HALLUCINOGENS 
TIIEDEPRESSANTS in combination with alcohol, completely. Massive abuse of The hallucinogens are the , ' t 
.~  These drugs relieve pain and they cause intoxication, barbiturates, however, can third main classification of | 
anxiety, and in many cases character ized by mental result in permanent bra in~gs ,  and it is this group that is I k, 
"~"~ induce sleep, andare referred slowness, confusion, emotional damage, identified with the "drug scene" SIMPSON 
to as hypnotics, sedatives and changes, slurring of speech, "Psychological" dependence 'and abuse by . young . ~ i " 
analgensics, muscle inco-ordinati0n and on barbitui'ates presents a more . ',experimenters". I 
Besides alcohol, the most tremors. "physical" addiction, caus ing  "They are not physically~ q~ 
widely abused of the Long term abuse of narcotics addicts to'return to abuse of ~.addictive, but can be habit I I~[~ im depressants are narcotics and and barbiturates produces these drugs. .forming, in a way similar to • ~ J /A[  1 ~1¢~ ~[• E ~JE  * | 
q 
the barbiturates, changes in body chemistry and ., Always present is the danger '.cigarette smoking. ' I ~ i  ~ E lk~ ram.lit ~ • 
Narcotics are opium - derived when the drugs arewithdrawn mat an overoose wiu caosv .: The two most publicised ~,- 4550 LAKELSE . ~ . i 635-2218 
from the poppy plant - and its the betly reacts with' extreme death, particularly in ~:hailucinogens are marijuana L ~ ~ ~ , ~ . m , ~ . ~  
combmahon with alcohol ~ and LSD products or synthetic and painfulsymptoms. This is . . . .  " . ; . r I I l l l I I l I I I I I l l l l l l ~  
. . .k derivatives.. Included in this referred to as "physical" TtlESTIMULANTS, ' " 
category are morphine, heroin, dependence, or "addiction" to ' This second main grOUl~ of | " _ _ ,. ' ' . 
codine, dilaudid and the drug. , ' L 1 " drugsinclude cocaine and the . ~ ~ . . PH~MF A_~g ~'~A 
methadone. Their effect is to .Narcot i c  w i thdrawa l  amphetamines ("Bennies")'.'~-..I . , _ '~- -~%B~~l  ~ la .h  ]~ " i l~ .~,~. ,¢ f f i  " r ' l l~  n~,~.  A • - - . .~ .~. . .v . - . . . . ? . . ,  
. relieve physical pain, symptons etin6-i2 h0ursafter' ' 'C0caine is rarely used. in".i,:! [ , .~_~l~]r~ l~-~ ¢~ I I [ J  I l l  i i  I |  I I i  I I l l n l  I ~1~/1P '" ' 
COLUMBIA  4~ psychological :  tension; thedrug is taken.. Symptoms. ! ~ l " l ' l l l l l /O  North America, : l: ' ' " ; : l " ' " [ ' l . 1 
: ORES ~ producing a relaxed and ihclude.,tears, running nose,'. The .':widely-abused~: ,:;~: ST "dreamy" state, and they have sweating,:ivomiting, d iarrhob,  amphetamines are benzodrint,) i ' .~  '~ , :~, .~~l  ff U tg '  . _llll . . . .  
d wide range o f  legitimate, and.muscular spasms, . .  LTD. medical uses. The symptoms Worsen.for up type .... drugs, . aer]vea~., I ~ x~,/ ~ , : "-~ ~ . s t0"Q~L~ synthetically. They are nadir- ',. ; Y ", . . r ' ' . . . . . .  E ~  ~ ~ I ~ 
Barbiturates come from. to'72 hours and then decline, forming, meanir~gthataperson I ' , ' ' , ' " ". ' ~- - '~ l~ ' l t~/ . - . .  I~'~l 
• ~ 4721 Lake lse  ~ barbituric acids. The suffix "- Depending on the degree of ~ . ~  ] can. become psychologically I • ~ II~ ~,~ I~ ~ ~ ~'  l~  l '~  I l ~ ~ [] ~ I~  : . ' *~P I
635-5151 al" is common to nearly all addiction, physical ~.sympt0ns dependent.' They can cause.~, i : ' ( '  '~ 
barbiturates as ,in the trade willpersistfor up to 12 days and acute poisoning ~markdd .b~!'~ ! Irm ~I~ ~I~ ~ [] I l l  I~ I l l  ~ ~ '  LI I I  ~0  ' '  
)~,  ~L~g.~ ~. ,~ ~[ .  names "tuinal",  ' ,amytar '  minor pains may persist forG-7 hallucinations an~l paranoi~!:l :Across f rom the,~,op ~ 3207 Kalum St. I ~  . 
"nembutal", and "secnal." months.-: ' ..)':' " d~lusions. '~",. " .:~i' 
. . . . . . . . .  REDISCOVER MILK! ' ...... . . . . . .  
.! ~: . 
P.O..Box 598:: . . . . . . . . .  - ,~t~ ~,l:tirv d:ih, .See Don MacAii ister, manager, for cam service |n Terrate'a~nd i ( i f imat  
• ' : . . . 
, '/ ..... :'.vv.~ ',.~, ,1: ...... IJl" 
-- 1 P H O . .  I 
I 
6 8s,7o6o 
[0NDAY ' , ,MARCH 1"5, .1971 
n0.  aisT0n  * . ' i ~ i',i,:~i:~:~i :.:r. ~ / :  ' pOr '~ ~ HAS :. " " ' : : " ' '  * . . . . . . . . . .  " L ' f ' ' 
: ROMe wat chi  :i historic Potheads? l(ay • . . . . .  Inourabie "Whatever a person's opimSn. )I (if' iias."it.ini' t::he 'act"al 
'The earliest record" of man's 
se of Marijuana is a 
escription of the drug in a 
!hinese compendium of 
~edicines, the herbal of 
:mperor Shen dated 2737 B.C. 
larihuana was a subject e l  
xtravagant social controversy 
yen in ancient imes: there 
,ere those who warned that the 
emp plant lined the road to 
lades, and those who thought it 
to paradise. Its use as an 
atoxicant spread from.China to 
ndia, then to North Africa and 
rum there, about A.D. 1800, to  
~urope, perhaps primarily 
hrough troops of Napoleon's 
~rmy returning from the 
~gyptian campaign• In the 
Vestern  Hemisphere  
narijuana has been known for 
',enturies in South and Central 
[merica, but it did not begin to 
~e used in the U.S. to any 
;iguificant extent until about 
920 Sinc.e the hemp plant 
Cannabis ativa, the source of 
the drug in its various forms, is 
common weed growing freely 
~n many climates, there is no 
#ay of knowing precisely how 
:xtensive the world usage of the 
~rug may be today. A United 
~ations survey, in 1950 
:stimated that its users then 
~umbered some 200 million 
~eople, principally in Asia and 
• , ,  . . • 
. . . .  " "' ' ..... " "' TERRACI~HIgRALD , ZERRACZ,  B.C. 
"'!t~," .'" :: " . . . .  
.... . PA6E ~ I~ ,• -. 
Cannabis ativa has a long 
history of use as a source of 
fiber, as a drug in tribal 
religious ceremonies and as  
medicine, particularly inIndia. 
In the 19th century the drug was 
widely prescribed in the 
Western world for various 
ailments and discomforts, uch 
as coughing, fatigue, 
rheumatism, asthma, delirium 
tremens, migraine headache 
and painful menstruation. 
Although its use was already 
dissolute writersand partly to marijuana users report hat the 
the fact that in times past users high enhances the enjoyment Of
in the Middle East laced the sexual intercourse. This may 
drug with aphrodisiacs. There be true in the same sense that 
is no evidence that cannabis the enjoyment ofart and music 
stimulates exual desire or is apparently •enhanced. It is 
of drugs may be it becomes pos'session ,or,.. custody 
immaterial when thelaws of the  another person.: .... " 
MARIJUANA PLANT 
power ;  this is conceded even by 
Ahmed Benabud, a Moroccan 
psychiatrist and investigator f 
the drug who condemns it 
severely on psychological 
questionable, however, that the." 
intoxication break~ down moral 
barriers that are not already 
" broken. ' " ' 
" Does  mar i juana  lead to 
physical and menta l  
degeneracy? Reports from 
many invest igators ,  
l~articulariy in Egypt  and in 
part of the Orient, indicate that 
long-term users of • thepotent 
versions of cannabis are indeed 
typ ica l ly -pass ive ,  
nonproductive, slothful an( 
totally lacking in ambition. It is 
passible that chronic use of the 
drug in its stenger forms may in 
fact have debilitating effects, as 
prolonged heavy drinking does. 
There is another possible 
explanation, however. Many of 
those who take up cannabis are 
people who are hungry, sick 
hopeless or defeated, seeking 
through this inexpensive drug to 
soften the impact of an 
otherwise unbearable r ality. 
In most situations one cannot be 
certain which came first the 
drug on the one hand or the 
depression or personality 
disorder on the other. This 
question applies to many of the 
"potheads" in the U.S. An 
intensive study of college 
students who had taken to 
marijuana showed that many 
of them .had suffered seriou.4 
conflicts or depression long 
before they b~gan to use the 
drug. 
lloo5olio land are concerned. According to Staff Sergeant' (il) has itri:'jni'iiny! pincer. whether or /not i l that  place. 
R.w. Nelson of the Terrace' belongs 0r is:occupied by him A noticeable majority of men RCMP, there were 22 
• attend A,A." meetings but. the convictions inTerrace last ydar • for use or benefit-of, himself, or. 
actual percentage of male . under[,theNarcotiesControfAet..ofan0ther'perm~iiand 
alcoholics to female alcoholics .Of this number two were .~i(b) Where.one'oftwoormore 
is unknown, . . . . .  • juveniles, two were women, the persons, with the knowledge 
: and consent of the rest, has Probably a majority~aremen remaining 18 were men. 
but, as one alcoholic said, there . Apart from these figures Staff a.nything in his "custody or 
are many people who are Sgt. Nelson said the Terrace possession, it shall bedeemed to
alc'ohol!es who don't admit it to detachment try to enforce the be in the custody or possession 
bf,e~.eh and allof them." memseves and think they are ~provisions made in " the Traffic". ~ has •different 
just 'social drinkers,' and th i s '  Narcotics Control Aet'tNCA) meanihgs under the~NCA and 
number probably includes quite: :i and the Food and Drugs "Act 
a few wo~nen. ' i • tFDA) which govern thewhole FDA. .-: . 
An admitted female alcoholic of Canada. . :For ihe_purposes of the NCA it. 
who attends A.A. meetings said A summary of the provisions means "to..manufacture, s ll, 
a simple test for someone who. ~'. in the Acts follows: give, administer,, tr.ansport 
. .] 
• i i "." ~• • ~ 1/: L,I~"II ~ 
For That : 
Modern  '71 Look 
• You ' l l  f red  i t  a t  
EATON'S 
OF C A N A D A  : 
I 3215 Ka lum "' " suspects they ma}; be an. ,  Control of the . illicit send;'deliver or distribute", or I : Pho l ie :635 .7121 
alcoholic is, "If you wake up in  possession'or distribution o f  "to offer to do" anyof these 
then~orningand fi  you need a : drugs in Canada-is provided b things. 
' " ) • . t )  • /, . Y dr, ink yourean alcohohc. . the Nareot|cs Control Act (1961) The FDA, however, defines 
aay hogan drinking when ..and the Feedand Drugs Act " t raf f ick"  to  mean "to 
she was  39 and now, 23 years ' . .(1954). " ' "  ' -  
later ,  has  accepted the fac t  that 0f fenses against  both acts a[ 'e 
she is~ and a lways  wi l l  be, an -. pun ishab le  Under the Cr imina l  alcoholic. 
" lt 's. incurablc.. .a disease Code of Canada. 
which causes a chemical The NCA regulates: opium 
, .  ;dand its derivati(,es uch as reaction within a persons , . 
eravina fro. morpnine, codeine and heroin; make-up causing a .. . . . . .  o .v. a ran e of s . . . . .  
alcohol~ • . - g ynmetie narcotics; 
ne nl  " cocaine; and marijuana "There are some ~_o,_.e that 
. . . .  Not a nareotie technically, could drink excesswe~y om mari'uana is"  "' . . . . .  
ol~t,~a.~ ,, .~.^ . J lnCluuea in me 
never become ......... ,=o, a"~ -;NCA for purposes of the Act. said. 
Kay joined ' _ .  Five classes of offense are 
A.A. in Terrace distinauish,,a h,, ~ir, s." 
six weeks' a~n 'My " , ~' ~"~-" "~"- - ' 
• °~;, " ~ : unauthorized possession. 
peyeh ia t r iS t jo i . "  A.~anC~Uu~e[ " t r a f f i c k i n g . . ~  
suggested I 
wanted to do "" " " ' - -  " " - possession for the purposes 
found was l~onm~'ngf~nre~ of trafhekmg. . . 
it . . . .  aumorizea importing. 
anomored~ff~culttodo~talone. , unauthorized cultivatio-^~ Simple possession under the I d " n m n , ~ * ~  .4  . . . .  , . . . . . . . .  _~ - - -  ' . ' 
There were people willing to ~' " " • " "z  Narcotics Control Act: - I ~.omple /e  drug  s tore& prescr ip t ion  serv ice• .  
help but they weren't alcoholics ~ i me opmm poppy or marquana. • Summary conviction for a I _ _ " - -  
~hey didn'tunderstand my ,pho ,~,, , ,a ~.a  r ,  'first offense is punishable by a I I AVI~I  ~:l~ BU A o lx  A ~ V  problem, " - . . . . . . . . . . .  rugs Act 
regulates the control, fine.of-$!,000 or six months' I L A K E L S E  P H A R M A C Y  
,,so i joined A.A. six weeks manufacture, preparation, sale • imprisonment, or both fine and | . . . . . . .  ~ .  ~- .  
. ago, I'm the only woman there. ' and advertising of food, drugs, i/nprisonment. 4717 L .ake lse  635-7263 
I t  concluded.that there Talking to the men I realized cosmetics and devices. 
was no evidence that moderate that these very strong people Two classes of drugs are " 
use.  of..the cannabis drugs ne~ed as much help'as I did.: regulated under the FDA. " ....................... " ;:~!~!:;~!;~'i! ;: i~i#i~i;; ............... ::i>:~;?~?~>:>~ ............... ...  ~i~ 
Co ,o1"...c af ...com[or] 
, ote.411bee.., in :  
. . . . . . .  M E i  • 
:' fo u/ogsf/oofcov flnos 
\A NORTHERN 
I dec l in ing  somewhat because of grounds. There are those, on the produced any disefise or mental . "Since joining this group I "Controlled Drugs" are: the 
the introduction of synthetic other hand, who contend that or moral damage or that it had nave been enlightened sovery "'amphetamines (diet or "pep" 
hypnotics and analgesics, it marijuana weakens sexual any more tendency to lead to muth by being able to talk to pills, "speed"); barbiturates 
remained in the U.S. dcsiri~ - with equally little excess than the mederate use of peele who have the same (sedatives and depressants); 
Pharmacopoeia until 1937. The substantiation. Some whisky did. craving as I have." • : benzphetamines ' ;  and  difficulties imposed on its use . ' 
by the Tax Act of 1937 L S D i m l f 0  r s o m e  i t h e  methamphetamines. compl ted its medical demise, l l [ ]  [] ' "Restricted drug " are: 
In any case, throughout - " M l~ l~ l l  ~ I I ~ l '  LSD; STP; DET; and MDA'. 
history the principal interest in I~ I~m~ ~l l l l~  The Act prohibits 
the hemp plant has been in its - -  ~ - - - -~  unauthorized possession, in 
properties as an agent -for The first recorded LSD "trip" LSD is one of the most potent Physical symptons include an addition to trafficking and 
increased pulse rate, possible possession for the purpose of l achieving euphoria. The name occurred in 1943. Dr. Albert chemicals so far discovered. It 
marijuana is said to be a Hoffman, one of the two men is thousands of times .more 
corruption of the Portuguese ::.v,,.ho . developed the synthetic i~owerful than.mescaline, itself 
xNord mari~'U~'~'~'~eanlng ":~ubsta~id~ fi~d:y~r~s' earliel; 'ih:i a powe{fpl'i~allUcinogenic.. 
inloxicant. Thedrug's ubiquity the Sandoz Research " Furthermore, only..one i~el" 
is evidenced inthe multitude of Laboratories: in Basel Cent of the tiny amounts usually 
vernacular terms by which it is Switzerland,, del iberately taken~ is found in the .brain. . 
known; in the [J.S. it is ingested 250 micrograms as an Most is absorbed. into the 
variously called the weed, stuff, experiment. ' kidney, liver and intestines. 
Indian hay, grass, pot, teac, He, began to..fcel.theeffeets .... In an  average dose, four 
maryjane and other names. In when helwas riding home on his m'i|liiJ~"fiible"culesof LSDeome 
this country it is almost bicycle, He experienced into contact withsomelObilli0n 
invariably smoked(usually asa perceptual distortions, the brain celts, settlng off massive 
cigarette called a reefer or a delusion that his bicycle was changes that can persist long 
joint), but elsewhere the drug is standing still. Terrified that he 
often taken in .the form of a 
drink or in foods such as 
sweetmeats. 
Drug preparations from the 
hemp plant vary widely in 
quality and potency, depefiding 
on the climate, soil, cultivation 
and method of preparation. The 
drug is obtained almost 
exclusively from the female 
plant. When the cultivated 
plant is fully ripe, a sticky 
golden yellow resin with a 
minty fragrance covers its 
flower clusters and top leaves, 
The plant's resin contains the 
active substances. 
Preparations of the drug come 
in three grades, indentified by 
indian names. The cheapest 
and least potent, call bhang, is 
der.ived from the cut tops of 
uncultivated plants and has a 
low resin Content. Most of the 
marijuana smoked in the U.S, 
is of this grade. To the 
discriminanted Hindu bhang is 
crude substitute for ganja, a 
little like the difference between 
beer and fine Scotch, and .it is 
scorned by all but ~e very 
poorest in India. Ganja is 
oblained from the flowering 
tops and leaves of .carefully 
selected, cultivated plants, and 
-it has ,a. higher quality and 
quantity of resin The third and 
highest grade of the drug, called 
was becoming psychotic, he 
interpreted everything he saw 
negatively. Human faces 
became horrifying masks and 
his tongue tasted metallic. He 
felt he was standing "outside 
himself" as he raved and 
shrieked. 
• The next day Dr Hoffman 
was fully recovered. 
It was significant hat this 
first experiment with LSD was 
a "bad trip". But Dr. Hoffman 
was more fortunate thaL many 
subsequent experimenters who. 
did not recover in a day, but 
were subject to days, weeks and 
months of psychotic symptons. 
There are also those who have 
never recovered from their 
e~periment, who have been 
consigned to the' wards of 
mental hospitals. 
It is significant, also. that use 
of LSD has declined 
precipitously among casual 
"experimenters" and drug 
cultists mnce 1967, when " 
Timothy Leary, high priest of 
the hallucinogenic revelation, 
burst into prominence in a spate 
of glamorous and careless I
publicity, 
Only those desperate enough 
to knowingly gamble with their 
sanity, risk suicidal fantasies 
and perhaps court he danger 0f 
suffering enetricdamage now 
eharas in India, is made from drabble with what, in street 
the 'resin itself, carefully parlance, iscalled "acid", "the 
scraped from tbetopsofmature Chief", or "the cube." 
plants. Only this Version of the . 
drug is properly calledhashish; .'Chemlcallyi LSD iLysergic 
the common supposition that Acid Diethylamids". 25) is a 
hashish refers to all varieties of partially synthetic C0mpeund.~i 
cannabis drugs is incorrect. • " Lysergic acid is a natural 
Charas, or hashish, is five to' product of"the ergot fungus 
eight times stronger in effect known ,as "Clavicepts 
after the chemical itself has 
disappeared, 
No generally accepted theory 
has been worked out to explain 
just how LSD works on the 
brain. And it is not likely that 
one will be for a long time. 
Sidney Cohen, one of the 
foremost LSD researchers, 
estimates that abuse of the 
substance by a small group Of 
reckless cultists, will set back 
the cause of legitim~ite r search 
for 20 to 25. years• - 
• Taken by mouth in doses as 
small as 25-millionths of a 
gram, LSD produces profound 
effects on. the central nervous 
system. There are marked 
mood changes, of either 
elevation or depression. The 
sense of time and space is 
distorted, there are auditory 
and visual hallucinations, either 
pleasant or horrifying• To the 
observer, the subject will 
appear to have difficulty 
thinking clearly and his verbal 
communicat ions  seem 
confused. 
rises in temperatureand dilated, trafficking. 
pupils.  : ' ~ .~"- , ' .... .. .... :-,,, . . . . .  FOr, the.parposes,  of, .both, the 
. Says.the Narcotics.Addteatin~- N d  FDA,.. the cximinal. 
Foundati0iiof B~C.I "/'The:tot'dl ~ cod~!defines "possession": ~ 
• reaction i'esembtes a psychotic ii (~'~A personhas nything in 
state and may recur without his possession when he has it in 
fuither use of the drug and be his" personal possession or 
prolonged - weeks or months, kno. wingly: 
FASHION FLOORS 
1001'- D OLD LAKELSE RD. PHONE 635-3414 
usually lasts6 to8  hours." 
. Though the user develops 
tolerance to LSD doses,there is 
no conclusive vidence that it is 
physically addicting. 
The research on the nature 
and effects of LSD is massive, 
complex, confusing and rift 
with contradictions. LSD is- 
still, as it was when Dr. 
Hoffman took it in 1943, quantity 
"x". It may legally be used 
only by bona fide medicai and 
psychiatric researchers under •
special licence. 
" Building a better  Terrace 
. . w i th fores tproducts  . 
". i : ' -  
/ 
than the most potent marijuana 
regularly available in the U.S. 
Does Marijuana induce 
sexual debauch'ery? This 
pdpular impression may owe its 
origin partly to the fantasies of 
Purpurea" found on iTe grass 
and other plants. Diethylamide 
,s -a  synthetic related to 
crgon0vine, :.which is used 
medically, as a~. uterine 
stimulant. 
, :  , -  . 
4702 Lake lse : .Ave .  . ...:, ,~ . . . . .  ,'.: , ) • . . 
aVE AITEA 
, - "  • . " ,  ~ " ' 
SLUMBER LODGE MOTEL 
But ter  De l l  Res  nf, - 
462S LAZELEE , . .  
6 : J$-$950 " :."-i';i,i I ''] 
' A'4~:~o't~ 
,• , . • : , ' • . • ' :  
. , . ~ . 
' ".-' " Phone  635-6302 
• k ' .  : " . . . . . . . . . . .  I . . . .  • - -  
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NO CHOCOLATE BARS, POP AND CHEWING GUM for dates, sesame wafers and fruit juice bars. Bates says he's no 
iii Doreen and Bob Bates. They eat "healthy" food like organic fanatic. Re just likes good, pure:-Staff photo. 
Couple stickto health foods 
iiii'HEALTHY AND HAPPY! '  
ii Want something different o 
:::: eat? 
:::: Ilow about organic dates, 
iili wheat flour, leasthin and 
iiii Vitamin C? 
:::: Maybe it doesn't sound 
!!ii: inviting to you, but the man 
:i: who hopes to open Terrace's 
:i:i first health food store, says 
iiii it's all good, pure food. 
:i: Bob Bates and his wife, 
.~: Doreen, now sell health food 
::: products from their home at 
!i 4823 Lazelle. 
!ii! BY SUMSIER 
But by summer, Bates 
hopes to be operating a real 
health food store. 
He's a strong proponent of 
Vitamin E as a help for heart 
patients. 
"It helps your tissues utilize 
oxygen better," Bates pointed 
out. 
Vitamin E, he maintains, is
one of the hardest vitamins to 
get in natural foods. 
"It's milled out of flour and 
wheat • products . . . the  
chemicals used des+roy 
Vitamin E," Bates said. 
'BLESSINGS' 
Vitamin E, he added, 
doesn't "have the blessings" 
of the medial profession as a 
help for heart patients. 
But Bates said he knows 
doctors who use it themselves 
to help heart conditions. 
The Shute Brothers Clinic in 
London, Ontario pioneered the 
use of Vitamin E in the 1930's, 
Bates said. 
He is also a proponent of 
lesatbin -- a "natural 
tranqualizer." 
Lesathin, Bates said, is in 
the natural foods kidneys, 
hearts, liver, egg yolk and soy 
beans. 
Bates says he's not a 
"health nut" but that some of 
his customers are. 
"NOT FANATIC' 
• "I just eat healthy food as 
much as possible, l'm not 
fanatic about it," he said. 
Since he and his family have 
been eating health foods they 
all feel better, he said. And 
that includes his 78-year-old 
mother. 
Next time you feel like a 
candy bar, how about a 
sesame seed bar or a fruit 
juice bar? suggests Bates. 
New weather station 
will improve services 
The canadian Meteorological I This station, which is located / The weather programcnnsists 
Service, in its continuing I at Mackenzie Airport, is being l of a complete weather watch 
Qbjective to improve weather operated on behalf of the daily from 4 a.m. to 4 p.m., and 
services in British Columbia, i Canadian Meteorological at other times weather 
has opened a new weather Service by the Burns Lake observations aretakenattbree- 
station at Mackenzie, B .C .  Weather Service of Burns Lake. _ hourly intervals. 
No date set yet 
for hoop finals 
! 
If Terrace has its way, the Rod Brown, zone 
B.C. girls' basketball zone representative, will go to 
finals will be held here. Victoria to put in a word for 
Terrace as the finals site. Workshop The finals will not be played until March. 1972 but plans are 
already being made for them. 
• Terrace is included in a zone 
]n  m u s i c  with Prince George and 
northwest B.C. 
The Terrace Music Festival Brown said that with 
will hold two workshops March Caledonia Senior Secondary, 
20 in local schools. ;gymnasium being re-arranged, 
Both will be at 10 a.m. Terrace would be a good 
Mrs. Adurey Mellors will hold :location for the finals. 
a workshop on diction and Participating would be 12 to 
movement a  Clarence Michiel 14 girls basketball teams in the 
School. zone. 
And at E.T. Kenney School. The School BaordWednwsday 
Glyndwr Jones will hold a night agreed to send Brown to 
workshop for those interested in Victoria. 
vocal work -- both soloist and Trustee William Sargent of 
choir. Hazelton asked Brown to 
Both instructors 'are recommend that the zone finals 
adjudicators for the Music be played during Easter 
Festival. The public is invited vacation to avoid a conflict with 
to attend the workshops, school work. 
Th is  meteoro log ica l  
information from Mackenzie 
will receive wide distribution 
over the National 
Meteorological Communication 
System. 
The weather observations 
from Mackenzie will be of 
assistance in providing a 
weather forecast service for air 
transportation in the Williston 
Lake portion of the Rocky 
Mountain Trench, and for 
ground transportation along the 
John Hart Highway. 
The c l imato log ica l  
information will be of great 
benefit to forest, hydrology, 
mining exploration, infact to all 
activities interested in this vast 
part of British Columbia, of 
which Mackenzie is the focal 
point. 
The weather station will be 
under the direction of Mr. Fred 
Melsaac, recently of Burns 
Lake, supported by two other 
observers. The telephone 
number of the new station is 
997-6234, and a weather 
information service may be 
obtained uring the hours the 
station is open either through . 





Agriculture minister Cyril 
J Shelford, has, introduced a Bill 
in the Legislature that would 
give the Provincial Government 
the power to ban synthetic food 
products from sale in British 
Columbia. 
The Bill, to be known as the 
Synthetic Food Products Act 
states in part: 
"No person shall manufac- 
ture, process, sell, offer for 
sale, or have in his possession 
for sale a synthetic food 
product, unless the snythetic 
food product is exempted from 
this Section by the 
Regulations." 
It further states that no 
synthetic food products hould 
be advertised or described 
using words or illustrations that 
are the same as, or similar to a 
natural food product. 
This implies that sellers or 
manufacturers of snvthetic 
apple drinks would not be able 
to use the word "apple" in the 
name or advertising. 
They would als0 not be able to 
use pictures of apples on the 
package. Fines may be imposed 
for violation of this Act. 
The Act, will, under 
regulation, cover a con- 
siderable number as similar 
food products. 
Dear Ann Landers: Will you 
please say something to the 
women in your reading 
audience who are filled with 
hate for the "Other Woman" 
because she wormed her way 
into a happy marriage and 
broke it up? I am fed up with 
this eomplainL It appears in 
your column very often. 
Don't hese wives realize that. 
NOBODY can break up a 
successful marriage? The 
indestructibility of a marriage 
is what distinuishes the good 
ones from the not so good. To 
remain whole, in spite of trials 
and tribulations, to fend off the 
competition -- this is what a 
good marriage is all about. 
So often the "Other Woman" 
is characterized asa she-devil, 
a plotter, or worse yet, a tramp. 
Granted, sometimes she is all 
three. But no matter what she 
is, or isn't, she could not have 
broken up a solid marriage. 
Recently ou printed a letter 
from a 15-year-old high school 
girl who was crying buckets 
",. ~ " rh~nr~n +'.,- : ;. " " Hei~efu~toMl0wmetotake 
' " ~ ; . -  l ' I t  1 .11  l'..~ l+  ~ " r • : "~ + : .~: .~ , ~ " our .:ill~le girls ~:tb;'Gr~nrkv's 
~ 111,m I_~ l I|I I i [: " • .+ " ' m place(nor,will be.allow ber i. 
+ ~ ~" IW uuuuu~ ' ': /"~+i " : our heme+ se :loog as she keeps 
,.~1"~" ~[+~V • nr ' t r ' l r l FTYr -~r~r '~ .+ this bum. .Our  girl..miss 
. .~ .Ek+_  :H II I  1.3 II II II.+I | J k~ ,' Granny andshe misses them. ~1~-,~ +~ I~h I.' l Lid IUI I~ IA)I~! I'd like your opinion. --MiSs H~+ 
; , ~ . , , ~  ' ~"~ "~"m'+' - "  : ; ,  Dear M.H.: +.:Your husband] 
" + " . . . .  makes sense when he saYs the 
J l i ~ ~ j ~ _ ~  girls should not be tak+n to 
Granny's place. But she should 
• because her best friend had for 46. Last year Dad (lied+ He not be barred from your home. 
stolen her steady sweetheart 
• Your reply was, "No girl can 
steal a sweetheart unless he 
• wants te be stolen. Aboyisn'ta 
sack of salt to be thrown over a 
shoulder and carried off." This 
was a powerfully true 
statement. 
Why don't you apply it to the. 
older girls? The principle is the 
same --Secure In Key Biscayne 
• Dear Sac: I agree. Thanks 
for writing. 
Dear Ann Landers: I'm a 
happily married woman of 27.. 
Wehave two little girls, 4 and 2, 
The problem is my mother. She 
is attractive and young looking 
was a hopeless alcoholic and My adivee is to ke~p .the latch 
Morn really went through hell string out and your opinions to 
with him. yourself. + 
Now that he is gone, Morn has 
been making up for lost time. Wh'at is French kissing?':ls it 
She was involvedwith two men wrong? Who should set? the, 
(both hums) who cost her necking limits - the boy oi the 
money and left town. (The last girl? ~Can a shotgun wedding 
one drove off in her car.) succeed? Read + Ann/ .~ders '  
Now she has a fellow living, booklet, "Teen-Age Sex =Ten 
withher. He is closer to my ageJ Ways-to Cool It." Send 50c in 
than hers. l~y husband and I I coin and along, selbaddre~ssed, 
have had several arguments ! stamped envelope. - 
over this. He said be could - 
overlook the first two 
boyfriends bemuse they at least AIR MAIL 
had their own apartments, but ' The French sent S00 pomids of 
his guy is too much. mail by balloon in 1870. , 
I 
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More goes into a Volkswvagen 
than iusthard work. + 
No, this picture isn't a cheaL 
. The luggage in the photograph willgo into 
the VW in the photograph. 
How? 
First of all, that's no ordinary Volkswagen 
up there. It's a Super Beetle. With a trunk 
that carries twice, as much as any beetle ever. 
: (That takes care of 1 suitcase,•2overnight 
:b.ags and an attach6 case.) 
• And in case you'd forgotten, every Volks- 
wagen (:ones with a rear seat that folds down 
to create a cavernous 14.1 cubic, feet of 
luggage space. + 
(That takes care of the other 4 su[tcases, 
,5 overnight bags, 4. travelLbags, and 3 train 
cases.) 
Alas, all these years we've been known 
mostly for our uncanny dependability. Not 
for our uncanny luggage story. 
But, as you can see, more goes into aVW 
than just a fierce attention to detail. /I1['~1 ~ 
hgood deal all around, consid'-AIL V A 
ering you only have to put $2,24! .* ~WJ  
into one in the first place. 
*Price loosed on suggested maximum retail price F,O.B. East and West P,O,E. Provlnclol taxes and shipping charges axlra. 
Gov, t  Inspected  F rozen  C.O.V. Ca l i fo rn ia  No .  1 Green  • +."m--L ~ 
Turkeys A + -a ' "  + 9 : ¢ 
e ~Igll+ adage & , + + & O  I01"I161bo . ; Grad ~ |b: ' ~ ~  + ' 
. : + 
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Ardmona 28  oz ,  Tin Win  A Super  Valu!i:~ . Deta i l sa t  Store  - ~  
co 49L+ . " 'w ' ' ' ' ' " ° ' ' °A++ . + ° ' ' ' ' ' ' '+ '  : m .+ : /  + m • Crushed or  T idb i t s  APRI TS 
r~ O r " " P ~ A+I'R S Ha v la i l  CPAir pt. opp!e 
• . . : . + .+  ~ . . + . , -  . 
~:NO DEALERS PLEASE +PRICES EFFECI+!VE MeN, TUES. A+-N 'WE RESERVE~~THE RIGHT TO:LIMIT QUANTITIES 
